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State officials report

Fund receipts
up 8.3 percent
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — $508.3 million.
Individual income tax collecState revenue officials report that
Kentucky's total General Fund tions for the first nine months of
tax receipts for the first three fiscal 1981-82 were $444.7 million,a
quarters of the fiscal year were up 7.2 percent increase. Corporate in8.3 percent over the same period come tax receipts were $95.3
million, which was only one-half of
last year.
Revenue Commissioner Ron 1 percent increase.
Property tax growth also slowed
Geary said the tax revenues continued to be aided by the relatively as previous gains due to the
strong receipts from the coal earlier setting of the state rate
severance tax. However, he said have largely been eliminated,
other sectors of the economy Geary said. Total property tax
reflected a more stagnant level of collections thus far in 1981-82 are
$174.3 million, a 3.9 percent inactivity.
Total coal severance tax collec- crease.
The Transportation Fund showtions were up 28.8 percent to $178.6
ed a 15.6 percent increase to $279.3
million.
The largest General Fund ac- million. The increase was largely
count, the general sales and use attributable to increases in
tax, registered a gain of only 3.3 receipts from the motor fuels tax
percent in March and an 8.2 per- and motor vehicle usage tax and
cent gain over the first three the differential in coal severance
quarters. Total receipts were tax transfers.
MO(0)VING EXPERIENCE — Students from city and county
schools and Murray State University received dairy lessons at this
-morning's Dairy Day-,sponsored annually by Calloway County dairy
farmers, Dairy Wives Homemakers Club, American Milk Products
Association and Dairymen, Inc., and coordinated by Betty Tucker.
(Top photo) Oren Hull, MAI dairy farm director,demonstrates milking equipment.(Top right,from left) Third grade teacher Mary Ann
Carter and students Kim Hobbs, Amy LaMore and Sabrina Urquhat
watch Ted Howard milk a cow. (Bottom right) Stacy Tidwell
directed a puppet show focusing on the values of good nutrition.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon

U.S.-MI-frontage
rezoned to business

TVA faces extinction, Parris
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
— The Tennessee Valley Authority faces extinction as an electric
utility unless it can reduce its
work force and power equipment
inventories,the manager of TVA's
seven-state power system says.
Hugh G. Parris, TVA's manager
of power, said Tuesday that pp
Office of Power managers under
his supervision are trying to find
ways to cut costs by reducing the
work force, equipment inventories, office space and supplies.
TVA Chairman Charles Dean Jr.,
in town to address a civic club
Tuesday, said he supports Parris'
cost-cutting efforts.
"Hugh Parris wants to trim his
ship," Dean said. "We need to
make that ship as efficient as we
possibly can."
Parris said that to avoid
economic disaster, the federal
utility must make the reductions

in employees and equipment to
respond to sharp declines in the
projected future growth of electricity demand in the Tennessee
Valley.
"If we keep adding to our
resources while our loads are not
growing, that's what will happen," Parris said. "That's exactly
what I mean and that's exactly
what I said."
He referred to an internal Office
of Power memo discussing the
reduction efforts, which was
drafted in response to a Parris
briefing. Jim Coffey, assistant
director of nuclear power,
prepared the memo and The Chattanooga Times obtained a copy
Tuesday.
"Mr. Parris' message is that
TVA is in serious financial and
rate trouble and that unless TVA
changes its way of doing business,
it cannot survive as a utility," Coffey's memo said in part.

Dean said the power Office has
been "gearing up for more
business and more reactors"
since 1974. Employment in the
power office has increased from
9,000 to about 14,000 people and expenditures have almost quadrupled in those eight years, Dean said.
TVA was preparing itself during
those years for building 17 nuclear
reactors in the nation's largest
nuclear construction program.
But, because of the declining
growth in projected power needs,
TVA has indefinitely postponed
building eight of those 17 reactors.
Five already are operating and
the remaining four are being built
without delays.
The decline in power growth
demands has plagued other
utilities as well; affecting employment and plans to build new power
plants.
TVA has invested $4 billion in
the eight deferred reactors. As

much as 10 percent of each power
bill goes toward paying interest
ctrarges on that $4 billion, Dean
said.
Parris said he is hopeful TVA
can recoup some of its investment
by selling parts from the deferred,
surplus reactors it has bought.
The agency announced recently it
is hoping to sell parts from two
deferred reactors at its proposed
Hartsville atomic power plant —
made by the General Electric Co.
— to the Mexican government.
"I'm cautiously optimistic we'll
be able to make some fairly major
sales," Parris said. "We're looking broader than Hartsville.
That's all I'm going to say right
now."
TVA generates power for 2.8
million consumers in Tennessee
and neighboring parts of Kentucky, Virginia, North Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi.

U.S. seeks Falklands stalemate break
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — With a
threatened military showdown
between Argentina and Great Britain perhaps just a few days away,
President Reagan is gathering his
top advisers to search for ways of
breaking the negotiating
stalemate in the Falklands crisis.

Reagan called a meeting today
with Secretary of State Alexander
M. Haig Jr. and other National
Security Council members to explore new ideas in preparation for
Thursday's visit here of British
Foreign Secretary Francis Pym.
British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher said Pym will
be carrying counterproposals in

New stamps salute
U.S., Netherlands

response to an Argentine peace
plan that Britain rejected Tuesday.
The gloomy atmosphere was
underscored Tuesday night when
Argentine Foreign Minister
Nicanor Costa Mendez said his
government had no plans for new
concessions.
Unofficial estimates say the
British task force, which set sail
on April 5, could begin arriving
over the weekend in the Falkland
Islands area 250 miles east of
Argentina's coastline. The British
Defense Ministry has refused
comment on the arrival plans of
the armada.
Despite London's hostile at-

titude toward the Argentine proposals, there was unrest reported
in the Argentine military over the
concessions agreed to by Gen.
Leopoldo Galtieri, Argentina's
president.
An Argentine official, asking not
to be identified, said Galtieri
"cannot offer any more."
Argentina's military junta
issued a communique early today
saying it is ready and willing to
negotiate, but that current
negotiations "have as their final
and irrenounceable objective the
consolidation 'and exercise of
Argentine sovereignty over the
islands,.and the recognition of that
sovereignty."

Soviets still expand

•
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The Library of Congress comA 20-cent commemorative
stamp saluting the 200th anniver- plex consists of three buildings
sary year of the establishment of and is located on Capitol Hill. The
diplomatic relations between The Thomas Jefferson Building was
NEW YORK(AP) — The United
Netherlands and the United States completed in 1897 and was herald- States "must be prepared to halt
was issued by Postmaster ed as the largest library building and seek to reverse" Soviet exGeneral William F. Blger Tues- in the world at that time. The John
pansionism, Secretary of Defense
day in Washington, D. C. Her Ma- Adams Building was opened in
Weinberger says.
Caspar
Madison
the
James
jesty Queen Beatrix of The 1939, and
also said, in a
Weinberger
Netherlands also dedicated two Memorial Building in 1980.
to the Council on
Tuesday
speech
Netherlands stamps during the
Bradbury Thompson based his Foreign Relation's, • that the
this
to
honor
same ceremony
design on a photograph of the
Reagan administration's record
bicentennial event.
Thomas Jefferson Building taken
military buildup is "a clear signal
designed
All three stamps were
1898 ftom the Capitol by the -to the Soviets" that they could not
by Gert DuMbar,a promiment ar- Detroit Publishing Company. It is
outlast the United States in a war.
tist in The Netherlands, Each
believed that the photograph was
_ He acknowledged, however,
-stamp features the red, white and takenin connettion with the open-,
protilemi with. Congress over
that
blue colors which appear in the ing ofThe
the budget may necessitate "cerflags of both.countries.
-The stamp will go on sale locally Jain .reductions" in proposed
The 20-cent gomniemorative
defense spending.
stamp will go on sale at the local Apri122, 1982.
The United States "must be
State
the
desiring
Those persons
post office *lay.
prepared to halt and seek to
A 20-cent commemorative Bird and Flower stamps should
reverse the geographic expansion
• stamp honoring the Library °Of •contact the local l'ost Office and
of Soviet control . and military
Congress also is being issued to- give them your name,address and
presence," particularly where
day an Washington, D. C. at the phone number and when they are
vital interests jif the United States
available youl*ill be contactikl
Lary
•

A.,,,0040roo,401404,.
\‘'

and its allies are threatened,
Weinberger said.
He did not say how the United
States would go about reversing
Soviet expansionism.
"Emboldened by America's
post-Vietnam paralysis and its
own increased military
capabilities, the Soviet Union has
pushed its traditiOnal policy of
-global expansionism to a new
dimension in recent years,"
Weinbergtr said.
-TM Speech was-aimed at
countering what he called
"misconceptions" about U.S.
•iden-ie policy.
. "We seek to deter Soviet aggression against the United States and
its allies by maintaining the
Capability to respond effectively
:t4 the lowest possible level of
violencef he said.•

The Murray Planning Commission Tuesday approved a request
by H.K. Ellis to rezone the rear
portion of his property on U.S. 641
South from residential to
business.
The request, presented to the
commission by attorney Joe Bolin
who was representing Ellis,asked
the city to extend the business
area of the roadfront property
east by 200 feet. It passed
unanimously.
Bolin said his client wanted the
area "available" for possible

development, and that the rezoning action was consistent with an
earlier action by the commission.
Two years ago the planning commission rezoned the rear area of
the Dwain Taylor Chevrolet property, which borders the Ellis lot
on the south.
The property's northern border
is flanked by Dr. Hugh Houston's
land. City planner Steve Zea told
the commission he had spoken
earlier with Houston and that be
had no objection to the rezoning
request.

Bulb, brooms sale
preparations begin
Members of Murray Lions Club
have started preparations for its
annual Bulb and Broom Sale.
Sales will be Monday and Tuesday
in the residential and business
areas of the city of Murray, according to Paul Mansfield, club
president, and Dale Hughes, committee chairman.
Lions Club members will be
calling at homes and businesses
providing an opportunity for purchase of light bulbs, household or
warehouse brooms and mops.
Proceeds from the bulb and
broom sale will be used to support

the club's on-going projects including the local blood bank and
its facilities at Murray--Calloway
County Hospital; sight conservation programs in the local area;
the Kentucky Eye Research Foundation; and club scholarships for
deserving students from community to attend Murray State
University.
Mansfield expressed appreciation from the club to the public for
its past support and requests the
continued support in this fund
raising activity on Monday and
Tuesday.

Reagan's extra mile
may be rough road
"It's apparent to me that he
WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite
inks the give is only
(Reagan)th
President Reagan's declaration
doesn't see the give
he
side,
that he will "go the extra mile" to on our
O'Neill said.
side,"
own
his
on
reach a budget compromise with
Reagan met at the White House
Congress, House Speaker Thomas
(Continued On Page 2)
P. O'Neill Jr. says he has yet to
posiReagan's
in
give"
find "any
tion.
"The president certainly has an
idea that we're a lot closer than I
believe we are," O'Neill, D-Mass.,
said Tuesday after a flurry of apTonight partly cloudy and
parently non-productive budget
cold with a good chance of
activity on Capitol Hill and at the
frost. Low in the mid to upper
White House.
30s. Light north winds. Thursday sunny and pleasant. High
upper 50s to low 60s. Light northwext winds.
Friday through Sunday: Dry
with a warming trend. Highs in
the mid 50s to mid 60s Friday.
A pre-school screening will be
conducted. April 28-29 at the First
Presbyterian Church.
Purpose of the screening is to
Pour Sections 36 Pages
determine possible learning, viAces
skin, hearing and speech proC6-,7-C
Classifieds
4.
blems before children enter public
Comics
schools. The screening is being
• BC
Crosswords
jointly -conducted -by Marray City
Dear Abby
74*
and Calloway County Schools,
Dr. Lamb
IC
KenWest
and
_ Murray Head Start
Horoscope
tucky Ethirational_Ceopirative. Murray Today
Children may be registered if
Obituaries
.441
they are from ages threelltillfive
Perspective
may
before Oct. 1. Parents
Sports. ,
•1-1.341 .
register their children by calling
Private Property
p.m.
3
753-2455 between a.m. and
Section
12 Pages
through Friday, April 29. y

wormer days

Schools plan
child screening
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Recession continues with little let-up
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
last quarter of decline in the
recession continued with little letrecession of 1981-82.
up in the first quarter of this year
The report said inflationas the economy declined nearly as
adjusted gross national product —
fast as it had in the final three
the broadest measure of U.S.
months of 1981, the government
economic activity — declined at a
said today.
3.9 percent annual rate in the first
But the Commerce Department
quarter.
report also contained hopeful
That was almost as steep as the
signs for officials who are op- .
1 4.5 percent rate of decline in the
timistic that the January-March
final three months of last year.
period will prove to have been the
However, the report also in-

dicated that most of the firstquarter drop was due to the fact
that businesses were no longer
pushing to produce goods that had
only been ending up in inventory
stockpiles.
Inventories decreased sharply
in the first quarter, after continuing to rise earlier in the recession.
Inflation-adjusted final sales actually increased 1.9 percent in the
first quarter after declining 1.8

percent in the fourth.
Economists say businesses' recent success in whittling down
stocks of unsold goods may have
set the stage for production increases and a general recovery
from the recession. But few
analysts, inside or outside the
government, predict much growth
hefore summer, when the tax-rate
cut should encourage consumers
to push sales higher.

Budget...
(Continued From Page 1)
with Republican congressional
leaders Tuesday and then
telephoned O'Neill to say he hoped
administration and congressional
negotiators could reach a 1983
budget compromise.
"It's my fervent plea and hope
that from these meetings there
will soon come a balanced, bipartisan package that will help to
revive our economy," Reagan
later told reporters. "I know of
nothing that would be a greater
tonic for the economy right now
Republican leaders had earlier
made optimistic statements about

the progress of the budget talks,
which are expected to continue today.
But a negotiating session Tuesday at the White House — which
had been touted as climactic in the
search for a bipartisan compromise — apparently fizzled.
One House Democratic source,
who asked not to be quoted by
name, called it "a non-session."
Wwithout a break soon, the talks
"could degenerate into an endless
dance marathon," he said.
O'Neill, reacting to Reagan's
telephone call and statements,
said,"The president has taken the

first step — he has admitted the
need for change. Now, we want
him to take the second step — to
support a program that is fair and
puts people back to work."
A number of Democrats have
expressed concern that the administration is not sincere about

Higdon appointed
to oversight group

the budget negotiations, preferring instead, to maneuver. .the
Lmnocrats into a had political
position as the fall elections approach.
Reagan had indicated Tuesday
that he would consider tax increases as part of a package to
reduce budget deficits, but he remained firmly opposed to changes
in the individual and business tax
cuts enacted last year.
Reagan said he told the GOP
leaders and O'Neill that "so long
as we can reach consensus on a
budget plan that is balanced and
commands bipartisan support,
I'm personally prepared to go the
extra mile."
The president's remarks were
his most conciliatory to date.

Sen. Greg Higdon has been appointed to the Legislature's
Capital Construction and Equipment Purchase Oversight Committee for the 1982-83 interim.
The committee reviews the
capital construction budget and
various capital construction projects, as well as major purchases of equipment by the
state.
Higdon, a Democrat from
Fancy Farm, just finished his
first term in the state Senate.
During the 1982 General
Assembly he served on the
The Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
agriculture and natural
will sponsor a roadblock Saturday
resources (viss..
-0.2irman).
.- .4th-all proceeds going to the fund
banking and insurance and
drive of the Murray-Calloway
judiciary-criminal committees.
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross.
The roadblock will be at three
intersections — 12th and Chestnut,
12th and Sycamore and Five
Points— from 8 a.m. to noon.
The Calloway County School
All contributions will be apBoard will meet in special session
preciated, a fraternity spokesman
at 6 p.m. Thursday in the board of said.
education office on College Farm
Road.
Items on the agenda include and
executive session, personnel and
calendar amendment, according
to Dr. Jack Rose,superintendent.
The monthly meeting of the
Murray Electric System Plant
Board was scheduled to begin at
4:30 p.m. today at the MES
building.
Items on the agenda were to include status report on Kroger
plant electricity, gross receipts
license tax, office staff promotion
and the monthly report, according
to Ron Underwood, superintendent.

VOLUNTEERS HONORED — (Top photo, in
middle) Della
Taylor, with 21 years, and Peggy Edwards, with 400
hours of service,
were top honorees at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
volunteer luncheon Tuesday. Recognition had been in
years but was
changed to hours after Aug.l. Stuart Poston (left),
administrator,
and Ruth Eversmeyer, director of the volunteer progr
am also were
on hand. Poston also presented awards to volunteers
with the most
years including (bottom photo, from left) Alberta Griffi
th, 11 years;
Frances Erwin, eight years; Irma La Follette, 12 years;
Taylor, 21
years; and Kathryn Glover,14 years.

Fraternity to set up
roadblocks
for Red Cross drive

Calloway board
to meet Thursday

DONATIONS — The Murray Business and Professional
Club donated a portion of its annual salad luncheon proceeWomen's
ds to the
adult mental handicapped center, hospice program and
Need Line.
Kathy Hodge (second from right), BPW president, presen
checks to (from left) Keith Hayes, chairman of the Compr ted the
ehensive
Care Center Board; Mary Moyer, chairman of the volunt
eers to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice Program; and
Dan Farris, chairman of the board of Need Line. BPW makes
annual donations to organizations benefiting people.

Israeli troops waiting
to evacuate settlers

JERUSALEM (AP) —
Thousands of Israeli troops moved
into Yamit before dawn today and
awaited orders from the government to evacuate some 2,000 settlers and squatters from the last
bastion of resistance to
withdrawal from the Sinai peninsula.
Prime Minister Menachem
Begin's government met for more
than two hours in Jerusalem, then
announced it would go ahead Sunday with the return of the last
third of the desert territory to
Egypt in accordance with the
Camp David peace treaty.
The Cabinet discussed the intensive U.S.-Egyptian-Israeli
diplomatic contacts over Israel's
charges of Egyptian violations of
the treaty, and Energy Minister
Yitzhak Berman told reporters:
"The prime minister authorized
A release from the Kentucky me to say that the government
Highway Department concerning decided on an evacuation the
25th
the resurfacing of Highway 783 of this month."
listed the road as Butterworth
There was no immediate word
Road. It should have been Rob in Jerus
alem whether the troops
Mason Road.
began removing diehard ultra-

MES plant board
meets today

THE STARTING LINE IS AT

Correction

nationalists holding out in Yamit,
on the northeast Sinai coast, in a
last-ditch attempt to block the
withdrawal.
The evacuation had been expected to start at dawn, but Israel
Radio said it would not begin until
after the cabinet meeting.
The return of the Sinai to Egypt
had appeared threatened last
week when Israel claimed Egypt
was violating the peace treaty.
But since then there has been a
steady shuttle of American, Egyptian and Israeli officials between
Jerusalem and Cairo, carrying
assurances and admonitions back
and forth.
Before the Cabinet meeting,
U.S. Deputy Secretary of State
Walter Stoessel gave Begin a
message from President Reagan
which Israeli news reports said
reconfirmed the American commitment to the Camp David treaty.
Begin's spokesman, Uri Porat,
said Egyptian Ambassador Saad
Murtada delivered a message
from President Hosni Mubarak,
but he did not release the contents.

Bel-Air Decor =
PAINT SALE

753 3642

Bel Air Shopping Centi

Interior-Exterior
Hy-Klas Paints
Exterior Latex
voiw

1IA

Interior Latex
$600

2 Gal. Pail
Only

2
3
95
$

Latex Ena;s

$1450

For 2 Gal.

We Stock Wallpaper

ACTION WEEK
Get into the action with
Hang Ten's two tone poly.
cotton knits. The 3/4 length
sleeve baseball shirt
comes in violet/red
combination,S-M-L. Reg.
$22 NOW $16.99. Two tone
logging shorts in violet/red,
S-M -L. Reg. $13 NOW
$9.99

Being a winner on.or off the
sports field is easy when
you get these great looks
from our Men's dept. 25%
OFF selected group of
.
men's tenniswear. Shirts
in both V-neck and placket
collars Reg:$16 to $23.
NOW $12 to $17.25. Tennis
shorts Reg $15 to $18.
NOW $11.25 to $13.50.

Not to be left out is this
Hang Ten camisole top in
violet/white stripes over an
elastic waist boxer short
with side leg zippers!
Scoop neck camisolb,
S-M-L Reg. $13. NOW
$9.99. Shorts with leg
zippers. Violet. S-M -L.
Reg. $19 NOW $14..99

$800
r

$10"•

Per Double Roll
Preposted - Stripable - Scruboble

—Vinyl- Floors - Carpet.
. Custom
Window Treatment
A Complete Decorating Center
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perspective
inside report

Poker policy
Energy game
Talk about poker. The president has escalated
bluff to an art form. He is not only saying that there
is no role for government in national energy policy;
he's saying there's no role for government even in a
national energy emergency. And he's not only saying it; he has gone so far as to veto a nearly
unanimously passed bill that would have given him
the power to allocate scarce supplies, if he chose to,
during an energy emergency.
There is, presumably, a thrill in this 1-can-do-itwith-both-hands-tied-behind-my-back defiance, but
the president's business isn't to thrill us; it is to promote our security and prosperity. We are the stake
in this, as in so many others of the president's highstakes gambles. And like the family at home when
the father bets the homestead on a draw to an inside
straight, we wish he'd stop showing off. Caution and
backup insurance plans may be sissy stuff in the
saloon, but in the White House they're statesmanship.
(Reprinted by Permission of the Sacramento
Bee)

Seniority
fairness
In its decision on job seniority policies, the U.S.
Supreme Court was wrestling with a aifficult issue
of fairness. Should employe'es who are
predominantly.white and TrualP enjoy the benefits of
'a seniority system that was put in place after civil
rights laws banned job discrimination against
women and minorities':
We think the majority in the 5-4 decision was
right. If the seniority system itself was not intentionally discriminatory, it cannot be attacked
because it reflects the fact that women and
minorities were late in starting up the seniority ladder:
The seniority system of the American Tobacco
Co. at two plants in Virginia, which was the subject
of the case before the Supreme Court, may be
typical of others in business and industry. It was
adopted in 1968—three years after the effective date
of the law against job discrimination. Black
employees who have since gone on the payroll complained in court that the system unfairly gives promotion benefits to white employees hired before
discriminatory practices were abandoned.
The Supreme Court majority upholds the view
that it would be wrong to deny the benefits of
seniority to long-time employees for the sake of advancing the interests of newer employees. It is tri4
that minorities and women were wronged in the
past by being denied access to jobs they were equipped to fill. But two wrongs do not make a right—a
principle that demands respect and demands patience on the part of those who began earning
seniority only after the barriers of discrimination
came down.

Temporary
isn't forever

Announcement that wages in Mexico will be
allowed to rise from 10 to 30 percent may be good
news only in the short term for Mexican workers,
Wage-earners were hit hard by the devaluation of
the peso in February. The result was an immediate
rise in prices, especially for imported goods. Labor
representatives lost no time in pressing for pay increases, and the Labor Ministry,acting as a referee
between unions and employers, has decreed how
much wages should rise.
The trouble is that the wage increases may be so
large that they will undermine the ultimate benefit
of the peso devaluation. The government decision to
let the value of the peso "float" in relation to
foreign currencies was made necessary by Mexico's high inflation rate —30 percent last year.
A surge of wage increases running as high as.30
percent will create more inflationary pressure in
the Mexican economy,finding its way inevitably into the price of goods and services. The value of
wage increases will melt away. Higher prices again
will make it difficult for Mexico to market its export
products and to attract the tourist business which is
of major importance to its economy.
As we have learned in this country, it is impossible to wage war on inflation without simultaneously
incurring economic hardship. It is difficult for
political leaders to pursue economic policies that
require short-term sacrifice for the sake of longterm gain, With a wage policy that goes too far in
attempting to soften the impact of the recent peso
devaluation, Mexico will only aggravate its serious
economic problems.
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Isolating President Reagan only leads
to uninformed sovereignty by solitude
WASHINGTON — The weekly fiveminute radio talks that Ronald
Reagan began April 3 are a shrunken
version of what was proposed as fullblown fireside chats, a miniaturization symptomatic of what ails his
troubled presidency.
While outsiders have pleaded with
the White House for months to put
President Reagan on television
regularly to explain his philosophy
and his policies, the senior staff has
resisted. Five minutes on the radio
every Saturday at the questionable
time of early afternoon (E.S.T.) is a
compromise that may not be too late
but certainly is too little.
This is part of the isolation syndrome at the White House that led
troubled junior staffers months ago
to describe the president as a
prisoner of Pennsylvania Avenue.
The senior staff, intent on control,
has severely limited outside access
to Reagan and Reagan's access to
the outside.
What makes this pertinent is the
difference in tone and substance between the president and his senior
aides on taxes, defense spending and
Central America. He is inherently
ideological;- they are estentially
pragmatic compromisers. The same

aides who flinch at Reagan going to
the nation to plead his case want to
limit his exposure to outsiders who
might bolster his ideological convictions.
Thus, the week that ended with the
parsimonious five-minute radio talk
began with the second straight
cancellation of Reagan's weekly
meetings with Republican congressional leaders. No explanation was
offered.
The suspected reason was the
senior staff's concern that freewheeling talks between Reagan and
the Republican leaders might disrupt
chief of staff James Baker's secret
budget negotiations with House
Democrats. The unstated, underlying fear was that the president might
find potent support in his adamancy
against abandonment of his tax and
defense policies •(while Baker promotes three-year defense cuts of up
to $50 billion).
Long before the Baker negotiations, the weekly meeting with congressional leaders had become a
source of concern to some presidential aides. These wide-open sessions
break the ,protective shield around
the president, particularly with the
presence . of Rep. Jack Kemp, chair-

man of the House Republican Conference.
Kemp is described to reporters by
senior staffers in unprincipled
language, but he may well be Ronald
Reagan's favorite congressman. Yet,
he has never been afforded a single
private meeting with Reagan as
president. His access comes through
meetings of the congressional
leaders and of Reagan's outside
economic advisers (the
"graybeards").
But the most recent meeting of the
graybeards that Reagan attended
was rump affair. Only five minutes of
the advisory council, all compatible
with the senior staff, were invited
and present. Had Kemp or Professor
Arthur Laffer been there, they would
surely have urged Reagan to protect
his tax cuts and .change monentary
policy. Neither was informed about
the meeting.
When the full economic advisory
council met two weeks later, Kemp
and Laffer were present — but
Reagan was not. He had been
scheduled elsewhere.
Deputy chief of staff Michael
Deaver, a longtime Reagan servitor
who is uneasy with issues and
ideology, has absolute control over

who sees the president and for bow
long. Richard Darman, a Baker protege hostile to Reaganite ideology,
has similar control over paper flow,
and thus polices Reagan's access to
information.
The image of Darman as a nonideological paper shuffler is
spurious. Darman not only chooses
what the president sees but puts a
spin on it. When veterar Reagan aide
Lyn Nofziger (shortly before resigning Jan. 22) sent the president a letter arguing against excise tax increases, Darman affixed his notation
suggesting that Nofziger knows
nothing about economics.
Despite Darman, the president accepted Nofziger's advice. Moreover,
his policy remains closer to Jack
KeMp's than Jim Baker's. Nevertheless, he is isolated from outside
opinion supporting his instincts and
he is restricted in making his own
arguments to the public. Unattributed quotes from senior aides
have recently depicted Reagan as a
stubborn old man unwilling to compromise. The real problem is not the
president's stubbornness but the
isolation imposed on him by those
aides.

letter to the editor

Divided
community
Dear Editor:
It hurts me to have to write this
letter, however, someone needs to
point out a few facts.
This latest move on the part of
the Murray Board of Education is
not designed to help the children of
this community, but rather to
divide our community. WHO WINS
WHEN A COMMUNITY IS DIVIDED — NO ONE.
Surely, the Murray Board of
Education is not naive enough to
think the county people will continue to patronize the businesses in
the Murray School District if the
taxes these businesses pay do not
benefit the county students as well
as the city students. How long can
the businesses in Murray survive
without their county customers? I
don't believe that a single business
in the Murray School District
wants or can afford to lose over
half its customers. If I were a
business person in Murray today
and valued my county customers, I
would notify my utility companies
immediately and let them know
that I wanted them to continue to
divide my utility school tax fairly
between the two school systems. As
a matter of fact, there are
businessmen on the Murray Board
of Education. Are they trying to tell
us (the county residents) that they
don't need or want our business?
On the other hand, do we want to do
business with men who are working to hurt our children and divide
our community?
It would be amusing, if it weren't
so sad, to hear these elected officials despairing over the state of
the world (countries attacking
their neighboring countries) and
then these same officials turn
around and work to divide their
own community. Perhaps we
should all remember, "UNITED
WE STAND, DIVIDED WE ALL
FALL."

"EXCUSE ME FOLKSiii IPA JUST HERE TO PULL THE RUG
OUT FROM UNDER YOU

a

heartline

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: The amount of
money I spend on medications each
month is getting ridiculous. I keep
hearing about generic medicines, but
have been afraid of them, thinking
they might not be the right medicine
for me. However, with a monthly,
drug bill of $67, I am to the point of
considering them. Can you give me
any information about generic
• medicines? D.E.

Sincerely,
Jane Curd
Murray', Ky.

ANSWER: Generic drugs are
drugs which are chemically identical
to brand-name drugs, but sold under
the chemical (generic) name. In
most states, a generic drug may be
used to fill a prescription for certain
brand-name medications, unless
otherwise indicated by your physician.
Generic drugs must meet FDA
(Food and Drug Administration)
standards for safety, strength, effectiveness and purity. In some cases,
your physician may specify a particular brand-name drug because of
a difference in the way it is absorbed
into the body. Generic drugs are considerably less expensive than brandname ones, but you should have your
physician's approval before using
them.
HEARTLINE: It won't be long

reflections in today's history
Today is Wednesday, April 21, the
111th day of 1982. There are 254 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:

On April 21, 753 B.C., Rome was
founded -- as tradition has it — by
Romulus, the mythological son of
Mars.

looking back
Ten years ago
The Bank of Murray's new Universfty Branch had planned an' open
house on April 23, according to Joe
Dick, president and chairman of
Board of Directors of the bank.
Dr. Durwood Beatty showed Slides
of his travels in state of Michigan at
Meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Twenty years ago
• Thp Murray City Council had
authorized a new 20-year contract
with Tennessee Valley Authority at
meeting at Murray City Hall.
Ronnie Like, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hoyt -Like of Hazel, had received
Chapter Star Farmer Award and

e I942 Caoky Alem•
larelwit

Senior Award at Father-Son Banquet
of Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America.
Thirty years ago
Airman .Third Class Bobby
Grogan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Grogan and married to the-former
Verona Smith, had been promoted to
Airman Second Class. He was stationed at MacAndrews Air Base at
Orgentia, Newfoundland.
The Jordanairs from Grand Ole
Opry, Nashville,. were to present a
concert April 21 at Murray State College auditorium. This was to be spansored by Senior Class of Murray
Training School.

In 1500, Pedro Alvarez Cabral landed in Brazil, which he claims for Portugal.
In 1509, Henry VIII became King of
England on the death of Henry VII.
In 1966, surgeons in Houston made
what was said to be the first implant
of an artificial heaitifl a human.
And in 1975,South Vietnam's President Nguyen Van Thieu resigned, denouncing the United States as untrustworthy,
Ten years ago: Apollo 16 atronauts
John Young and Charles Duke drove
an electric car on the surface of the
moon.
Five years ago: Pakistani Prime
Minister Zulfikar All Bhutto assumed
emergency powers in a crackdown
on opponents trying to force his
resignation.

before I will be needing a Medicare
supplement insurance policy. I have
never really had a good understanding of health insurance in general,
and since I know little about
Medicare, I know nothing about
Medicare supplements or how to go
about choosing a good one. What can
you suggest? W.Y.
ANSWER: We would suggest that
you purchase a 'copy of our
"Headline's. Guide to Health Insurance and Medicare Supplements." Not only will you find the
information you need to know before
purchasing a Medicare supplement
insurance policy, but-you will also get
a good explanation of health insurance in general. To order your
copy, send $2.00 to Heartline, Dept.'
HI, 114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
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Today's birthdays: Actor Anthony
Quinn is 67 years old. Britain's Queen
Elizabeth II is 56.
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
Be Air

WHITE CLOUD

Where Low
Don't Worry Murray•••We Will
Not Be Undersold!
Prices Good
Wed. 4-21-82 We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Thru
Tues. 4-27-82
Quantities

mq enter

o

4gal

LYNN GROVE
GRADE 'A' LARGE

BATHROOM 1 PEPSI, 7-UP
(OR DR. PEPPER
TISSUE
4 ROLL
PKG.

ONIPEIFAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO A DAIRY PRODUCTS p"

BLUE BONNET

MARGARINE

CASCADE
FOR AUTOMATIC
DISHWASHER

09

8 PK.
160!.

1 89

REG. $1.99
(LIMIT TWO PLEASE)

500!.
We Accept U.S. Gov
'
t Food Stamps

IN OUR DAIRY CASE
-

Hours:
8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Everyday

liabT BEER .6

PK.1101

$

SCOT LAD WHOLE
KERNEL OR CREAM

1 69

CORN

1602.2179
'

DEL MONTE
1 LB. QTRS.

111.um
BONNET

ORANGE
GRAPE
STRAWBERRY

Margarine

$1 69

$259
4
99

R.A11-0-11101
BUTTERMILK

y2 GAL.994

1 LB. BOX

4
65

MAKES 8 QTS.

RAV-0-1101 24 OZ.
COTTAGE CHEESE.. $1 39

KRACKERS

1 29

3207.

SUNSHINE KRISPY

6 PK. CANS,

MINUTE MAID LEMONADE

MIX

$

CATSUP

SOFT DRINKS

SUNLIGHT DISHWASHING

LIQUID

LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT

WISK

2202.

32 OZ.

11 59

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

KRAFT PHILADELPHIA
CREAM CHEESE . soz.8134
FOOD GIANT WHOLE
MILK

MORE LOW PRICES ON MORE ITEMS EVERYDAY ...AT STOREY'S

GAL. $229
KRAFT

FRUZEM F11111/1

HI-DRY PAPER

VELVETTA

TOWELS

'KRAFT 32 OZ.

EDON BATHROOM

MIRACLE WHIP

FRIED
CHICKEN

4 ROLL PKG 794

MARDI GRAS PAPER

SINGLES

JUMBO 754

SCOT LAD SWEET

JUICE

.1802. 784

CLEANER

320!.

$1 1 9

DEL MONTE TOMATO

TOWELS

KRAFT ORANGE

SAUCE
LIQUID PLUMBER DRAIN

TISSUE

UAFT WRAPPED AMERICAN

MORTON

KRAFT B.B.Q.
(
JUMBO 59

CATSUP.

240!.

$J09

T1LEX MILDEW STAIN

PEAS..

160!. 2/79

REMOVER

16 OZ.$1 69

casco
CLOROX II FABRIC

2 LB. BOX

259

SHORTENING

ism 2/994

FOLGEPS INSTANT

BUSH'S CUT GREEN

COFFEE. .

$4" BEANS

ORANGEMAJUICE

15 /
1 2 OZ.

$ (19

BEANS

GENERIC
LEMONADE

120,49'

SUGAR

LB BAG

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Wisk

$1
32 et:

Liglid

59.

•

Good Only As Storey's ,
Exii 4 77 R7
.

-

DOVE DISHWASHING

BEANS

Starlight
Dishweshisni

Ugeid leesdry
Detergent

,7•1.
Go,m I Only At Sit ney's
I xi'14 1/ fl)

REMOVER.

CLEANER.

$1 59

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

$1 S9
it

SOFT SCRUB

USN'S CHILI NOT

1202.99'

400!.

CLOROX PRE•WASN STAIN

BUSH'S KIDNEY
FarFFEE.

BLEACH

1601.

3/$1

. .
COUPON
Limit One Per Family

.
COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Final Touch
• Fabric Softener

SloisW
Per Seep

4

•
c.,,,..,1 Only At StrXey's
e
32i.
99

,..2/994

hip 4 2/ 87
-

LIQUID ...

.

Good Only At Storey's
Exp '4 27-82

COUPON
,Limit One Per Family

Mrs. Betterwerth
Syrup

. •

-,

1919

As
'
Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 4-27-82
•
31 et.

'e
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Prices Originate

HOME OWNED
HOME OPERATED

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS
SWISS STEAK

U.S.D.A.
CHUCK ROAST
$01 49

%el 79 LB.

LB.

kt,

1•11•11111111111.4.

CHICKASAW
*BACON

FRESH PICNIC
- PORK ROAST
LB.
9'
9

LB.

11

99

12 OZ.-

t
‘VIIIIMIPIPMWM/UNSOMMINNMOUNIP*10.1.111MMIMIOPPOOP

AIMPOW.11

BONUS PACK

Grimed

CHUCK

FAMILY PACK LB.

$ 1 59
•

PORK CHOPS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

BONUS PACK PORK

STEW MEAT

STEAK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS CHUCK

BONUS PACK CUBE

STEAK

Le. $1 69

LB.

$

MUM SPECIALS

49

111111111111111111111111•1111111111111111111r

•?,

Le. $1 49

STEAK
SWIFT ALL AMERICAN BONELESS

FRESH LEAN PORK

CUTLETS

LB. $1 79

HAM
SWIFT CANNED

i
i
s tiE
mA
trERS

HAM

HYDE PARK PORK

REELFOOT JUMBO BY THE PIECE

SAUSAGE
ROWS PACK SIRLOIN TIP
STEAK

LB.

$1 79
•

IIIIKERg

3LBS.$699

BOLOGNA
COUNTRY STYLE PORK
SAUSAGE

LB.$1 19

LB. $1 19

LIEU

'CARROTS

3/1 MUSHROOMS

CUCUMBERS

3/$1

GREEN
N STORE WED WHITE

DELI MADE DELUXE

BREAD

LOAF

SPICE BALLS

694

HAM & CHEESE

3/89'

GLAZED

DONUTS

PIZZAS

s3s,

s S9
DOZ. I

SANDWICH

..994

STORE MADE

COLE SLAW

LB.

99'

ONIONS

LEMONS ,
JUICE

3P1

994
10/994

•

10/994

TRAY
TOMATOES 6
,•:•.

47' 4.• • ••••1

FOOD GIANT CASH POT

THIS WEEK WIN $70000
LAST WEEK'S NAME HAZEL PATTERSON
CARD NOT PUNCHED
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today

datebook
Volunteers will meet
Persons dismissed
Jennifer Cole, 19, freshman at Murray State
University, will entertain for the Volunteers of
Calloway County Public Library on Thursday at 10
a.m.in meeting room of library,according to Gerry
Reed, director of volunteers, and Mrs. Bruce Ottway,volunteer musician. Coffee and doughnuts will
be served.
Miss Cole, Danville, M., will play the piano. She
also sings in choir and chorus, performs with Wind
Ensemble and plays string bass with MSU Orchestra and Paducah Symphony Orchestra. Also at
the meeting Mrs. Robert Moyer will present a slide
program concerning the Hospice Program.

Diabetes workshop June5
The Diabetes Workshop, co-sponsored by
Marshall-Calloway County Diabetes Association
and Murray-Calloway County Hospital, originally
scheduled for April 24, has been rescheduled for
Saturday, June 5. The workshop will be at the First
United Methodist Church,Murray.

Local persons recently dismissed from Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah,included Linda England
and Lomax Housden,both of Murray.

Lourdes dismissals given
Persons recently dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah,included Richard Miller, Kathy
Kelley, A.J. Marshall and Clyde Perry, all of Murray.

NARFE plans meeting
Local Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday at 9:30 a.m.at
the Calloway Public Library. Dr. John Griffin,
Department of Agriculture, Murray State University, will be the speaker.

Taco dinner planned
Ladies Group of First Assembly of God will sponsor a taco dinner Friday at Chi Alpha Building, 200
North 15th St. Serving will be from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
with the cost being $2for adults and $1 for children.

Rachel M. Oliverio born

Wrestling Thursday

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Olivet* Browster, N.Y.,
are the parents of a daughter, Rachel Martine,
weighing nine pounds 3/
1
2 ounces, born Friday,
April 16, at 8:30 a.m. at Albert Einstein Hospital,
Bronx, N.Y.
The mother is the former Willette Richardson of
Aurora. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Richardson of Aurora and Mrs. Rose Oliverio and
the late Martin Oliverio,Sr.,of Bronx, N.Y.

Championship Wrestling will be Thursday at 8
p.m. at Calloway County High School. The main
event will be Bill Dundee and Steve Keirn vs. Sweet
Brown Sugar and Bobby Eaton with Jim Hart; Stan
Lane and Roy Rogers vs. The Monk and The Angel
with Hart. Also featured will be Bobby Fulton vs.
Gypsy Joe and Eric Embry vs. The Invader.
The event will be sponsored by Calloway County
High Athletic Boosters.

THAT'S IT

NOW OPEN!
T.J.'s Barbecue
Chestnut St., Murray

Featuring...

Barbecue by the pound
or the whole shoulder

Men's Shirts & $COO
Ladies Blouses 40 Off

Caton, Barbecuing

Sole Ends Sunday the 25th

Burgers
Ice Cream
-,- Drive Through Window
For Carry-Out Service
753-0045

We've Got The
New 501's

9:30-8:00 Mon.-Sat.
1-5 Sunday
001

REVIVAL

Getting ready
to be given away?

Ledbetter Baptist
Church

Organize your thoughts about the big day with a
WELCOME WAGON Engaged Girl call. As the
WELCOME WAGON Representative, I have some
lovely free gifts for you and good advice from bridal
experts on how to make your wedding ttle kind
youlye always wanted.
Call now and let me help you get ready to be a
beautiful bride.

Starting April 22-24
At 7:30 P.M.
Speaker For 22:
Ricky Cominghom
For 23:
Howard Roberts
For 24:
Dewy Dick
Pastor Wade Copeland
Invites The Public

Miierray Ledger & Times

Covington-Snipes vows said
Miss Karen Ann Covington and Carlton Dyke
Snipes were married
Saturday, April 17, at 4:30
p.m. at First Baptist
Church, Macclenny. Fla.
The Rev. Allen R.
Carter performed the
double ring ceremony.
Nuptial music was
presented by Mrs. Tim
Starling, pianist, and Jim
McCord,soloist.
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Covington of Macclenny
and Mr. and Mrs. Jack E.
Snipes of Ponte Vedra
Beach,Fla.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Farris of Murray.

The bride
The bride's gown was
white silk organza with
schiffli and chantilly lace
on a high regal
sweetheart neckline with
full bishop sleeves. The
bodice of point d'esprit
lace with tiny silk buttons
to the waist led to the
skirt which had a flounced hem extending to a
chapel length train. The
waltz length veil was attached to a lace, pearl
and floral tiara.
Mrs. Mary Kay
Unkelbach was maid of
Mrs. Carlton Dyke Snipes
honor. Bridesmaids were
Mrs. Hazel Bell and Ms.
Alana Harvey.
floor length gowns of trousers.
They wore identical peach trimmed with matReception
ching lace on bodice and
A reception followed at
IMIMIM111111111111=118
sleeves.
the Covington home in
The flower girl was An- Powell Bluff.
For leformation
drea Harrell. Ringbearer
Ms. Linda Finley kept
Regarding
was Alex Harrell.
the register. Mrs.
Best man was Eddie Carolyn Adams,• pianist,
Electrolysis
Snipes, brother of the played background music
(Permanent
groom. Ushers were Ron-, during the evening.
Removal of Hair)
nie Perry, Tim Clutter
Assisting in serving
Call
and Mark Snipes, also were Mrs. Maines Finley,
brother of the groom. The Mrs. Ed Jasonek, Mrs.
groomsmen wore white Zade Cowart, Mrs.
tuxedo jackets with black Luther Harrell, Mrs.

753-8856

2 Crazy Nits!
2:00,7:00, (R)
'Kentucky Fried Movie
— Phis —
Airpline(PG)

3:35,8:35

KZl*fl
Kathryn Outland 753-3071
Hostesses
Ingeborg King (Asst.)492-8348
Mary Hamilton (Asst.)7535570

901-644-1003

A Mother-Daughter
Banquet will be Sunday,
April 25, at 6 p.m. at
Fellowship Hall of First
Presbyterian Church.
Janet Hough, president of
the Women of thechurch,
encourages all ladies and
girls of the church to attend.

Highlights of the evening will include a worship
challenge and an address
by Mrs. David McArthur
of New Providence
Presbyterian Church,
Maryville, Tenn.
A cake walk for
daughters, 10 and under,
will follow the presenta-

Lit Us Entertain You

Paris, Tenn. 382424$

ASampling of Titles Available in VHS(Some in Beta)
! Westerns
Science Fiction

/
$
11

I

1

I
t
2
*

The Alamo
Shenandoah
True Grit
Rooster Cogburn

The Black Hole
Flash Gordon
Future World
Superman I & II

Classics
Lassie's Greatest Adventure
Tom Sawyer
Casablanca
Ben Hur

Comedy
Best of Amos "n Andy
Laurel and Hardy
Room Service
Benny Hill

Animated
Watership Down
Nelvanmation
Gulliver's Travels
Rood Runner/Bugs Bunny

Horror
Texas Chain Saw Massacre
Friday 13th I & II
Maniac
Toolbox Murders

Clint Eastwood
The Gauntlet
Magnum Force
High Plains Drifter
GOod Bad & Ugly

Burt Reynolds
Smokey and Bandit I & II
Starting Over
Cannonball Run
Paternity

$ OUR REGULAR EVERYDAY PRICE FOR ALLSOP VHS AND BETA HEAD CLEANERS
IS AND HAS BEEN SUM(Members get 10% off that low price)
•
%

-

•

. munsisit poutPRIZE woe WEIKLY
RENTAL-CLUS muAseismr -- $411.00 CHAltilTER($10.00 off till 4-3042)

Michael Walker, Ms. Gail
Brown and Mrs. Andy
Harrell.
Following a wedding
trip to Acapulco, Mexico,
the couple will reside in
Tallahassee, Fla.
Rehearsal dinner
Parents of the groom
hosted a rehearsal dinner
at Sawgrass Country
Club, Ponte Vedra Beach,
for the wedding party and
out-of-town guests on Friday evening.

Mother-Daughter banquet
to be at church on Sunday

THE
MOVIE STORE
Ave.

ir 324-C Tyson

•IF • • A.

MRS. HENRY McKENZIE, left, toastmistress
for the Mother-Daughter Banquet at First
Presbyterian Church, lends her roaster to Janet
Hough who is preparing a ham dinner for the occasion.

tions of awards. Piano
and vocal solos will be by
Brenda Conley and Amy'
Jarman. Cynthia Scribner will accompany
and also play for group
singing.
A number of women
are involved in the
preparations for the banquet. Cornmittee
chairmen are Mrs. Henry
McKenzie and Alicia:
Graves, program; Jean
Lindsey, table decorations; Brenda Jones, program booklets; Janet
Hough, food; Anna
Miller, cake-walk cake;
Carrie Crawford;
telephone; Susan Dutt;
tickets and publicity.
Men serving the meal
will be Kelly Guy, Al
Hough, Charles Miller
and Don Fleming.
Cost of the banquet will
be $3 for adults and $2 for
children, 3 to 10. Those
who have not yet bought:
tickets or made reservations should call Susan
Dutt, 753-1289, Alida:
Graves, 759-4901, or Janet
Hough, 753-1941
•

2302 Kentucky
Paducah, Ky.

442-3600

SWIMWEAR
We have the largest
selection of swimsuits in
the Tri-State area and in
your special size, 36-52.
IOW

‘"FREE" Swim Cap
With any swimsuit purchased
during the'month of April.
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Pet's death questioned

1

,

DEAR ABBY: I live in
Eva replied, "I am
a condo that has a rule: younger than Zaa Zsa.
"No pets weighing over But, unfortunately, by on17 pounds may live on the ly two years."
•••
premises." When I moved here three years ago,
DEAR ABBY: I agree
Mimi, my French poodle, with "For Equality,"
weighed 16 pounds, 4 concerning the cost of the
ounces, so she was no pro- wedding. Yes, it certainly
blem.
should be split 50-50 betLater Mimi put on a lit- ween the bride and the
tle weight, but not enough groom (or their
to make any difference (I families).
thought) until the
But how about the exmanager came to my pense of courting? When
door demanding to weigh the couple is dating, in
her. I later learned that almost every case the
the reweighing of Mimi male pays for all of it.
had been instigated by a Shouldn't that be on a 50neighbor who had a 50 Dutch-treat basis, too?
grudge against me
Let the feminist groups
because once or twice I challenge the age-old
broke the rule of ncrsmok- tradition of the male
ing in the elevator.
always picking up the
Well, Mimi weighed 21 tab.
,4pounds, so I was told I
FAIR IS FAIR
couldn't keep her at the
DEAR FAIR: I'm all
condo. I immediately for the 50-50 split. Then
took her to the vet, who gone will be the days
assured me that he could when a guy buys a girl a
get Mimi's weight down chocolate malted and
to 17 pounds in two weeks, then tries to squeeze it out
so I left her there.
of her.
Two weeks later when I
•••
picked Mimi up, I almost
DEAR ABBY: "Nora"
didn't recognize her. She
weighed 16 pounds, 2 asked, "Why would a
ounces, and she looked man get upset because
sad-eyed and listless. his wife or girlfriend
When I got her home she wanted to see a male
followed me around and stripper?"
You replied:
whined constantly. Also,
she ate practically "Probably for the same
reason somc women get
nothing.
To make a long story upset because their
short, Mimi died two husbands or boyfriends
weeks later. The Vet said want to see female stripit was her heart, but I pers. They fear comknow it was the diet. Now parisons will be made
f blame myself for letting and they won't measure
that vet put her on the up."
I would not go to see
crash diet. It's too late for
Mimi, but please print male or female strippers
this to let animal lovers for the same reason I
know that it is cruel and would not go to a porno
inhuman to put a dog movie. Not so much
through what I did. I because comparisons
should have moved and might be made, but for
taken my chubby little reasons that go much
angel with me.
deeper.
SELFISH AND SORRY
Norman Cousins stated
DEAR SORRY: You this viewpoint quite well
meant well, so don't in an article that apblame yourself. Readers, peared in Saturday
crash diets are hazardous Review in September
to your health,too!
1975:
•••
"The trouble with this
DEAR ABBY: Can you wide-open porsettle an argument? My nography...is not that it
husband says that Zsa corrupts but that it desenZsa and Eva Gabor are sitizes; not that it
twins. I say they not. Who unleashes the passions
is right?
but that it cripples the
WANTS TO KNOW IN emotions; not that it enWISCONSIN
courages a mature atDEAR WANTS: You're titude but that it is a
right. I have always reversion to infantile
known that Zsa Zsa was obsessions; not that it
the older, but I wanted to removes the blinders but
confirm it, so I asked that it distorts the view.
Eva.
Prowess is oroclaimed

but love is denied. What
we have is not liberation
but dehumanization."
Just sign me...
DEAR HAPPY: I too
am a Norman Cousins admirer. His newest book,
"Human Options," is a
treasury of wisdom and
philosophy. I recommend
it highly.
Everyboby needs
friends. For some practical tips on how to be
popular, get Abby's
Popularity Iwbiriat Rand

Coming community events listed

Dealt)

Wednesday, April 21
Wednesday, April 21
Make Today County
Hannah Circle of First
will meet at 1:30 p.m. in
classroom unit of United Methodist Church
Murray-Calloway County Women will meet at
Stockton home at 7:30
Hospital.
p.m.
Hazel and Douglas
Christian Men's
Centers will be open from
Fellowship of First Chris10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for actian"Church will meet at
tivities by Senior
6:30 p.m. at church with
Buren
By Abigail Von
First United Methodist
Children's Presenta- Men as guests.
$1 plus a long, self- tion of "Stone Soup" wIl
Thursday, April 22
addressed stamped (37 be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
SIDS,support group for
cents) envelope to Abby, p.m. in Robert E.
Popularity, P.O. Box Johnson Theatre, Fine parents of children or
38923, Hollywood, Calif. Arts Center, Murray young adults who died
State University.
90038.
suddenly, will be at 7:30

Down Concord Way...

Writer happy to read about accomplishments
By Estelle Spiceland
Hearing that, occasionally, news from
"Down Concord Way" is
mailed to different states,
even recently to Los
Angeles, makes me wish
to be able to write
something interesting to
all.
I enjoy other's contributions, especially an
article about Grove's
chill tonic which surely
kept malaria from being
added to all the other
ailments of our family. I
had never associted
Grove High School in
Paris, Tenn., with chill
tonic.
And it wa§, interesting
to learn that a Murray
man, Lawrence Philpot,
is in charge of the buffalo
near Model, Tenn. Also
that his wife, Lou Ann, of
Murray Woman's Club,
has made a quilt with a
buffalo center design for
exhibition for. Kentucky
Historical Society entitl-

ed "Cumberland Trail
Blazers" and after being
a winner, is a contestant
for $1,000 during Derby
Week in Lexington.
While reading do we
pause to give thanks for
eyes? It's so natural for
us to bemoan our
ailments and poverty, but
God made all rich with
natural endowments. If
doubtful, get a spare part
replaced or repaired in a
hospital.
In a country cemetery,
Macedonia, now sleeps a
man, Jessee McClure,
who though blind for
years, could always see
things to be thankful for.
His grave could be kept
green by those who had
enjoyed his hospitality.
Mrs. Berline Lovins of
New Concord accepts
donations for the upkeep
of that cemetery where
relatives of Wiseharts,
Mitchells, McClures,
Chrismans, Grubbs,
Lewis and many others

sleep. The cemetery
caretaker is very efficient.
Mrs. Jewel Outland
returned home from
Nashville where she had
undergone surgery for
blocked arteries in her
neck, to find that
neighborly friends had
finished the beautiful
quilt she had left unfinished. Flowers for the living.
Mrs. Blanche Spiceland
who spent the winter in
Michigan with her
daughter's family, the
Robert Hicks, expects to
be back home for Easter
vacaiiifin in Calloway
County. The Lloyd
Spicelands of Michigan
also plan a return visit
here.
We were reminded during a recent
thunderstorm how depen-

Thursday,April 22
p.m at Health Center.
Golden Age Club will
have a potluck luncheon
at 11:30 a.m. at social hall
of First United Methodist
Church.
Wranglers Riding Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
riding pen.

Thursday,April 22
Arts Center, Murray
State University.
--Presentation of The
Hague Singers by Murray
Civic Music Association
has been canceled.
Magazine Club will
meet at 2 p.m. instead of
previous time announced
at home of Mrs. Olga
Freeman.

Annual evening of oneact plays by MurrayWest Kentucky
Calloway Community Amateur Astronomers
Theatre will be at 8 p.m. will meet at 8 p.m. at
at playhouse in Murray- Golden Pond Visitors
Calloway Park.
Center, Land Between
the Lakes.
Oil Symposium will be
at 8 p.m. in Barkley LecDisabled American
ture Room, University Veterans Chapter 50 and
Center, Murray State Auxiliary will meet at 7
University.
p.m. at American Legion
--Hall.
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First BapCalloway County
tist Church.
Chapter of Association of
Retarded Citizens will
Good Shepherd United meet at 7 p.m. in Room
Methodist Church will 210, Special Education
have Mothers Morning Building, Murray State
Out at 9 a.m. at church.
University.
-----Zeta Department of
Bible Journaling Group
of First Christian Church Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. in will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
home of O.B. and club house.
Margaret Boone.
I Quit Smoking Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Senior Citizens Centers
Calloway Public Library.
will be open as follows:
Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3
Volunteers of Calloway
p.m. and Hazel and
Public Library will meet
Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2
at 10 a.m. at library.
p.m.

dent we are on electricity
now, when many were
without heat, water or
warm food until brave
men climbed utility poles
and repaired lines.
Computers or robots
are no substitutes for
man power in many daring and vital undertakings.
Our forefathers never
dreamed of space ships,
but they could brave the
elements, cold, hunger,
hardships, sickness with
no doctors oc hospitals,
distance without
transportation, toil
without recompense or
recreation, and isolation
without lonliness, far better than most in this
modern age could. Surely
Championship WrestlChildren's Presenta- ing, spossorid
"God was their refuge
by
and strength; a very pre- tion of "Stone Soup" will CalloWay Count.
)
, High
sent help in trouble," as be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30 Athletic Boosters, will be
p.m. in Robert E. at 8 p.m. at Calloway
said in Psalms 46:1.
Johnson Theatre, Fine County High School.

You're Invited
To An Open House
Thursday, April22
10a.m. to 6p.m .

Italian Spaghetti
Special

If you are interested
in needlework and crafts,
or would like to learn

Oak

Come to the Open Hcuse.

With Garlic Bread
Salad 40 Extra

1611 Parklane, Murray

{69( Special For kid;-}
1ncide Dining Only
Free Refills On Drinks

Wednesday 11 AM.-10 P.M
Yiu Cot' tLot This Gcod

Nom,
: for

Th,s Pne.,

The.New
Creative
Circle Rep.
Linda Overcast
1011E. Oh Siva

aft"
COS WIZ 527-3242 os 11121 /SMOG
lIve Alps US Olt Nor0+ Maw,Ity C071 1102)

JOAO ®

COUNTRY
FRIED STEAK
DINNER

$2.95
Jerry's Country Fried Steak is made with real round of beef.
tender and meaty. We cook it up crispy and golden, and smother
it with creamy-rich country gravy. Served with mashed potatoes
and a fresh green dinner salad. It's a whole 'nother reason to

Take Another Look at Jerry's!
41
111414f
,

f.441*

Congratulations
Corn-Austin Co.
We would like to express our congratulations to all of you
for your faith in the future of downtown Murray and the recent expansion into the corner location. Your building will
triply enhance Murray'_; downtown shopping area.iirk_ere
p.rovdif outdowntown_neighbon and wish you
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I Tobacco

OBITUARIES

Willie M.Coe
dies; brother Mrs. Parrish's
of local man - funeral rites
Services for Willie M.
Coe were today at 3 p.m. conducted

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Even nonsmokers may find
themselves buying tobacco someday in the future,
if research at the Univerin the chapel of Brummitt
sity of Kentucky proves
Funeral Home, McKenServices for Mrs. Eula the leaf to be a true
zie, Tenn. Burial was in Grace Parrish, 72, Rt. 1, source of food.
Carroll County Memorial Dexter, were today at 2
Gardens there.
p.m. in the chapel of
"Tobacco plants grown
Mr. Coe, 54, retired Blalock -Coleman under proper conditions
farmer, died Monday at Funeral Home. The Rev. ... have a higher quality
Veterans Medical Center, Don Faulkner and the protein than any crop we
Memphis.
Rev. Robert Phillips of
an cultivate at the preSurvivors include two Marion officiated. Music sent time, including soydaughters, Mrs. Bonnie was by Leland Peeler beans and alfalfa hay,"
F. Pollock, Hornbeak, Quartet.
said researcher S.J.
Tenn., and Mrs. Billie
Sheen.
Pallbearers were RayJean Tolley, Atwood,
Tenn.; three sons, Roger mond Morris, J.B.
D. Coe, McKenzie, Jim- Burkeen, Vernon Dick,
my Coe, Ripley, Tenn., Larry -Jones, Damon
and Robert G. Coe, Lovett and Troy Bogard.
Burial was in Jeffrey
Nashville. 1%
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)
Also surviving are a Cemetery.
— Seven men accused of
sister, Mrs. Ruth Knight,
Mrs. Parrish, wife of running a drug operation
McKenzie; two brothers. Troy Clevie Parrish, died that was broken up when
Royce Coe, Cottage Monday at Murray- law enforcement raided a
Grove, Tenn., and Calloway County rural West Tennessee airSylvester Coe, Hazel.
Hospital.
port face up to 10 years in
prison and $30,000 fines
today.
The defendants — from
Tennessee, Kentucky and
services for church, Mason's Chapel, Florida — were convicted
Tuesday after they decidMrs ,i;nifer Renee Linn will be included.
ed
to forego a jury trial
will be Sunday at 11 a.m.
Mrs. Linn, 27, 1609
at Mason's Chapel United Parklane Drive, died and have U.S. District
Court Judge Robert
Methodist Church.
Jan. 28 at MurrayThe Rev. John Chur- Calloway County McRae hear their case.
Attorneys had spent
chwell, church pastor, Hospital. Final rites were
Monday selecting a jury
conducted at Murray
for the trial, which was
Memorial Gardens on
expected to last up to
Jan. 30.
three weeks. But on TuesA 1972 graduate of Lone day, McRae sent the
Oak High School and a jurors to the cafeteria for
1977 graduate of Murray an;erter nAa'break while
State Universityfte was attorneys and the defen- a teacher with Murray dants retired to a smaller
Head Start Program at courtroom to talk in
the time.of her death.
private.
Spectators and
A scholarship fund has
been set up in her reporters were barred
memory for her baby from the session, which
daughter, Tammy Renee ended an hour later when
the defendants and the atLinn, born Jan. 28.
Mrs. Renee Linn
Mrs. Linn was survived torneys filed from the
will give the memorial by her husband; Eddie makeshift chambers and
address. His scripture Linn, and baby daughter; returned to the main
will be from John 14:1-6. her stepfather and courtroom.
Mrs. Otto Erwin will be mother, Mr. and - Mrs:
To the surprise of
organist. jurors
and spectators,
Rupert Wyatt, Paducah,
A baptismal fount as a her father, Albert McRae announced that
memorial to Mrs. Linn McGuire, Jr., her grand- all seven defendants had
will be installed. Also an parents, Mr. and Mrs. been convicted and that
awarding,of a certificate A.H. Watkins, and a they would be sentenced
in appreciation of Mrs. sister, Miss Melissa after an investigation by
Linn's dedication to her Wyatt.
the U.S. Probation Office.
"In my 15 years plus
(On the federal bench) I
don't believe I've had

may prove to be future food source

Sheen, a plant
pathologist at the University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture, said
farmers could increase
production and earnings
by growing tobacco as
food instead of for smoking.
When grown as a food
crop, tobacco is
harvested young. The
smaller plants take up
less space, and more
tobacco can be planted
per acre.
Also, the earlier
harvest leaves time for a
second and even a third

Drug operation men
may face sentences

Menwrial services planned
:lay at Mason's Chapel

Fruit crop damage in state
not as extensive as feared
FRANKFORT, Ky.
I AP) — Fruit crop
damage in Kentucky is
not as extensive as
originally feared, state
Agriculture. Commissioner Alben Barkley II
said.
Barkley said that
department horticulturist
Joe Howard Rogers
surveyed the U.S.
Agriculture Department
reporting service, university officials and growers

Stock market
Industrial Average
31
55% +
Air Products
Amencan Motors
3% unc
Ashland
72% •h
Amencan Telephone
55% unc
Chrysler
5
+
Dupont
34% -h
Ford
214 +tu
GAF13h -%
n't
General Dynam ••
41h •
(Anera I Motor,
Fr.
General
If sec
Goodrich
If's MC
Griodyes• .
224 +
31% uric
Goff 011
Heubkm
44174 h
IBM
63% • h
218 21 vs A
11% + 41
Peowalt
Ai
44% rim
• Quaker Oils
Tesoro
WI -4
US Tobacco
+
+
Wendy's
CEF Fund
14.34

to obtain an overall
evaluation.
"Fortunately, the early
reports of a 90 percent
loss have been found incorrect," Barkley said.
However, Barkley said
a predicted cold snap
later this week could do
significant damage.
Barkley said that the
apple crop suffered light
to moderate damage according to location.
Early strawberry
varieties in the southern
part of the state were
damaged about 25-30 percent, with less damage
further north.

Hog market
Federal-State Martel News Service Apnl
21, Ile
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 514 Est SS Barrows la Gilts
mostly 1 Masher Sows Me 2 GO lower
13S 1-2 2111-M0 lbs
US 2 20$210 lbs
US 2 210-250 lbs
US 2-3 251-270 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 274-35416s
US 1-3 3/1-654 lbs
-IN Ito
US 1-3430
US 1-3511451 lbs
3-3
NSW
US
Boon 3741-4141

GRAND

anything like this,"
McRae told the jurors.
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Tim Discenza said later
the defendants wanted to
dispose of the case
without going to trial.
Defendants James
Christian, 35, of Summerland Key, Fla., and
Gary Calhoun, 31, of
Paducah, Ky., were
found guilty of conspiracy to import marijuana.
Gary Arnold, 30, of
Drummond, Tenn.; and
Robert Pafford, 42,
Richard Holdman, 31,
David Priola, 34, and
William Graypotter, all
of Memphis, were convicted on charges of conspiracy to distribute the
marijuana.,
All seven defendants
facejnaximum sentences
of 10 years in prison and
$30,000 fines.
Law enforcement officers seized some 1,145
pounds of marijuana,
valued at $732,800, during
a raid at the Everett
Stewart Airport in Union
City, Tenn., on Jan.17.
The pilot of the marijuana hauling plane
escaped amid a hail of
gunfire.
The bullet-riddled
Cessna Centurian Turbo
210 was discovered two
days later at the
Jonesboro, Ark., Muncipal Airport. Christian,
identified as the pilot,
was arrested hours later
at a Jonesboro hotel.

planting in one growning
season.
That could substantially increase earnings for
farmers in Kentucky,
where tobacco accounts
for almost 45 percent of
the state's crop income.
Sheen is looking into optimum growing conditions for tobacco as a food
crop, and predicts it will
be commercially feasible
to produce tobacco protein within five years.
Leaf Protein International, a joint corporate
venture between the
North Carolina Farm
Bureau and a group of
California investors,
claims that "By the year
2000, there is a good
liklihood that the tobacco
grown as a food crop ...
may well be one of the
major agricultural crops
in the world."
With the tobacco industry under increasing
pressure because of the
health effects of smoking,
Sen. Jesse Helms has

been spreading the word odorless and tasteless
about'tobaceo protein.
protein ... that can be inHelms is a Republican corporated in the
from North Carolina, tbe'ahverages without alterbiggest tobacco state, ing their color, taste or
and is chairman of the appearance," the group
Senate Agriculture Com- has said.
mittee.
It says another protein
Last month in Lex- could be the base for a
ington, he hailed protein milk substitute that "will
extraction as "the most have the color, apexciting thing" in tobacco pearance and taste of
research.
milk but will be far closer
"You can get four to human milk in corntimes as much protein position, be more
from an acre of tobacco nutritious than cow's
than you can from an milk for the human infant
acre of soybeans," he and child, and be less exsaid.
pensive to produce and
Helms has entered in- market."
formation into the ConAnother protein could
gressional Record listing be prepared as a meat
many uses for the types substitute that would
of protein found in tobac- "look, feel and taste like
co.
chicken, turkey, ham
According to LPI, one (and) meat loaf," LPI
could be used to increase said.
the nutritional value of
Sheerr said there are
beverages such as soft medical applications as
drinks or beer.
well,
"A vast market exists
Tobacco can yield a
in the beverage industry crystalline protein with
for a water soluble, no sodium or potassium,

the lake has experienced
an accelerated "aging
process" due to the many
residential and construction activities in its
watershed area, sate officials said.
"These activities have
caused the lake to age
very quickly and have
resulted in excessive
aquatic plant growth and
algal blooms," said Terry
Anderson, the organizer
of the meeting.
Anderson ,..said there
also is a serious problem
of oxygen depletion in the
lake.
The lake, located about
15 miles south of
Louisville, has a 3,000acre watershed. The area
surrounding the lake is 31
percent residential, 16
percent forest land and 37
percent agricultural.
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Your
Choice
29.97
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9.

Eoch
Our Reg
197
3,
Sayre Meg Two Softball Olovos
Choose closed or open-web. right or left hand
glove
Top-grain leather
Oversize
Save

Speed
Swing
Save ,
$3

Our Rog.0.97, Mon',Salting Glove

To Be Given Away
Every Hour During
Our Grand Opening

Ten Pro

Save
19%
Our Reg 15 97

12.97 4.27
Aluminum Sal
38 Oz softball bat

Blue Doi' Softball
'
:

‘‘
Our Reg 647

Our Reg 397

Our Reg 2,97

4.97 4),
Basoball Shirt
Polyester/cotton with
raglan sleeves Men's

2.97

Men's Sport Shorts
Permanent press poly
ester Stripe accents

Shirts

Knit
Cap
Polyester Visor, sweat
bond, mesh panels

MI Men s
Si 1 9 5

1 / 2 Prirp

Entire Group Men s & Boys

Jeans

25% Off

All Florsheim & Distpr

We Will Be Open
Until 8:00 Every Night
Arid 1:00.5.00 Sunday

Shoes

2.47

700 U.S. Highway 641 North Murray, Ky.
Route 7 Sedalia Road Mayfield, Ky.

One Group

Free Knit Shirts

Mac OnSg014. All-pUrpOSS Shoos
Multicleated for baseball soccer

I Adjuslobl•

Special Group Of Knit

50 Gift
Certificates
Given Away
Every Day

Our Reg.9.97-10.97

STARTS WEDNESDAY
Shirts

497

Slow Pitch

Open House And Grand Opening Of The Newly Rennovated Addition Of Corn Austin — Now The Largest Men's and Boys Specialty Shop In A 4 -State Area.

REGISTER FOR
FREE GIFTS

O.

April 21st Wednesday Thru April 25th Sunday

Meeting scheduled
about McNeely Lake
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The state Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection
will hold a public meeting
April 28 concerning
McNeely Lake in
southeastern Jefferson
County.
The hearing will be
held at 7 p.m. at the
Okolona Women's Club in
Okolona.
The meeting is being
held by officials of the
division of water to brief
citizens on the current
condition of the 53-acre
lake and on the progress
of a recent project undertaken to determine ways
of improving the lake's
water quality.
McNeely Lake is the
only state public fishing
lake in Jefferson County.
Since its opening in 1955,

and that could benefit the
30,000 kidney patients on
hemodialysis treatment,
who have sodium and
potassium restricted
diets.
With tobacco protein in
their diets, kidney patients might only require
dialysis every two weeks
rather than two or three
times a week,Sheen said.
Initial studies on protein extraction were conducted by Dr. Sam G.
Wildman at the University of California in the late
1940s.
When he retired,
Wildman formed Leaf
Protein Inc., a group of
private investors, and
Leaf Protein Inc. later
joined the North Carolina
Farm Bureau in the joint
Leaf Protein Interna-.
tional venture.
LPI has patented the
extraction process, which
involves crushing the
tobacco leaves and
heating the juices to
remove tar.

2000

Shorts, Tenniswear,
and Swimwear
20% Off
Rolph

Lauren

Polo Knits

,2500

Special Non -Advertised
Promotions Every Day
During Grand Opening
Week In Both Depts.

Every Customer Will
Receive An Appreciatior
Certificate That Doesn't
Expire For Savings In
Our Men's &
Boy's Dept.

Stripes & Solids

17od Knits

'1

Off

Purchase Any Suit &
Register For A
Free Suit

CORN-AUSTIN CO

•

DOWNTOWN
MURRAY

795
Register For
2 Free
Tickets To The
World's fair

•

Donated By For lands
Travel Agency
••
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Calloway dominates home track meet
By John Salerno
Sports Writer

High last with 40.

Calloway senior Brad
After having two Miller excelled for the
earlier home meets home team as he broke
postponed, Calloway the school triple jump
County's track team record and also captured
utilized its stored energy firsts in the 300 meter low
to top Mayfield by eight fiurdles, the long jump
points for a victory in its and the high jump.
home opener.
He triple jumped 41
The Lakers topped the feet, breaking Darnell
Cardinals 82 1/2 to 74 1/2, Tharpe's 198) record of
while Henry County, 40-10. Tharpe - who has
Tenn., finished third with sinced moved to Henry
50 points and Murray County - landed in se-

UP IN THE AIR - Calloway County's Brad
Mine
Rate fini heslflbOThthe tongjump (above) and high jump(below) in Tuesday's
trackand field-meetat Calloway County High.
Staff photos by John Salerno

After winning the long
By John Salerno
jump (20-11, just three inSports Writer
If there wasn't a rule ches shy of the school
limiting high school track record), Miller said it's
athletes to just four sometimes difficult to
events, Calloway County compete in the four
coach Jim Nix says he events because he is conwould run Brad Miller stantly shuttling back
and forth between events,
ragged.
"If we didn't have that and there is little time to
rule I'd put him in
everything," Nix said
during Tuesday's home
meet. "He's the type of
kid you could put in any
event and he could do it."
The tall, wirey senior
who played guard for the
Laker basketball team
_ dominated his four events
Tuesday, capturing first
place in the long and high
jumps, the 300 meter low.
hurdles and he set a new
school, triple jump
record.

cond place with a 40-5 1/2
effort.
Miller also edged his
former teammate by a
slight margin in the long
jump. He won it with a 2011 jump and Tharpe
leaped 20- 6 1/2.
Calloway's Jeff Butterworth came in fourth
prace with a 19-3 effort
just after he took first in
the 110 meter high
hurdles with a 17.2 time.
Eighth grader Richard
Williams claimed fifth

rest.
For instance, Nix said
Miller had to leave during
the high jump event so he
could run the hurdles.
The coach said Miller
paces himself in such
situations by exerting
(Continued On Page 2-B)

place,jumping 36-11.
In the high jump,Miller
needed a 6-foot effort to
top Murray High's bkirk
Boggess, who finsheorsecond at 5-10. Laker coach
Jim Nix said Miller, who
established the current 64 school record at last
week's West Kentucky
Conference meet, could
have gone higher but was
somewhat drained after
winning the 300 meter low
hurdles. His time in the
event was 41.59, ahead of
Ken Murphy, who finished second for Murray
with a time of 43.04.
Third place in the high
jump ended in a tie between Calloway's Tommy
Workman and Murray's
Andy Parks. Each matched the 5-10 second place
jump but Boggess had
fewet misses.
Calloway also finished
strong in the pole vault
with Mike Holloway in
.first place (11-0), Dana

Pearson seeond (104)
and eighth grader Mark
Loftis (11-0) in fourth
place.
George Moore was
Murray High's standout,
capturing first place in
both the 1600 and 3200
meter races.
Following are the final
scores and place finishers
for each event:
Team standings - Calloway C
Mayfield 74
Henry County Si, Murray N.
Shot put - 1.Carlisle, Mayfield, 44-11
1/2; 2.Nall, Mayfield, 44-7; 3.Workman,
Calloway, 41-7 1/2; 4.Prince, Mayfield,
41-1 3/4; 5Denham,Murray,46-7 1/2.
Discus- I.Cartiale, Mayfield, I32-111;
2.McReynolds, Mayfield, 1234;
3.Cavette, Henry County, 121-1; 4.Hounshell, Calloway, 110-2 1/2; 5.Tebbetts,
Calloway, 11610.
Lang jump - I.Miller, Calloway, 2011; 2.Tharpe, Henry, 304 1/2; 3. Kendall, Henry, 104; 4.Butterworth,
Calloway, 10-3; 5.(tiel Parks, Murray,
and Owen,Mayfield,171.
Triple jump - 1.Miller, Calloway,C.
0(school record); 2.Tharpe,Henry,46-5
1/2; 3.Butterworth, Calloway, 36-1/2;
4.0wen, Mayfield, 374; &William.
Calloway,36-11
High jump - I.Miller, Calloway, 6-0;
2.Boggess, Murray, 5-10; 3:( tie)
Workman, Calloway, and Parks, Murray,540; 4.McReynolds, Mayfield,54.
Pole vault - 1.Holloway, Calloway,
114; 2.Pearson, Calloway, 104; 3.Hare,

Mayfield,64; 4.Ledlia,Callaway,64.
110 meter high hurdles - 1.11atterworth, Calloway, 171; 2.Werkman,
Calloway, 17.4; 3.Dowdy, Calloway
17.5; 4.Reed, Mayfield, 11.47; 5.Merphy. Murray.31.3.
111 meter - 1.Radd, Mayfield, 11,0;
2.Wyea, Mayfield, 11.2;
Henry. 111; 4.Halley, Mum , 111;
&Turner,Henry,121. eigia ooze - 1.1111oore, Murray,4:0;
2.Knight, Calloway, 4:54; 3.Harris,
Calloway. 4:54.2; 4.Hayes. Murray,
4:55; &Elder, Mayfield,4:51.
ON meter relay - 1.Mayfien
Redd, R. Redd, Higgins, Wyatt) 1:33.6;
2.Murray (Murphy Wyatt, Rutledge,
Halley) 1:3112; 3.Calloway (Hesston,
Hendee,Kurth,Holloway)I:447
400 meter - 1. Henry, Henry County,
52.1; 2. Wagner, Murray, 52.0; 3. McClanahan, Henry, 53.5; 4. Jones,
Mayfield, 55.6; 5. Chadwick, Calloway,
56.4
360 meter low hurdles - 1. Miller,
Calloway, 41.50; 2. Murphy, Murray,
43.04; 3. Higgins, Mayfield, 43.1; 4.
Dowdy, Calloway, 45.34; 5. Henry,
Henry County,45.75.
NO meters-1. Kappa. Henry, 2:00; 2.
Cavette, Henry, 2:00; 3. Reed,
Mayfield, 2:12; 1. Wicker, Calloway,
2:13; 5. Duncan, Mayfield,2:13.5.
NO meters - 1. Wynn, Mayfield,
32.71; 2. Redd, Mayfield, 22.14;3.
Thorpe, Henry, 23.51; 4. Kendall,
Henry,24.3; 5. Halley, Murray,24.16.
3210 meters - 1. Moore, Murray,
10:41; 2. Elder; Mayfield. 11:45; 3.
Knight, Calloway, 10:51; 4. Vought,
Calloway, 11:0; 5, Warren, Henry,
11:23.
1600 relay - I. Henry County
(Cavette, Henry, Williams, McClanahan) 3:31; 2. Mayfield (Jones,
Starks, Reed, Wynn) 3:43; 3. Murray
(Wagner,Halley,Parks, Murphy)3:45.

3.ru.

UNIROYAL

Lady Lakers
triumph
in own meet
Uniroyal Steeler Steel-Belted Radial Whitewalls
rated to give at least 20% more mileagethan
Michelin.*

Caltoway County's
Lady Lakers dominated
the track and field meet
at their home site, racking up a winning 102
points against runnerup
Henry (Tenn.) County's
74.
Murray High finished
third with 33 and
Mayfield was fourth with
18 in Tuesday's meet.
Thursday the Lady
Lakers host a tri-meet at
4 p.m. against Union
County and Trigg County.
Results of the Calloway
and Murray High
peformers were:

•

Murray Rowdies place
3-0soccer mark on line
A perfect, 3-0 soccer
mark goes on the line
Thursday when the Murray Rowdies travel to
Hopkinsville for a 4:30
p.m. game against
University Heightst
Academy.

by defeating the Martin,

Tenn., Chargers 6-2
Saturday at Murray's
Cutchin Field.
Scoring ace Jimmy
Brannon accounted for
four of the locals' goals
with David Dill and Issac
Schroeder claiming one
The Rowdies, con- goal each.
sisting of boys 14-andSolo assists were dishunder, ran their record to ed out by Ben Yoo, Scot
three straight this spring Butwell and Dill.

Discus - I. Rachel Lamb (CC). 2.
Beth Hooks (CC), 3. Jane Ann Barrow
(CC).
Shot put - I. Iamb (CC), 2. Hooks
(CC),3. Miller IM I.
Long jump - 2. Walker (CC), 4.
Tharpe(M).
High jump - I. Herndon (CC), 2.
Houghton(CC),4. Malcolm (CC).
HO meter hurdles - I. Hina (M), 3.
Miller (CC), 4. Thompson (M), 5.
Jameson(CC).
• 1110 meter dash - I. Walker (CC), 3.
Ridley(M
1600 meter dash - 2. Osmus (CC), 3
Miller (CC), 4. Hutchens (CC), 5
Hudgins(CC).
NO meter relay - 2. Calloway
(Garland, Overbey, Houghton,
Childress), 3. Murray (Beaman,Swift.
Thomas,Shipley).
401 meter dash - 2. Walker (CC), 3.
Ridley IM
3200 meter dash - 2. Taylor ICC), 3.
Wiest(CC),4. Rule )CC).
300 meter hurdles- I. Garland (NI),
2. Miller (CC), 3. Thompson (M I, 4.
Hine (11).
100 meter run -4.Franklin(MI.
2011 meter dash - I. Walker (CC), 4.
Childress(CC1,5_ Crittenden (11).
1600 meter relay - 2. Calloway
(Garland,0:erhey,Mitchell, Miller),3.
hfurray(Hayes,Swift,Thomas,Jones).
400 meter relay - 2. Murray (Crittenden, Thorpe,- Ham, Ridley), 3.
Calloway (Garland, Overbey,
Houghton,Childress).

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

P185/8014-13
P205/75R-15
P215/75R-15
P225/75R-15
P235/75R-15
P195/75R-14
P205/751114

53-2617

Gm

DENCOAl adriTOWS PANTS DIVISION

641 S.
Murray

'McKee! Eq.
503 Wain.,
753-3062

%

moo
30.00
32.00
32.00
30.00
30.00

41,10 StOP

&Track or Cassette Car Stereo

wn n

Your Choice
Save 319.98 Ea. ‘IFIWE‘W 11/ Ea.
Both have tone control, balance control, AM/FM
radio, FM stereo indicator lamp. Reg. $79.95 Ea.

99.

Fits car hump; assorted
colors. Rag. 1.4901 135n

GM QAJALITY
SIEVVICA PARTS

3200.

• Based on a comparison of mileage protectioris on the
government specified course using manufacturer's
treadwear ratings under the government Uniform Tire
Grading System Use for comparison only. Actual
mileage difference will vary dependent on several conditions
See your OTASCO store for more complete details

Sale Price

_
,CHEVROLE
TAYLOR
WAIN

59.95
78.95
81.95
83.95
94.95
72.95
75.95

F.E.T. varies per tire from '1.92 to '3.01
All Prices Plus tax and old tire off your car.

Snack Tray

nfesetisc Tress Am
Block w/tan and block interior, power steering,
brakes, air, power windows. AM-FM,8track, tilt wheel,t-fop
$6977.00

91.95
107.95
111.95
115.95
128.95
102.95
105.95

Gas Treatment
Sale Price

770

8 oz. Helps clean carburetor. Reg.99* 3140642

California Wire Wheel
Lug Nuts Exlra

Sale Price

49.97Ea.

14" x 6" polished chrome basket wheel with 72spokes. Super
sophisticated continental style. Rag.$55.99 Ea. 17 72300
'51.97 Ea.17 72318,213
15" x 6"or 15" x r

Spare Tire

Poly Sealant
lissie
"
Pric :6.99
news '2.00

Save $4"

Atter Rebate 4/99E8.
Tut!. W5L 16 oz. liquid or 13 oz.
paste. 31 20243E31-20540

Sale Price

31

96*
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Wrong Racers win scrimmage
•41.•••• oft.

re-.,••1•••

ft-

DENIED - Blue fullback Jeff Terrence (32) was denied a first down, but
later scored on a 40-yard run in Tuesday's Murray State intersquad football
scrimmage at Paducah Tilghman High School. The White squad upset the
Blues,21-20, in the workout.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

By Jim Rector
Sports Editor
Football coach Frank
Beamer didn't look too
happy following Tuesday's intersquad scrimmage at Paducah
Tilghman High School.
The Murray State head
coach was pleased to a
certain extent that the
Racers won, but he was
disappointed because it
was the wrong group of
Racers coming out
ahead.
In Tuesday's workout,
the second-team White
squad upset the Blue
squad, composed of the
No.1 offensive and defensive units, 21-20.
When the second team
beats the first team you
know there's something
wrong," Beamer said.
"We're going to have to
look at the game films
and see about switching
some people around."
Runningback Ellery
Moreland was responsible for the touchdown
that tied the game at 20all, turning a routine,
five-yard swing pass

from quarterback Mike
Browiak into a brilliant
66-yard touchdown run.
"It was a desperation
attempt," Moreland admitted afterwards. "It
looked kind of steep for
awhile there, but I cut
back against the grain
and John Walsh gave me
a good block down at the
end."
Moreland's score came
with 16 seconds remaining in the game and Jeff
Lancaster's kick gave the
upstart Whites a surprising one-point victory.
The two squads were
scoreless in the first half
and it wasn't until
Mayfield's Marcus Moss
switched from the White
squad to the Blues in the
second half that anyone
was able to cross the
goal.
Moss ignited the Blue
attack in the opening
drive of the second half
and scored on a one-yard
plunge with 7:00 remaining in the third period. He
added another TD run of
six kyards with 1:40 remaining in the period to

help the Blues regain the
advantage, 13-7.
Another Mayfield product, defensive end
Charles Parrott, put the
White squad on the board
after he intercepted a
Winston Ford pass and
rambled 48 yards for a
touchdown.
Lancaster booted the
extra point for the
Whites, but a bad snapped foiled his second kick
for the Blues. The score
stood at 13-7 until White
defensive back Ben
Preston intecepted his
first of two passes and set
up a 15-yard TD pass
from Russ Denstorff to
John Walsh. Lancaster's
kick gave the Whites a 1413 advantage.
With 7:15 showing in
the fourth period,
fullback Jeff Tarrence
blasted through a White
blitz and scampered 40
yards for the Blues' final
touchdown. Lancaster's
kick was good, but the
missed extra point attempt proved fatal to the
Blues.
Morelend's score broke

the Blues' back despite a
fine passing effort by
No.1 quarterback Ford.
For the evening, Ford
connected on six of 19
passes for 94 yards, but
he gave up three interceptions.
For the Whites,
Browiak hit four of seven
passes for 88 yards and
one touchdown, Brian
Fine connected on five of
seven for 37 yards and
Denstorff threw for £8
yards on four of five attempts.
Marcus Moss, playing
for both sides after No.1
tailback Jeff Mays was
sidelined with a knee injury, was the game's
leading rusher with 108
yards on 19 carries and
two touchdowns.

Wild pitch downs'Breds
in 5-4 game at Nashville

Final registration and
tryouts are on tap for
Saturday in several
leagues of the MurrayCalloway County
Baseball Association's
summer program.
All players, who
haven't registered for
mise on the collegiate summer leagues, are relevel," said Greene. "He quired to attend Saturappears to have the day's final registration at
physical attributes to be a Calloway County High
fine college player."
School between 9 a.m.
Matlock joins 6-5 and noon.
Lor,e,qte Ingram and 6-1
All leagues - Junior
Taifieg-Preston as new
and
Senior Babe Ruth,
additions to next year's
Little League, Kentucky
Ith-ter-re-tret:—
League, Park League and
T-Ball - will be conducting registrations on
Saturday.

Murray State adds center Matlock to list ofcage signees
Ben Matlock, a 6-9 poinfR 9.2 rebounds and
center from Warren Cen- was credited with 65
tral High School in Bowl- blocked shots and 42
ing Green, Ky., has assists his senior season.
become the third basket- A two-time all-district
ball recruit to sign a na- and honorable mention
tional letter-of-intent with all-state selection.
----Murzrovgta te University,-Natieek had a ane-game
Matlock's 1,089 points scoring high of 33 points.
and 878 rebounds during
----Matlock played one of
his three years as a
his best games against
starter represent career
Ft. Thomas Highlands in
records at Warren Centhe first game of the state
tral.
tournament as he conHe helped direct his
nected on all eight of his
team to a 23-10 season,
field goal attempts and
.the best record in the
scored 23 points.
school's history, a district
and region championship
In his second outing in
and quarter-final round the tournament, Matlock
of the Kentucky State limited North Hardin's 6High School Basketball 10 all-state center Brett
Tournament.
Burrow to just eight
Matlock averaged 10.5 points and blocked three

of Burrow's field goal at- With some additional proved more defensively
tempts.
weight! think he could be than in any other facet of
believe he has an ex- a heck of a player."
his game."
cellent basketball
Turley also was imMurray State head
future," said Warren pressed with his defen- coach Ron Greene feels
Central coach Curtis sive improvement and Matlock has the potential
Turley. "He averaged passing skills. "Ben is a to be "a fine college
-19-.5 points asa junior but
passer for a big player.
-he was a much more com- man," added Turley.
"He's a Player . With
plete player as a senior. "And--he-probably nn- good size and teal pro-

Calloway topples Trigg County,4-1
Laker pitcher Eddie
Burgess stretched his
record to 2-0 in hurling
Calloway County to a 4-1
win over visiting Trigg
County, Tuesday.
The Laker triumph,
coming at the old city
park field, was clinched

by the hometowners who the winning run. The
scored a solo run in the Lakers loaded the bases
first and three more in on Tim Brown's single,
the fifth inning.
then the final two runs for
Don Hargrove's RBI CCHS were forced in on
single in the fifth, with walks.
one out and men on first
The victory sets up a
and third, scored Brad crosstown district
Skinner who proved to be meeting today between
the Lakers (5-3) and Murray High's Tigers (5-1) at
Murray Middle School's
Ty Holland Stadium.
Thursday the Lakers
travel to Trigg County
before hosting Mayfield
Friday at 4 p.m.
In Tuesday's game
Burgess fanned 11 while
walking only two. His offensive support was anchored by Hargrove and

GRAND OPENING
Thursday
Friday

AND

BOAT

SHOW

April 22, 23, 24, 25
•••••••
Boat Show
Specials
During This
Show
•••••••

Saturday
Sunday

••••••
On Display
Daily
Drawings
Procraft Bass Boats
For
Door
Procraft Fish & Ski FreePrizes
Checkmate Runabouts "
Lowe Line Bass(Alum.)

Powered By

Craig Darnell, both accounted fora double.
Calloway also won a
junior varsity game
against Trigg County, 1711. Joel Conoley notched
five RBIs for the Lakers
and teammate Chris
Starks was two-for-two
scoring three times and
accounting for three
RBIs.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP)
riA- Murray State's
Ronthe Chancellor went
from hero to goat Tuesday when his wild pitch
allowed Vanderbilt to
score the winning run in a
5-4 nonconference college

Washington tripled home
the go-ahead run in the
third inning and scored
on a wild pitch in a 4-2 victory over the Cincinnati
Reds.

SNAPPER'S STANDARD
RIDER IS THE STANDARD
OF EXCELLENCE
The SNAPPER riding lawn
mower has earned its reputation for superior power and
performance. Heavy gauge
steel components and the exclusive drive system with
sealed chains and gears make
the rider tough and durable.
On-the-go shifting, easy
height adjustment, quick response steering and a rearmounted engine give the driver unmatched convenience.

Options like the rear mounted
grass catcher,Thatcherizer,
front dozer blade,front load
carrier and the new front
mounted two stage snowthrower offer four season versatility.Year round, SNAPPER
riding mowers set the standard
of excellence
for lawn at
machines.

SNAPPER

OUTBOARDS
••••••••
Mark
Twain
The
Best Known
Pleasure
Boat

The World's Finest Outboard! •i
Largest Inventory Of Boats
And Motors In The Lake Area.
WE'RE HAVING A

Free
Boat
Demos

Register
For
•
• Grand
•
• Prize
• c
•
, Mercury
• Thruster
•
. Trolling
•
• Motor
• $329.95
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The
Boat Owners
Headquarters

Tryouts are scheduled
for Saturday afternoon in
the following leagues:
Park League - 7-8 year
olds tryout conducted at 1
p.m. at the Park League
Field. For more information contact Clyde
Adkins,753-7722.
Little League - 11-12
year olds tryout conducted at 1 p.m. at the
New City Park Little
League Field. For more
information contact
Butch Seargent,7594700.
Kentucky -League - 910 year olds tryout con-ducted-at-2-pin. at the
Kentucky League Field.
For more information
contact Kenny Tucker,
753-4102.

Summer leagues post
registration, tryouts

Braves break record
ATLANTA (AP)- The
Atlanta Braves broke the
major league record for
victories at the start of a
season, posting their 12th
straight when Claudell

John Walsh led all
receivers with five passes
for 116 yards and one
touchdown.
Ben Preston's five
tackles and two interceptions highlighted the
Whites' defensive play
along with Parrott's TD
interception and four
tackles.
For the Blues, defensive safety Tim Shaw
recorded six tackles and
had one interception.
Vince Tucker, Glenn
Jones and Rodney Lofton
each had five tackles or
more for the Blues.
Sunday the Racers
wrap up their spring
training with a 2 p.m.
Blue-Gold scrimmage at
Calloway County High's
Laker Stadium.

We Hey,Ports & Service
After The Sole

MACK & MACK MARINE SALES
IN AURORA

11111,14111M

baseball victory over the
Racers.
Chancellor, a reliever
who also got a solo home
run and a double as
designated hitter to pace
his team's five-hit performance, uncorked the
wild pitch in the bottom of
the seventh and concluding inning of the raindelayed game.
Murray held a 4-2 lead
until the Commodores
loaded the bases in the
seventh. Racer shortstop
Carroll Boyd threw away
Tim Turner's ground
ball, allowing two
Vanderbilt runners to
score.

Miller ...
(Continued From Page 1-B)
himself just enough to
win.
But when Miller lets out
the stops, watch out. At
the West Kentucky Conference meet last week he
shattered a school record
with a 6-4 high jump, and
Nix believes that's just a
start.
Nix said when he heard
Miller was jumping 6-5 in
practice he thought someone was pulling his
leg. But now the coach
says, "I think he'll be
clearing 6-6 and 6-7 before
the,year is out."
Miller attributes part of
his success to a 3-inch
growing spurt since last
year and says he devotes
most of his practice time
to the high jump, for
which he uses a "flop"
technique.
/kilted what the key to
his style is, the softspoken track team captain replies with a smile,
"I just jump."
His natural jumping
ability combines with
speed in the 300 meter low
hurdles. Miller is defending regional champ in
the event, but Nix said he
believes the senior is a
strong contender for both
sub-state and state championships.
Miller's 39.6 time in the
event against Trigg County set another school
record and ranks among
the best in the state.
As for his future beyond
high school, Miller says
he has rto definite plans.
And living in the present
is fine for Coach Nix,
who's happy to just sit
back and watch his senior
captain hurdle, run and
jump his way through
Calloway's record books

0
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Man receives sentence of99 years for indecent exposure

OKLAHOMA CITY
(AP) — Jackson Monroe
Martin slumped in his
chair and stared at the
floor. He couldn't believe
he had been sentenced to
99 years in jail for indecent exposure.
"I don't think itTright
for me to get that much
time for that kind of
crime," said Martin,
whose 11 prior convictions for burglary enabled the prosecutor to ask
for the long sentence.
"Maybe a fine and 30
days, or even a year in
the county jail. But not 99
years!" the 42-year-old
man complained at his
sentencing hearing.
"People are just tired
of crime," said Ron Stubblefield, the district attorney in Bryan County,
Okla., where Martin
received his long
sentence. "And they want
a the repeat offenders off
the streets."
Throughout the country, prosecutors are increasingly using habitual
criminal codes to seek
longer terms.
The stiffer punishment
depends on the crime, but
can range from the
sentence for the next
higher class offense — in

IRA G. CORN, JR.
"The greatest difficulties
lie where we are not looking
for them." — Goethe.

If West sees only blue
skies in his defense of
today's game, declarer will
win the day. If West pays
attention at trick one, clear
thought should lead to the
winning play.
West leads the diamond
jack, declarer ducks in
dummy, and East plays the
deuce. How should West
proceed?
It should be obvious to
West that East wants a shift
to another suit. If not, it
would have been an easy
matter for East to win the
queen and ace of diamonds
to make his own shift.
If West takes a nap and
continues diamonds, the
defense is finished. East is
forced to win and exits with
a club. Declarer wins, draws
two rounds of trumps,
cashes his high club and
ruffs a club in dummy. He
then wins another trump in
his own hand. Now a heart
to dummy's 10 loses to
East's jack but East is out
of safe leads Making fOur
spades.
West must shift to hearts
at trick two. East's diamond
deuce is not suit preference;
it merely asks West to shift
to another suit. And since
East can make his own shift
to clubs, West should reason
that he was allowed to hold
the trick since only he could
shift safely to hearts.
After the timely heart
shift, declarer must go
down. East's jack wins the
deep heart finesse and East
NORTH
4-21-A
•A J 108 5
•A Q 103
•K 4
*85
WEST
EAST
•4 2
•3
•7 4
KJ 5
•J 10 9 3
•A Q 8 6 2
•10 9 4 3 2
•Q J 6
SOUTH
•K Q 9 7 6
V8 6 2
•7 5
•A K 7

South Dakota — to lifea protect itself against
without parole — in Loui- criminals for a specified
siana and Arkansas.
period of time,", said
Maine and Penn- Orlett, who noted the bill
sylvania are the only is "the first major change
states without laws or in a decade in the state's
pending legislation for criminal sentencing
habitual or repeat of- law."
fenders, according to a
Some law enforcement
recent Justice Depart- officials contend early
ment study done at releases by parole boards
American University in take the muscle out of
Washington.
prison sentences.
In Ohio, a measure by
"One reason for the instate Rep. Edward J. crease in the use of the
Orlett of Dayton calling habitual criminal statute
for mandatory sentenc- is that there was a
ing for some felonies realization that a 20-year
unanimously cleared the sentence didn't mean 20
state House earlier this years," said Pete Adams,
month.
president of the LouiThe proposed law siana District Attorneys
would require judges to Association.
impose an "actual in"It's a better bet to put
ca rcera tion" period them away, these people
ranging from three to who are constantly
nine years on career costing the taxpayers
criminals.
money. People are realiz"Society has a right to ing rehabilitation is not

..1!1111" Customer "
. 11111
Appreciation Sale

working. The answer is
long sentences."
In 29 states, the
habitual criminal charge
can be considered on the
second felony, according
to a study by the Rand
Corp. Nineteen states
consider the charge upon
a third offense, two states
consider it on the fourth
and three states have increased penalties for the
fifth conviction.
Another study by the
National Council on
Crime and Delinquency
indicates that at least 17

South
1*
Pass

West
Pass
Pass

Ch/kdryon s Fash•ons

Customer
Appreciation Weekend
At Be!Air Shopping
Center - 641 S.
Murray. Friday,,
April 23 thru
Saturday, April 24.
Shop With
These Participating
Merchants & Take Advantage
Of Their "Specials" & Save!

Off
CUT
S55

All Furniture Stotewide
Trunks,Etageres,Clisirs,
Tables, Screens & Much More!
Bel Air
Center

Espadrilles

179416

Navy
Red
Khaki
Purple
Kelly Green
Multi Colors

1601314

10-ft. x 9-ft. steel
lawn building

60-ft. rubber
garden hose
Almost
Unbellevabie

•Bel Air Decor
*king's Den
•Michelson's
•Murray Datsun
'Murray Insurance
*Step Ladder
•Murray Sewing Center

*Panhandler
*Pier 1 Imports
*Sears
*Shoe Bin L Shoe Bin Jr.
*Sirloin Stockade
*Storey's Food Giant

Most Stores Open Til 8 P.M. Ftiday Nights
129937

Miscellaneous
Purses and Shoes $5.00
Kids-Canvas Mary Janes
Na% y, Khaki, Red Reg. $15

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

Mix or Match
Weekend Special

$10.00

Friday - Saturday - Sunday
Prices are catalog prices • Now In our
T Catalog Supplement
• Shipping, Installation extra • Ask
about Sears Credtt Plans

SHOE
BIZZ, Ht.

SHOE
BUZZ

S.NIstaction Guaranteed or Yoor Mone-y erwk

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 502-753-7403

PHONE 753-2310

2-8 Oz.Steak-N-Stuff
or
2-8 Oz.Steak-N-Mushrooms
Includes: Hot Roll, Choice of Potato,
Soup-N-Salad Bar

Most ....ecnar.sese avalialsle
for pkit...p wIthin•tow day,

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE SALE

Make Your Own
Self-Serve Cone

SAV
E 30 to 50%
ON
SCORES OF BLAZING,
BONDED SOLITAIRES!

Free Banquet Facilities

Sun.-Thurs. 11-9
Fri. and Sat. 11-10
S. 12th

753-0440

Murray

Write This Down!!
THIS MONTH ONLY,
i ALL OUR SOLITAIRES ARE
30 to 50 % OFF'

North

44

LAYAWAY
NOW FOR
MOTHERS DAY

takes his diamond ace. A
club provides a safe exit and
East waits in comfort for a
second heart trick.

CHARGE IT!

Bid with Corn
4-2I-B

King's Den
Customer Appreciation

1/2 Price Sale

•3
K .1 95
•A Q 8 6 2
•Q .16

ANSWER:Two diamonds or
one no trump. Do not hid
two hearts because it is a

'KeepsokeFiclodet

APPLY

reverse hod promising a
much stronger hand (17-20
points)
3)•S•70
%end /wide qieetthuns I.. 'floe A..,
11...• r75113 Ilalla• TO•1116,
elf h *ell atielrevaad sloriftell envetope
Inc reply

a spokesman for the Pennsylvania Republican.
Furthermore,6 percent
of those arrested for robbery and burglary commit 60 percent of those
crimes, Michele added.

Customer Appreciation
Sidewalk Specials

VALUES

Opening lead: Diamond jack

South holds

Research based on interviews after arrest
revealed professional
lawbreakers individually
commit 50-100 robberies
or 200-400 burglaries a
year, said Paul Michele,

Lawn and garden

At Pier I Imports
2 Days Only!
Friday, April 23 and
Saturday, April 24

20%

senator's staff revealed
that robbers serve an
average of three years
behind bars, and a robber
with prior convictions
serves an average of only
31
/
2 years.

LET US BRIGHTEM YOUR DAY

Vulnerable North-South
Dealer East The bidding
East
I*
Pass

states have enacted or
have introduced within
the past five years
legislation directed
toward getting career
criminals off the streets.
U.S. Sen. Arlen
Specter, who was a
district attorney in
Philadelphia for eight
years, has sponsored a
bill that would make a
third armed robbery or
armed burglary conviction a federal offense
punishable by at least 15
years in prison.
A study by the

10101 001

GOID CP1011 Cab

-

King's Den Joins Bel-Air Merchants for fantastic buys Tuesday Apr. 20 — Saturday Apr. 24. Buy one item at regular
pike, get second item of equal yahoo or less at 1/2 price
Sterserlde (Excluding Polo by Ralph isuren).
_
.

NOW FOR OuP NEW GOLD CINDrt CARD

t Wing's Den

JUST COME IN OR CALL 753 7695
AND WE'LL MAIL YOU AN APPLICATION

BEL AIR CENTER MURRAY
Open Doily 10-6

753-0550
10-6 Mon.-Sat.

rAl.A.4-11 11th MIMI A 1 ,Ily., LtUlbrdi A I1I.ibeineda, wpm Al, 1,84

CIIESEillT WEI MIS SPECIALS!

INNEOK-OlIT SIIPER'BONUS SPECIALS!
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14

CNECK-OVT SVEN BONUS SPECIALS!

BLUE
BONNET)

Marg, Margarine
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FREE
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STAMP
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FREE
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STAMP
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:FREE
SHOP it COMPARE --- SEE
Fee bah
'1.00 VellSpeatl'

he Each
'1.00 Yoe Spipad

u.

WITN BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITN BONUS CERTIFICATE

Wrni EMS CERTIFICATE

BIG JOHN

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO UMIT QUANTITIES

BC

Re
Big

BO

Sti
Bit

WHIPPED
TOPPING

BR
ST1
mrs

Steele
CUT GREEN
BEANS

8 oz 790
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SWEET BUTTER
CHIPS

ME
Nabil

BEAN
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Campbell's

i411101
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OPEN

Hyde Park

IODIZED SALT
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ch.
SOFT SCRUB
Kologg's
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IIIIECLOVT SIM SINUS SPECIALS!

CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS!

CHECK-011T SIPPER BONUS SPECIALS!

J-2

J-3

wavier •

Classic Siemer,

*gist

\
Kee Oil
ORANGE
FREE
DRINK

y.. oss
FREE
BONUS
STAMP

BONUS
STAMP

Fer tea
'1.00 You Spoil'

For Emil
$1.00611 Speed'

54 oz.3
811.
ITN BONUS

CEREAL
BOW

TIFI ATE

EITIFICATE

HOW YOU SAVE AT BIG JOHN
CHECK-OUT SUPER BONUS SPECIALS! SPECIALS THROUGHOUT THE STORE
This Ad is Good April 21 'Nu April 27
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•
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&Melt Cheese - Beef Or

JUMBO
FRANKS

Le

$169

Armour

CORN DOGS Ls. $189
Armour Breaded

PORK PATTIES Le. $169
Reid: Assorted

LUNCH
MEATS
Hyde Park

Kellogg's

SNACK
CRACKERS

77 oz Box S109

ne

CORN FLAXES

18 oz Box Sr

Shasta Canned

SODA

iALI!pi
DRF.S

6 12G1 Cans Si39

Showboat
16 oz BH $149

14arsh

CHOC
TE
Stiktt
13an,I1rI Peach Or
APPLE
PIE

16 oz Can

20 oz Size

79'
98t

PORK &
BEANS

is oz

Can

i LB

Box

29'

Somerset

SALTINES

12 oz. $129

49'

ORANGE
JUICE
Hyde Park Singles

oz Can $119

AMERICAN
CHEESE
Hyde Park

PANCAKE MIX
Hungry Jack

INSTANT
POTATOES

ciffbta30-
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Uncle Jeff's
Health And
Beauty Aids Dept.
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Tang Instant
Breakfast
Drink
Natural Orange Flavor
27 oz. Collector Jar
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Uncle Jeff's
Clothing Dept.
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Prices Good Through April 25

White Rain
Hair Spray

OFF

INSPECT THE VALUE
100% Cotton Comfort
Lasting Quality
Super Savings

eter an

Butter
Peanut
Creamy or Crunchy

walk Shorts

:
a

20%
SPRING SALE

Regally, Extra Hold, Unscented, Ultra Hold
7.5 oz. Aerosol Can

Cortaid
Hydrocortisone
For relief of eczema,
Acetate dermatitis
and

Prices Good Through April 25
•
E

$196
Sale

Priced At Just
$3
99

100% Polyester
Sizes 10-20

18 oz. Jar

.. /
1
2 oz. ointment allergic rashes
'A oz. Cream
Sole Your Choice

Just Received
Large Colorful

Salt Alternative
Flavors Like Salt
But Is Salt Free

Assortment
Of
Ladies

For Use With Contact lenses
11 oz. Sale
8 Oz. Sale

Style Shampoo
Four Special Formulas
To Fit The Exact Need
Of Your Hair
Style I, Style II, Style III, Style IV

Tube
Tops
$1 22

Canvas
Shoes

Antacid Tablets

Navy Slip-On
or Deck Oxford

Regular
Family
Size
6.4 Oz.

$1 99

Only

$249

Regular or Scent II
12 Oz. Aerosol Can

$ 1 59

Bic Disposable
Butane Lighter

Sale

2 89'
For

One For
The Road

Video K.
Mania
Shirts
Knit
Now Reduced
Pac-Man
$288
Pins
$388

•

Coppertone Dark
Tanning Oil
Dark Tanning
Lotion

Adjustable Flame
Sole

Reg. $3.99 Now
Reg. $4.99 Now

8 Oz. Bottle

Sale Your Choice

$299

By Clairol

Norelco
Rotatract
Adjustable
Razor

CLAIROL

•

'

S

-

I'

, 4*
.4

1200 watts dual voltage setting,
3 levels of heat and speed, fold
up handle converts to
table stand. Model MD-1 , sole $ 1

298

Danara
Pacifier

Twin Action
Retractable
Blades, 3
Floating Heads, 9 Settings,
Pop Out Trimmer $

Soft, Flexible
& Boilable No. 106
Orthodontic
Excerciser No. 107
Sole Your Choice

Model HP1601

Peter Paul
Candy Bars

Sale

4/99

Rival
Crock Pot
Slow Cooker

Mounds or
Almond Joy
Package of 6 Bars
Your Choke Sale $ 1

Uncle Jeff's Hardware

Electric Cooks
All Day While
Cook Is Away
31
/
2(It, Almond Model 3100

19

Fantasy
Greeting Cords
Choice Of
Birthday, Get
Wel, Sympathy
or All Occasion
Box of 10

Heath
English
Toffee
Candy Bars
Package of
6 Bars
No. 04150
Sdle

Boma
Pecan
Pies

Porch Swings
02599

3" Pies
Sale

/41

5' $2799 •

F„r97c

SOLINI

Crunder Martin
Writing Tablet

"Old
Iron
Sides"
5 Gal.
Metal

Gas Can
290.$11.17Sais .

EMIR Oil.

III

MI II NI
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•

• MAR 11 ••II lb • II II
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Coal geology course set

ISM

Mar
VIRGO
SAGrITARIUS
jei/
WILLIAMSBURG, Ky.
1
4
1# PISCES
(May21 10June20)
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) ",s (AP) — A three-day
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Minor gains come though You may not be very recep- You may feel unconiortable A bill corning due now
friends, but you're not the best tive to a friend's request for at a stuffy party. It may be concern you, or you may may course on fundamental
face coal geology will be held
of company now. Remember money. Preliminary plans hard to warm up to some of extra responsibility
•
connec- May 5-7 at Cumberland
to smile. A business or roman- concerning a financial move the other guests. The mail tion with a partnerinor
• •
close College.
tic problem concerns you.
may have to be changed.
brings pleasant news.
family friend.
CANCER
YOU BORN TODAY are The course is being
LIBRA
0492% n APr.
eri4
72) 010
0 (Sept. n at 23)
irtealintie, inventive and at sponsored by the Univer(Dec.22toJan. 19) id
Adam friend acts likes wet (June21toJuly
Morning' hours
lipetket and this could lead to work progress. are best for Morning is the best time to An all-work-no-play attitude times skeptical. You need a sity of Kentucky's InA family communicate with close ties. could lead to friction with job that reflects your ideals.
irlipments. You're better off member's
indifference
could Be careful not to stifle some- close ties. You may make You have the ability to com- stitute for Mining and
qi4 &salting on the support of surprise you.
Guard
against
one's enthusiasm. Safeguard plans for a party at your mercialize your creative and Minerals Research with
ethers now.
domestic arguments.
credit.
house. Phone relatives.
intellectual gifts and should be funds from the state
TSURUS
LEO
SCORPIO
able to make a notable con- Department of Energy.
AQUARIUS
CAlw x tg may 28)
(July 23to Aug.22) 1244k (Oct.23toNov.21)
tribution in the field of your Topics will include
(Jan.alto Feb. 111)
:.1* mayfeel that your work Be tolerant
of the opinions of Work goes smoothly before You may find a useful item
Take a chance on your
nOt appreciated, but you'll others. Avoid making
hasty noon, but later changes in ap- in a mail-order catalogue. It's originality, for you may be topographic and geologic
eirtinue to accomplish things decisions after
pointments could slow you not the best time to get feed- especially talented in such maps, sedimentary rock,
pilvate. Curb your temper However; You'll get dark.
Don't let inner resent- back for your ideas, and fields as painting, writing, and surface mine
some
down.
tiftpr dark.
valuable business advice.
ment take hold
monitoring of ground
sculpture, and science.
friends are unpredictable

water and acquifers.
Instructors for the
course will be Donald
Haney, director of the
state's Geological
Survey, Norman Hester,
exploration manager for

Consolidated Resources
of America, Inc., James
Cobb and James Dinger
of the Kentucky
Geological Survey and
representative of the U.S.
Office ofS

kV,

Hyde Park
Pure Cane

5 Lb. Bog

SUPER MARKET
We Gladly
Accept Food Stamps

With ;10.00 Or More Purchase
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco
Products Drinks On Special

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
Home Owned & Operated Prices Good 4-21
New Store Hours 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Thru 4-27

Musslemon's Save 18'

Hyde Pork
Pure

3S

Boma Grape

Orange
Juice

Jelly.

99c
79c

ez.

Applesauce

Flav-O-Rich
Magic One

Milk
$1 99

16 oz. Save 30'

Tissue'1'125,2Ply
Van Comps Beanie
Save 20'

h Go/

Weenies .... 7

II

2 PCS. CHICKEN
POTATOES/ GRAVY
ROLL

C

Charcoal

I

i•

KeHoggs

Milk

Save 56'

USE ALL FOUR COUPONS
AT ONCE OR ONE AT A TIME!

Save 30
'

2/98

01.

Swiftest Sweet Asodophelis
Save 48' h Gat

Royal Oak Briquet

Gal.

Sere 8' 1801.

I

Corn Flakes
Bumble Bee
Light Chunk

$7 79

.
11
4

01•4i
ft•-'..

This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel's Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken. mashed potatoes.gravy
and roll for $1.25. Limit one package per
coupon. 4 coupons per customer. and
good for combination only. Customer
pays for applicable sales tax. Good at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store shown
below. COUPON EXPIRES 5/23/82

10 lb.

MMI=====

i
111
I
IN
III
I

I

=I

2 PCS. CHICKEN
.
POTATOES/ GRAVY $1
025
ROLL

Hefty Save 30'

This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel's Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken, mashed potatoes.gravy
and roll for 81.25. Limit one package per
coupon. 4 coupons per customer, and
good for combination only. Customer
pays for applicable sales tax. Good at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store shown
below. COUPON EXPIRES 5/23/82

Trash Bogs
Muffle:monis Save 22`

Apple Juice

4001.99c

Sunshine
Krispy

Mazola Corn
$

Oil

Save 20'32oz.

78

This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel's Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken, mashed potatoes. gravy
and roll for 81.25. Limit one package per
coupon. 4 coupons per custokier, and
good for combination only. Customer
pays for applicable hales tax. Good at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store shown
below COUPON EXPIRES 5/23/82

1 Lb. Box

I

Rosedale Fruit

8Pk. 16 Oz. Bottle
With Bottles

Save 28'22oz.

Or

Spray-N-Wash

•
I
in
•
I

•
•

2 PCS. CHICKEN
POTATOES/ GRAVY
ROLL
This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel's Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken, mashed potatoes,gravy
and roll for $1.25 Limit one package per
coupon. 4 coupons per customer, and
good for combination only. Customer
pays for applicable sales tax Good at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store shown
below. COUPON EXPIRES 5/23/82

$ 49

:FROZEN FOODS

9-PIECE
THRIFT BOX

•!frosty Acres Sliced

Strawberries
.:Topping
Cauliflower

1

1

Get 9 pieces of the Colonel's Original
Recipe or Extra Crispy for only 114.80
Limit one coupon per customer. Coupon
good only for combination white/dark
orders. Customer pays all applicable
sales tax (This coupon good only at
Kentucky Fried Chicken stores listed in
this ad.) OFFER EXPIRES 5/23/82

'Frosty Whip Dessert

Reelfoot No. 1
.Sliced

Box.69C

59c

Frosty Acres

Bacon

Box.

:Frosty Acres Ford Hook Lima

12 oz. pkg.

Reelfoot Boiled

Hain
$189
12 oz. pkg.

FAMILY VALUE PACK

9 Pieces of Chicken
(Original or Extra Crispy)
large mashed potato • 1 large gravy •6 dinner rolls

Pure Fresh Loan

Get all this for $7.25 and this coupon
Limit one per customer. Customer pays
all applicable sales tax_ (This coupon
good only at Kentucky Fried Chikken
stores listed in this ad

Ground Beef

COUPON EXPIRES 5/23/82

Family Pock 3Lb. or More

Mix Of

Meath Florida Sweet

_Bell Peppers or Cukes

Reelfoot

Metzger

Bologna or
Dinner Franks
$739
1 lb.

Braunschweigher

pkg.

89
..0 —
36.bag

Sweet

-.Oranges

$
56.beg

49

I

15-PIECE
CARRY PACK
Get 15 pieces of the Colonel's Origtnal
Recipe or Extra Crispy for only WM.
Limit one coupon per customer. Coupon.
good only for combination white/dark
orders Customer pays all applicable
salmi Mx. (This coupon good only at
Kentucky Pried Citiebes Mores listed in.
ARM deLECOUPOWSRPRIISIIVEUM

79c

Chunk Lb.

le Enoin.miso ow IN so lie meas usasam mim um Ns

Pork Chops

Coupon good only at the following stores
1)13 Sycamore

Murray
753-7101

602S. 6th St. Mayfield
247-6443

I' 114. 8-B VHF. %I( It It tl.k% IF IS,Eli.
(
0 HMI %. U4.4inEstia . April 21. 1482 •

00 .00
Couple sentenced
for child's death 0
ELIZABETHTOWN,
Ky. (AP) — An
Owensboro man has been
sentenced to two 20-year
jail terms and his wife
received a two-year
prison term in connection
with the death of the couple's infant daughter.
Wayne Maglinger, who
had been charged with
murder, earlier pleaded
guilty to lesser charges of
first -degree
manslaughter and firstdegree assault. His wife,
Theresa Maglinger, had
been charged with firstdegree assault but pleaded guilty to the lesser
charge of criminal
facilitation to assault.
The two were charged
in the death of 4-monthold Melissa Ann Maglinger, who died last July
of injuries that included
13 broken ribs and a fractured skull.

After denying defense
motions for probation,
Hardin Circuit Judge
William S. Cooper handed
down the maximum
sentences allowable to
the Maglingers. Wayne
Maglinger's terms are to
be served concurrently.
"I can't imagine a
more despicable crime
than to torture and kill
your own child," Cooper
said in sentencing Wayne
Maglinger.
And, Cooper added
while sentencing Mrs.
Maglinger, "I can't
justify any mother who
would let anybody,
Whether it's her husband
or who it might be, to torture a child to the extent
that this one was tortured.
You don't need treatment," Cooper added.
In my opinion, what you
peed is punishment."

Dwain Taylor's April
Used Car
Clearance Sale

Chevrolet

BIG JOHN'S
BRICK OVEN
1980 Olds Delta Royal, white, white
roof, red intrior, power seats, power
windows, tilt, cruise, AM-FM, WIT.
$6700.

1972 Monte Carlo, dark brown, power
steering, power brakes, air condition,
rally wheels. $135'7. $1000.00.

1980 Oldsmobile Regency 4 door,
silver, burgundy interior, power windows, tilt, cruise, AM-FM, one owner
$8097.$8600.00.

1978 El Camino, brown, power steering, power brakes, air condition, rally
wheels, AM-FM, tilt wheel, 55,xxx
miles $4977. $4600.00.

1978 Monte Carlo Landau, silver,
silver vinyl roof, red interior, bucket
seats, power windows, tilt, AM-FM
60,xxx miles, one owner
,
:›777:$4500.

1980 Malibu 4 doorrburgundy, burgundy cloth interior, powet• steering,
power brakes, air condition, 26,xim
miles.PM.$4900.00.

1981 Ford Escort-L 2 door, brown and
tan two tone, one owner, local, 11,xxx
miles.$5477 $5200.00.

1980 Mustang,orange, white vinyl top,
4 speed transmission, AM-FMcassette tape, 14,xxx miles. $527.
$5000.00.

1980 Chevette 2 dor, red, 4 speed,
59,xxx miles.$3,17.$3700.

1977 Oldsmobile Cutlass, orange, tan
vinyl roof, power steering, power
brakes, air condition, AM-FM, rally
wheels,$3077$3600.00.

1981 Chevette 4 door, blue, blue interior, 4- speed transmission, 28,xxx
miles, one owner.$5277.$4800.00.

1979 Oldsmobile Regency, 2 door, light blue, light blue vinyl top, loaded
with extras, moon roof. $6057.
$6600.00.

1977 Chevrolet Nova Rally white, tan
vinyl roof, tan interior, power steering, power brakes, air condition, rally
wheels,one owner,18,xxx miles.14R7
.00.

1976 Chevrolet Caprice Classic 4 door,
white, black vinyl top, power steering, power brakes, air condition, one
owner,extra nice $8err. $2800.00.

1977 M.G. red, convertible, 33,xxx
miles,local car. WM $4000.00.

1981 El Camino,two tone brown, Conquista one owner local, tilt wheel, AMFM,rally wheels$&1'7$7200.

1976 Buick Special 2- door, yellow, tan
vinyl roof, V6, power steering, power
brakes,air condition.$2997: $2600.00.

1981 Oldsmobile Cutlass blue and
grey, V6, power steering, power
brakes, air condition, rally wheels,
AM-FM,35,xxx miles.$6077.16100.00.

1979 Oldsmobile Cutlass 4 door, blue,
power steering, power brakes, air
condition, high mileage, special
wholesale price $8275.00
•
wirir.,
vionsamPor-T—

1980 Corvette, black and black interior,loaded.tL34?7.$12,700.

Chuie1914 -"k

CINNAMON
ROLLS

STOP BY BIG JOHN'S BRICK
OVEN BAKERY IN YOUR LOCAL
MO JOHN STORE AND
RBISTER EACH WEEK FOR A

FREE
CAKE OF THE

BitJohn's
1981 Concord DL, 4 door, red, 6
cylinder, power steering, power
brakes,air condition. WM.'$5600.00.

DEUCIOVS FOODS PREPARED
FRESH DAILY!

".‘

1979 Pontiac Grand Prix IA black,
black interior, T-top, power windows,
tilt, AM-FM tape, rally wheels,44,xxx
miles,extra nice.$2.27P00$6900.00

1978 Buick Skylark., 2 Door Landau,
brown beige vinyl roof, power"steering, power brakes, air condition, rally
wheels. 47,xxx miles,one owner. WM
$4600.00

1979 Cutlass Coupe, beige white vinyl
roof, rally wheels, bucket seats, tilt,
AM-FM radio, one owner. $167T
$5700.00

And ManrOther Used Cars & Pick-Ups To Choose From
Sales People
Financing
Mickey Boggess
Dwain
Taylor
Tom Holderby
.-8 cYcs
a,

M.

SUBMARINE
SNCH

WandaBrovin
Will
Ed Travis
"
Max M
ris

Chevrolet.Inc.

7532617

641$.

• On New Units
Aloclionigol protection
Protection Avoiloblo
On avolifioil and Coos
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Tips may preventlawn mowing accidents

By Dana Allen
chute when the mower is thrown from the mower. turned off.
Check to see that safety
Guest Writer
in use. Never point the Projectiles can cause inKeep the instruction devices are in their proWarm weather is here discharge chute at juries at surprisingly
booklet that came with per position. Have an exand with it comes the others. Be aware of long distances.
the mower on hand. Read pert inspect the mower
responsibility of mowing children, pets and other
Make sure the mower is
the lawn. Statistics show bystanders who may be never left alone, even through the booklet if the occasionally for leaks,
there are hundreds of in- the target of objects briefly, without being.Mower hasn't been used shorts, blade condition
for a long period.
and balance.
juries incurred during
this time of year as a
result of lawn mower accidents.
Before mowing the
"Vacation season is ap- your complaint. flight upon which
the inci- crank file.
lawn, dress appropriate- proaching, and many Customer
service dent occurred, and an exIf you do not get
ly. Close fitting clothing Kentuckians have representative
s for the planation of the problem. satisfaction
from the
is less likely to be caught already made airline airline can
give you on- Give the names of all the airline, but still
feel you
in the mower. Long pants reservations for their the-spot relief;
for exam- people with whom you deserve compen
offer protection to the trips," says Attorney ple, by
sation,
making hotel ar- dealt — both those who you can
file a written
legs from flying objects General Steven L. rangem
ents for stranded were helpful and those complaint
with the Atand sturdy, nonslip shoes Beshear. "Air travel is passengers
who were not. Inform the torney Genera
protect the feet from the usually fast, efficient, compensationor writing
l's conchecks for airline of any inconve- sumer protect
blade.
ion diviand pleasant, but un- passengers denied boar- nience or
monetary loss sion. The consumer proTake a few minutes to fortunately, travelers ding.
you suffered. Be sure, in tection divisio
inspect the yard before somethimes encounter
n mediates
beginning. Pick up rocks, problems with their
When on-the-spot relief closing, to state what consumer complaints and
is not possible, Beashear amends you expect the provides a variety of consticks, dog bones and flights."
airline to make. Be sumer informa
other loose objects the
tion. You
When problems with suggests that one should reasonable
in your can write to them to 209
mower could throw. '
airlines do occur, effec- file a written complaint demands
so that your St. Clair St., Frankfort,
Check for immovable tive complaining can lead with the airline's concompla
int
does not earn Ky. 40601 or call the toll
objects such as pipes or to satisfactory results. sumer office. To make
partially buried rocks. Airlines listen to their your complaint convinc- you a polite apology and a free consumer hot line: 1Remember where these customers' complaints — ing, be clear and concise place in the airline's 800-432-9257.
objects are while cutting. and to their compliments. as to what happened. Use
Running into one of these By focusing on proble
m only relevant information
could shatter the spinning areas, they can deter- and stay away from petty
blade causing chunks of mine how they can
best gripes. Also, keep all
metal to be thrown from improve their service. records of flight informaPHILADELPHIA (AP) •blems
often keep lowunder the mower.
Although regulations do tion (ticket receipts, — Parents of premature birthweight infants from
Always pour gasoline exist, airlines have
babies sometimes conmuch boarding passes, etc.)
reaching early
outside. Add the fuel and discretion as to moneta
tinue to perceive their
and
take
notes
of
the
inciry
milestones, such as sitwipe up spills before star- compensationain respon
children as abnormal ting
se dent, including the names
up,. on the same
ting the mower. Store ex- to consumer compla
even
though the effects of schedu
ints. of people with whom you j
le as . full-term
plosive fuel away from ig- Therefore, how effecti
tbe early \ birth usually
children.
ve- dealt.
nition sources and keep in ly you complain is
disappear within
directKeep a business-like years, researchers two
an apprqyed safety con- ly related to how
say.
"It needs to be explain.:
satisfac- tone to your letter. Begintainer.
Dr. Judith. Bernbaum, ed to parents
torily you will be compen- by stating the
that (these
type of who led a study team
Before attaching or sated.
problems) are not
reserva
tion
you
held,
the
removing a grass teatOften, the airline itself ticket office and airport from Children's Hospital, necessarily terrible in
said that developmental any way," she
cher, clearing a clogged will be
said in an
able to handle with which you dealt, the
and neurological pro- interview.
chute or reaching under
the mower for any
reason, turn the mower
off and wait a -few
seconds for the blades to
stop turning.
When cutting on a
slope, push mowers
should go across the
slope. Riding mowers
should be used up and
down the slope.
Use care and good
judgment to avoid slipping, falling or overturning the mower.
Avoid the blade housing
edge and the discharge

Airlines determine how to improve service

MURRAY MIDDLE School Eighth Grade students wait to board buses to
go to
Alabama Space and Rocket Center, Huntsville, Ala.,jn top photo. In bottom
photo is Betty Wager,chaperone,looking at some of the pockets.
Photographs by Mickey Hill

Infant studies conducted

Students visit space center
Murray Middle School
Eighth Grade visited the
Alabama Space and
Rocket Center at Huntsville, Ala., on Saturday,
April 3. The group of 84
students and 10
chaperones left by buses
at 6 a.m. and returned at
10 p.m.
This was an out growth
of a career education
class.

David Dill and Joey
Rexroat, students, combined to make the following report about their
trip:
"The Alabama Space
and Rocket Center offers
something for everyone:
simulated flight aboard
the Space Shuttle;
journey to the moon and
beyond; participation ex-

hibits that let you be the
astronaut in the commander's seat; tours of
NASA's largest facility;
Monkeyraut Baker, the
"first lady of space;" the
Saturn V moon rocket
together with the largest
single collection of
rockets, missiles and
space hardware found in
the free world."

UMW Ram Shack
Your discount parts supermart
•
•
•

•
•
•
• )411r.4 *1/44.2.mir,

Now from
America's
.Number1

Muskegon
re-ring kit

Keep your car

Foreign master
cylinders

top running
round
For most domestic cars

Top quality parts plug step-bystep instructions. Do it yourself
and save

in

condition all year

For most import cars. Price with

e. Auto Shack offers
• exchang
premium parts at a low price.
•
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

Louvers

•

2.99...

29.99

Blower motor

&IMP

Standardized
bin.-up kits
For most foreign and
domestic Ca/S Limit

89.8

Slops
squeaks. protects
Sunroofs'
WD-40
.
and loosens rusted

Customize your car with Auto Shack's /ow,
/ow prices.

',arts 9-02 can

Limit 2

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
#Ftirk4

Here's
nd0Lakes
Margarine
the one with courtly fresh tas

Wheel clown
For that sporty too.,
Available in sizes 13"
14" & 15"

69.99

211.00

Running boards
Durable, heavy-duty for
that sporty looA
Available in two styles

Electrical tape
Quality tape with a
thousand and one uses
Limit 6 rolls please

4-pc. tune-up set
Says gas save
money Tune up now
and save at Auto Shack

45 month bottory
Four years of
guatanteed starting
power Exchange

Hours: Mon-Sat8 a.m. til8 p.m.

te!

It took Land O'Lakes, America's favorite butter people, to bring you
this kind of taste in a margarine. Tastes dairy fresh, because Land 0Lakes Margarine
is made with 10% fresh skim milk.
For good, country fresh flavor in a margarine, try the one with real Butter Country taste.
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Lawn mower plug
Non-resistor lawn
fftOwer spar* plug by
Champion Limit 2
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Rain dance was
Valvoline 10W40
Your choice o/ 14-oz or meter oil
16-oz liquid Limn 2
All climate oil Limit 6
each
quarts

SIB IMO NM 111 1E1 IMO

al

Any remenufaCtured part purchased from AUTO SNACK
will be replaced tor a perrod of one year from dale of purchase if under nonna/
•
erndIttors it fails to give saliSfeCtOry Service

644-9588
Ad pr-t

8 19 145
1.
1 NMI-- MID Mil OM MIN MO NIP INF OM

Hydraulic lochs
Foe those heavy lots
around the shop

1111 Loewe 81~4
Park 171
••

7104

to 1,o, mtrAlrl 11.:11, 11N.

1

5.37
Open every Sunday

WHEN YOU TRY LANDO LAKES.MARGARINE
•

9.99,04ise

•in?

•
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Writing workshop scheduled

Buy two
ld
l
t gl
i ga
the very best.

Classes in poetry, fiction and, for the first
time, in science fiction
will be offered at the 12th
annual Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing
Workshop at Murray
State University June 1925.
Named for the world
renowned Greenup County author and poet, the
workshop was begun at
Murray State in 1969. It
offers aspiring writers an
opportunity to meet and
study with writers from
other parts of the country
and to work with nationally known professionals.
Teaching poetry - this
year will be Jared Carter,
author of "Work, for the
Night is Coming," which
won the Walt Whitman
Award of the Academy of
American Poets. An Indiana native, Carter has
had his poems published
in The New Yorker,
Poetry and The Nation.
Pam Durban, formerly
on the faculty at Murray
State and now a teacher
at Ohio University in
Athens, Ohio, will teach
the fiction class. Her
work has been published
in a number of
magazines, including
Georgia Review, Ohio
Review, Crazyhorse and
Tr -Quarterly.
Two well-known
science fiction writers —

Orefda
GOLDEN

CRINKLES
When you make a 950
depadi on your prolessioncd
portrait package.
Remember those huggable moments with
K marts Portrait Package. And with the
valuable coupon below you can receive
a Huggable Bonus Bear.

Ore-Ida is America's best-selling brand of frozen potatoes
—made by the people who know frozen potatoes best.
All Ore-Ida potatoes are made from highest quality potatoes. Cook 'em up„and they come out crisp and golden
brown. And taste delicious!
Now,to make the best taste even better, here's 25(t off
when you buy any TWO of our best-sellws-(24 oz—orlarger)._
All-righta!

Our 20- Portrait Package Contains
2- 8x10's 3 5x7s & 15 Wallets

95C/$12.95
Deposit/

Total-PackagePrice

Clip out this coupon and present it with 950 deposit
to our photographer and receive,as a bonus your
Huggable Bear

Those Days Only- April: Toes.,
Wed., Thor., Fri., Sat., Son.
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 2S
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday: 12 N - 5 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray,
One bonus bear per subject 95c deposit per subject
or group. Minors must be accompanied by a
parent Frame not included.

r
1
ID
I : :;21'
I
I

L

250off

on any TWO 24 oz. or larger
packages of.Ore-Ida frozen potatoes.
GROCER Send this coupon to ORE-IDA FOODS,INC COUPON REDEMPTION
PROGRAM,PO BOX 1680, ELM CITY. NC 27898 tor face vaiire reimbursement plus
7* handling Invoices proving purchaseor sufficrent stock ot Ore-Ida frozen potatoes to cover coupons must be shown upon request Failure to .
do so eel vuld all coupons Cou.poris non-transferable Soles tax must be ....
paid by the consumer Void whereVer 'prone:med. rieizi or restracled Cash
value 1/100t REDEEMABLE ONLY ON ORE-IDA FROZEN POTATOES
Any other use constrtutes fraud OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 31. 1982
.. .
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE

Store coupon

Jacqueline Lichtenberg
and Jean Lorrah — will
teach science fiction.
They are the co-authors
of two books, "First
Channel" and "Channel's
Destiny."
Ms. Lorrah, a member
of the English faculty at
Murray State, has also
written "Savage Empire" and "Dragon Lord
of the Savage Empire,"
while Mrs. Lichtenberg is
the author of a number of
books, including "House
of Zeor," "Unto Zeor,
Forever!" and
"Mahogany Trinrose,"
as well as the co-author of
"Star Trek Lives!"
Work by each of the
workshop faculty is
available in the bookstore
in the University Center.
Tuition for the
workshop is $175, with a
special rate of $125
available to senior
citizens and Murray State
students. Accommodations are available to participants at the rate of $7
a day for room and $7 a
day for board.
Additional information
about the workshop is
available from Mark Jarman or Aaron Fischer at
(502) 762-2315 or by
writing: Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing
Workshop, Department
of English, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071.

Hospital dismissals reported
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Adults 123
Nursery 5
-4-17-82
No New Born
Admissions
Dismissals
Larry Jameson, Rt. 1,
Almo, Helen L. Gray, Rt.
2, Kuttawa, Jean M.
Geurin, 104 North 18th
St., Geraldine A. Jones,
Rt. 1, Mayfield, Eddie
Dwayne McClain, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Larhea
D.Stewart, Rt.6,
Shirley A. Carpenter,
Rt. 2, John Joseph Boyer,
Rt. 8, Sandra D.
McDaniel, Rt. I, Cottage
Grove, Tenn., Anita B.
Thurman, Rt. 5, Rosa M.

Hale, P.O. Box 34, Hardin,
Sharon H. Greenfield
and baby boy, 1414
Stadium View Dr., Bonnie A. Morganti and baby
boy, P.O. Box 864,
Charles B. Martin, Rt. 7,
Ralph J. Winkel, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Nellie M.
Edelman, 310 E. Wood
Ave., S. Charleston, W.
Va.,
William W. McMillen,
1500 Clayshire, Lovena
Schroeder, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Otho Shroader, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Lela McCuistion,
_1303 Peggy Ann Drive,
Patricia B. Johnson, 115
Spruce St.

Suave Moisturizing
Shampoo or
Conditioner
• Shampoo available In
regular and Ott*body
• COnditiOner availabie In
regular
• 16 oz.

reeetvit the tigM to Omit quantities.
Numererwmarowif

Alrwick
Stick Ups

Simoniz
SuperPoly

• Heavy duty, powder puff,
evergreen, summer
garden, lemon, super pine
• 2 deodorizers per pack

• A professional Poly
treatment for your car
that cleans, shines;
and resists water.
• 16 fl. oz.

.•
PURINA
DOG
CHCAN
All flIMO .01a1

• Non-aerosol laundry
soil and stain remover
• 32 oz. at the 22 oz. price -10 oz. FREE
-

Mg. 1.1*

STP Spray
Carburetor Cleaner
• Removes gum,sludge,
grease, and dirt build-up
• 13 oz.

sA

‘
ree..41104

P
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•
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Math,science fair
winners announced

CHEMISTRY WINNERS — Winners in chemistry were (from left, first row)
Michelle McDougal,George Nichols,first place, Marcie WWett,Toinya Thomas,
second place, (second row) Gidget Vaughn; Michelle Spann, Mark Galloway,
Jon Wilson, third place,(third row)Shelly Workman,Jimmy Hall, Scott Lance,
Tisha Morris,fourth place. Laura Greer,second place, was absent,

EARTH SCIENCE WINNERS — Winners in
earth science were (from left, first row) Misti
Holcomb, Ed Hendon, first place, Laura Lawson,
second place, (second row) Chip Farmer, Danny
Hamlet, Gary Bailey, third place,(third row) Tony
Waller, Pat Rowland,fourth place. Jeff Waters,second place, was absent.

ZOOLOGY WINNERS — Zoology winners were
(from left, first row) Jeffrey Sickel, Kenneth
--Hainsworth, first place,.Jimmy Hammett, second
place, (second row) Steve Shaw,- Jennifer
Hamilton, third place, (third row) Bill Maddox,
Brian ICrizan, Mike Steptoe, fourth place. Sharon
Herndon,second place, was absent.

HEALTH AND MEDICINE WINNERS — Health
and medicine winners were Melissa Gray, first
place, Mary Jo Simmons, second place, (second
row), David Overbey, third place, Charla Walston,
fourth place. Lee Holcomb, second place, was
absent.

PHYSICS WINNERS — Physics winners were (from left, first row) Angel
Adams, Mark Whitaker, Kenneth Mikulcik, first place, (second row), Gary
Douglas, Tony Wade, second place, Jason Sanunons, third place, (third row)
Joanne Kelly,Huong Dinh,Ricky Jobs,Greg Moffitt,fourth place. Dorothy Merrill,third place was absent.
Math winners include
(right photo, from left,
first row) Lisa ftexroat,
Alison Carr, Leslie
Loberger,first place,(second row) Chris Hayes,
Russell Foster, second
place, Michelle Gant,
Chip Adams, Justin
Krause, third place,
(third row) Brett.
Christensen, Robin Shea,
Robin Richardson,fourth
BOTANY WINNERS — Winners in botany were
place. Scott Lyons, second place was absent.
(from left, first row) Kelly Ridley, Eric Easley,
first place, (second row) Damara Lanier, Jason
Kupchella, John Mark Morris, second place,(third
place) Rachel Russell, third place, Chip Atkins,
Amy Long,Sarah Hayes,fourth place. Debra Toth
and Sheri West, third place, and Cathy Williams,
fourth place, were absent.

Tuesday, April 22
8:00 P.M. At Calloway
u D
County High
Al‘1111
School
WIte‘
*k4kS)

rite

Sponsored
By
Calloway
County
High
Athletic
Boasters

General Admission Tickets $4.00
Ringside Tickets $5.00
Only Ringside Sold In Advance At Dennison and
Hunt, Peoples Bank and Calloway County Board
Office.
"
••*MAIN EVENT.
Bill Dundee & Steve Keirn
-VSSweet Brown Sugar &
Bobby Eaton Whim Hart
STAN LANE & ROY ROGERS
-VSTHE MONK & THE ANGEL
WIHART
BOW FIRTM -VS- CYPSTIOE
ERIC FAIRY - VS- TIE INVADER

A Programmable Pocket Computer for People On the Go!
TRS-80° by Radio Shack

•Solve Complex Problems With
Computer Accuracy
•Ideal for Businessman—Student
—Professional

Goes anywhere! Program it in BASIC, or run programs
with our optional Cassette Interface. There's even a
combination Printer/Cassette Interface. #26-3501

lossramswx—
-Station FM Wireless Intercom
Saves Time and Steps!
Plug 'n Talk" by Realistic

Photos by
Kaye Peebles
Toad council
schedules
celebration
CONWAY, Ark. (AP)
— There is a council of
toads led by a head toad.
They plan to crown a king
and queen toad, have a
jumping toad contest and
try to eliminate the
phrase "toadfrog."
It's all part of the first
Toad Suck Daze regional
celebration at a park
near where the old Toad
Suck ferry used to carry
people across the Arkansas River between
Faulkner and Perry
counties.
"It's the first of what
we intend to be an annual
celebration," John Ward
of Conway, who says he is
the head toad, said Mon
day night. The festival is
April 30 through May 2 at
the U.S. Army Corps of
Zngineers' Toad Suck
Park.
"We certainly want to
preserve the memory and
the legend and the
romance of Toad Suck
ferry," Ward said.
Legend has it that
workers from the steamboats that traveled on the
river would stop at a
tavern in that area and'
"suck an the bottle until
they swell up like toads."
Hence the name.
It is a very unusual•
name," Ward_ mid,
you don't understand
Toad Suck, then you
perhaps have to take a
- dim view."Ward said Toad Suck
Daze evolved because
Conway hasn't had a
community or regional
celebration before.
The council of toads
local people who are interestet. in preserving
Toad Silt's inenifiry is
siiperviNitir (lie festival
-

LEI

3
Day
HOOVER. Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Only
High-performance
HOOVER
DECADE so CON VERTIBL
Upright with
EDGE LIGHT

Upright with
Headlight

Communicate between any two rooms! Press
Talk-Bar to speak, or Lock-Bar for hands-free
talking. Talk-Bar doubles as night light. Add
another pair later on! #43-212

Emergency CB
Radio System
TRC-411 by
Realistic®

is qt.
4-position
carpet selector
Steel
agitator

COMPLETE Aim
ATTACHMENTS!

Full-time
edge cleaning

0-3

Each
Reg. 59.95 Each

9995Get Help and
Info on the Road!
Never drive "alone" again! Everything's included—CB, magnetic-mount
antenna, travel case. #21-1505

Walnut veneer enclosure
with long-throw 8" woofer,
2,i2" wide-dispersion
3
4 x 105/8 x 7'h"
tweeter. 17/
Buy a pair—save $60.
#40-1990

Astrological Computer/
Calculator

HOOVER,

EC-315 by Radio Shack

Celebrity's III Air-Ride
Vacuum Cleaner
1.7 MAK HP° 1.75 VCIMA HP)

Half
Price

MC-1201 by Realistic

29

disposable bag

Selig. Retail $189.95

2-Way Hi-Fi Speaker-530 Off

Save
$2398

Sugg.
Retail
$129.95

Save
$30

112 QT. MULTI-NIAONUM RAG

$5995
Swig.
Retail
$79.95

wiTic1)11M
ccx ffø
DX)ôcD
MOIR66

Reg. 79.95
No larger than a small.book, yet featurepacked! Audible cue/review and tape counter
help you find selections quickly. Built-in mike,
Auto-Level, tone control. #14-812 Batter-les extra

• Save
$4!
753-1713

Wake to radio or buzzer alarmf Twin sidemounted 3" speakers, Vance control, stereo
headphone jack Fast/slow time-set. #12-1530

Check Your Phone Book for the Radse/Issek Tore or Dealer tlea - t You
-.1.11111
"
11
.-•

VilINMAY KENTI1C1
-7111M-

A DIVISION Of TAMOregigialiATION

.4.11.186
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Northside STORE HOURS:
Southside
Sun.
Mon.-Sat.
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-7.m.
7 a.m.-10 p.m.
10th & Chestnut 7 a.m.-10 p.m12th & Sto_rY

THIS WEEK C
KRAFT

111)11111S

MIRACLE WNW

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE
OR BONUS STARTER COUPON ON RIGHT PAGE

CASH
DIVIDEND
SPECIAL

JUST PICKED PRODUCE

CASH
DIVIDEND
• SPECIAL

I

GIANT SIZE

PUREX DETERGENT

ICEBERG
LETTUCE
CASH
DIVIDEND
SPECIAL

CASH
DIVIDEND
L
SPECIAL
-,_-_,-,-,-,---

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE
OR BONUS SARTER COUPON ON RIGHT PAGE.

•

BATHROOM

LARGE'
HEAD

NORTHERN TISSUE

•
.••••"-tot......3•Ne••••••••••
‘41.,,
,
.

•

RED•RIPE

TOKAY

YELLOW
ONIONS

RED
GRAPES

Lb29'

TOMATOES

Lb.49'

Lb. 1 39

YELLOW

36 SIZE

SQUASH
PINEAPPLES

Ea.

994

PEARS

RED GRAPEFRUIT
BETTY CROCKER

REDI-SPREAD
FROSTING

INSTANT

DOG FOOD

Lb.

TEXAS•5 LB. BAG

25 Lb.
Bag

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE
OR BONUS STARTER COUPON ON RIGHT PAGE

KRAFT

PARKAY
160i.$ • 39 MAXI CUP

1Lb.

89

MAXWELL HOUSE $ A 29
COFFEE

'kW

BOW WOW

1
594
$149

WESTERN

CASH
DIVIDEND
SPECIAL

OR BONUS STARTER COUPON ON RIGHT PAGE.

CANTALOUPES .Ea.S 39

Lb.

FRESH

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE

CASH
DIVIDEND
SPECIAL

CASH
DIVIDEND
SPECIAL

CASH
DIVIDEND
SPECIAL
,••

.1-7N

IGA • FROZEN

I-1

SHOESTRING POTATOES

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE
OR BONUS STARTER COUPON ON RIGHT PAGE
38 OZ

LAND 0 LAKES

WESSON
OIL

MARGARINE

L

CASH
DIVIDEND
SPECIAL
..—/--,---7----

TOOTHPASTE

1 Lb. Quarters

CREST

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE
OR BONUS STARTER COUPON ON RIGHT PAGE

BONUS BUYS
KRAFT

9 OZ.•LIMITED VARIETY

BARBECUE
SAUCE

HUNGRY JACK

LOWEST PRICES
PACKERS LABEL•CHICKEN

NOODLE SOUP

BISCUITS

2

4 $1
For

GENERIC•4 ROLL

BATHROOM TISSUE
GENERIC• 11.11. QUARTERS
vi
MARGARINE
For I

For

GENERIC GRADED

TUNA

6'/2 Ch.

PACKERS LABEL

674
e

PORK'N BEANS—.1.4 For
PACKERS LABEL•303

GOLD CORN
TEA BAGS

' $24?

IGA•SALTINE

CRACKERS

1 Lb.

594

BUSH•300 SIZE

e

Northern•

BEANS.Navy•OM Het ..
•.....1.•••
g

29
:
$

A
BLACKEYE PEAS-....40 For • I

PACKERS CAM•303

LIPTON•100 CT.

1

$

PACKER'S LABEL•303 CUT

GREEN BEANS
GENEMC 400a.
TEA BAGS

A

$

4*or

I

$1 09

NORTHSIDE
$500.00
You Mutt

••••• • •
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00SE FROM TWICE AS MANY
SPECIALs1•
coupon
to introduce you to Cash Dividends!

Prices good April 21-27

FOOD STA/AP SHOPPERS WELCOME
.
4 19;oo Go ma.
4 an un um no

Put more
BUYING
POWER in
your pocket
right now!:

CASH
!VIDEND
PECIAL
WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE
OR BONUS STARTER COUPON ON RIGHT PAGE.

GIB is

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
AND CORRECT PRINTING
ERRORS.

CASH
'VIDEND
;PECIAL

Mr Ell in lee

gm N. NE ft,

an an

un

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE
OR BONUS STARTER COUPON ON RIGHT PAGE

„4t.
/4
U.S. CHOICE•IOWA GRAIN FED

CASH
IVIDEND
;PECIAL

CASH
VIDEND
PECIAL

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE
OR BONUS STARTER COUPON ON RIGHT PAGE.

U.S. CHOICE• BONELESS

BONELESS

CHUCK ROAST

CHUCK STEAK

59

Lb.
WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE
OR BONUS STARTER COUPON ON RIGHT PAGE

10

1
63

U.S. CHOICE•CHEF OR

PORK

BONELESS SAVOY STEAK

BOSTON BUTT ROAST

3 BREASTS•3 LEGS•3THIGHS

FRESH

FRYER COMBO PAK

Lb.9
9

U.S. CHOICE•BONELESS

CASH
1VIDEND
;PECIAL

$
Lb.

PORK LOIN

$

69
Lb.
L $

89

BREAKFAST

PORK CHOPS

Lb.
L $

99

COUNTRY STYLE
Lb.$ 1 49

CENTER CUT

BNLS. PORK CHOP

POTATO CHIPS

Lb.$299

BACON

SLICED SLAB

Lb $ 1

REELFOOT•SLICED

BEEF LIVER

!ASH,
'WEND
'ECIAL

WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE
OR BONUS STARTER COUPON ON RIGHT PAGE

Lb.

,'

7-1T(
.
4

12

ORANGE JUICE

You Mott
T3

I

SOUTHSIDE
$400.00
ZS-P.1r:

1 coupon per customer

Coupon **pass
Apra 21 19131
'
NV

v* Your Care/Punched
Eligible to Wiril
•••-•7•”;
,1!...10•11,

MIX
CAKE
Wirt, shot r ounno I ,..,.c

69;

BONELESS HAM

Lb.
OSCAR MAYER• BEEF or REGULAR
$

BOLOGNA

,
i•

7,

775,;:
%.4".•
; `I‘

•

FISH PORTIONS ...24O2.$269

120z.

BREADED
SMOKED SAUSAGE ...$28L9b. FISH STEAKS
TYSON•CHICKEN • 12 OZ.
COD
BEEF PATTIES
FILLETS
HOAGIES or
69 TREASURE ISLE•16 OZ.
CHICKEN with CHEDDAR...
OSCAR MAYER• BEEF or REGULAR
89 SEA
TREASURES
1602.$ 1
WIENERS

, •.

2 Lb

$299
$179

160z.

$239

Ito

VELVEETA
CHEESE

DIET OR REGULAR

1

12oz.

89

p

99
.
2

39

PLUS
BOTTLES
OR
DEPOSIT

n.
c
up
ET::
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FISCHER• ROPE

PORK BACKRIBS
FRITO-LAY

38

OLE CAROLINA

FISCHER FRONTIER•7-9 LB.

PORK CHOPS
1

Lb.
L $

Lb.

CENTER CUT
WITH ONE FILLED CASH DIVIDEND CERTIFICATE
OR BONUS STARTER COUPON ON RIGHT PAGE.

PORK STEAK
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Film to be big boost to state economy
FRANKFORT —
"Bless 'em All," the title
of a new movie that was
attracted to the state by
the Kentucky film division, could be said of all
film makers, according
to one state official.
"When a major film
producer arrives to do a
film with stars like Eddie
Albert and Jill St. John,
the state — the whole
area used for filming —
will profit," said Steve
Wilson, deputy commissioner of the Department
of Arts and director of its
film division.
"That is why we put so
much effort into attracting movie producers
here. It's a big boost to
our economy." For example, explained Wilson,
"Bless'em All" producer
Sig Shore of Cine U. S.
brought a crew of 35 people to Louisville and the
surrounding area to stay
for a month or longer.
"I'd estimate a major
film being done in an area
means more than $500,000
to that area," said
Wilson.
Kentucky's First Lady
Phyllis George Brown is

an active leader in the effort to attract film production here. She heads
the non-profit Kentucky
Film Foundation that
works closely with
Wilson's division. Last
year Mrs. Brown was instrumental in planning a
National Film Forum
that brought industry
leaders like Jack Valenti
and Alan Friedberg.
Bob Wussler and director Allan Carr to Lexington for a two-day exchange of film-related
ideas.
This new movie being
filmed in Kentucky, a
story of robbery and highlevel corruption, stars
Eddie Albert, an imprisoned union leader
who is visited by a
presidential aide, played
by Robert Ginty. Also in
the fast-paced film are
stars Jill St. John and Pat
Hingle.
Although the movie is
fiction, the union boss is
patterned after missing
Teamsters leader Jimmy
Hoffa, and the president
is modeled after Richard
Nixon, according to film
division members. The

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
3 Warming
ACROSS
1 Hard-wood
device
tree
4 Lean-to
4 Besmirch
5 Pertaining to
' the cheek
9 Resort
12 Insect
6 Printers
13 Adept
measure
—1.4-Pes or H.R14----X Bern up
8 Hindu
15 Glossy paint
17 Senility
peasant
19 The present
9 Molded
10 Wooden pin
21 Cover
11 Exist
22 Region
16 Castle
24 Soak
26 Secluded
ditches
valley
18 Bushy clump
Beginning
20
29
Affirmative
31 Weaken
22 Lessen
33 Owing
23 Part of step
34 — I was
25 Hit lightly
saying
27 Entices
35 Eat
28 Inclines
37 Moccasin
30 Embrace
39 Sun god
32 Crony
40 Actor Knight 36 Cushion
42 Ship channel 38 Rude hut
44 Burdened
41 Mended,as
46Timepenods
48 Boxer, e g
50 Foreman
51 Cheer
53 Retinue
55 Alit
58 Overdecorated
61 Fruit drink
62 Forgive
64 Rocky hill
65 Seed
container
66 College
officials
67 Female
sheep

socks
43 Small child
45 Give
47 Mournful
49 Architectural
• rib
52 Flock
54 Academic
subiects

Lady Phyllis George
Brown are both keenly
aware of the value of film
business to their state,
and are equally committed to attracting filmmakers here.

teachers who are not may
become members the day
of the contests upon pay-

MY RACKET 15 TOO
14EAW! MY SHOES ARE
TOO TIGHT! IT'S TOO HOT!

STOP COmP1.AINiN6,"CRYBABY"
8000iE! NOBOPY EVER
LISTENS To YOU ANYWAY!
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2. Notice
Wanted: All old feather
beds needed! Age or
condition is unimporta nt! Honest cash
buyer. Box 691, New
Albany, In. 47150
Directions Phone.

NOTICE
Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger & Times
are 8 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8- 1 2.

lay one pair of boots
at reviler price get
the second pair at half
price. Dress boots,
work boots end side
zips.
Kielty Rogers jeans,
western skids, end
western dress slacks.
lay one pair at
reviler price end get
the second It.. at
half price.

Vernon's
041•Pk Plaza
753-7113
Open 9-9

mmum

Crass
Furniture
Your
MONAWK CARPET
CENTER

64..eloOrda.EX2-

014,
LOOK AT
THIS!

•

APRu.•2

WV WIWIfowl..Spolice1a.

array, Reatacky
Phone 753-3251

8-S Mon.W.

YOUR
SHOELACE
IS UNTIED

This condition occurs once
in every 125 infants. The
chances of having it are
about five to 10 times greater in first-degree relatives
as opposed to the general
population. The cause is
unknown but some instances
may be related to hormones
taken during pregnancy.
Such infants should NOT be
circumcised as the foreskin
may be needed in ease a
repair is required.

Weatherly, 204
Woodlawn, Teresa A.
Dillon, Rt. 8, Jane Edwards, Rt. 8, Benton,
Patricia G. Burkeen, Rt.
3, Richard J. Henninger,
Rt.5,
Margaret R. Moyer,
Rt. 5,Stephen D. Parrish,
Rt.6, Ruby L. Rogers, Rt.
3, Paris, Tenn., Everett
D. Whitson, Rt. 7, Ruth S.
Reagan, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Melvin R. Smith,
Rt. 3,
Gladys Laverne
Mason, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Neil C. Brown, 1301
Kirkwood,. Ida E.
McDougal, Rt. 8, *Cecil
Conrad Depriest, 607
Elm, Buford A. Shobe,
Old McKenzie Hwy,
Paris, Tenn., Rufus C.
Outland,Rt.8.

3. Card of Thanks

We can matte and frame
411 your art weri

a

Carter Studio
300 Main 753-8298

Are you Whin for a
Soul Real Estate Ii
vestmeet ie the comity of Murray? Property which is:
Reaseeable priced,
widest Awe moot,
11% Merest, immediate possession
immediate derelopoot
possible, appreciatieg
Is value.
Cermet ken will
exceed mortpte payee* If Olmsted call
153-1119 after 5 p.m.
World's Fair Rentals
efficencies, 1 and 2
bedroom apartments.
Kitchen completely.
Some 2.4 miles from
fair site. 30 minute
drive to Gatlinburg, Tn.
$50. per night. 615-690-7145 please call after 5p.m.

3. Card of Thanks

153-3621

•

SPECIAL
14 Kt. Gold
Earrings $9.95

Antiques
We lay

CA
•

'SIN
ea 0

I Notice

1 /2 Price
Sole

SOO N. 4th St.
•••
an A,

DEAR READER — In the
majority of these cases, the
urethral opening is underneath the penis rather than
at the very tip. When it is on,..
the underneath side of the
glans (head), it is not a
major problem. But the
wning can be along the
shaft or even near the scrotom. There may be associated abnormalities, Such as
cords that bend the organ.

30X 30

2. Notice

I, Parvin Hill am no
longer responsible for
any debts other than my
own

Shirley Florist
and
Garden Center

atio

WELL,I'M

Hall Wilkinson, Rt. 6,
Betty H. Watts, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Jackie G. Kimbro, Rt. 1, Almo, Tracy G.
Pendergrass, Rt. 2,
David James Brooks,
Stratton Hill, Benton,
Dona Adams,801 Story,
Leona Hughes,404 S. 12th

St., Mary Vidie Akin, Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.,
Shackleford, CR Box 6, Joseph J. Venice, Rt. 5,
New Concord, J. D. Martha Jane Kendall, Rt.
Browning, 112 N. Porter, 1,Springville, Tenn.,
Paris, Tenn., Lucy E.
Martha E. Clark, Rt. 1,
Williams, Rt.5.
Sedalia, Janice F.
Weatherford, Rt. 5, Imogene Hiskar, P.O. Box
Adults 135
275, Big Sandy, Tenn.,
Nursery 7
Michael L. Parrish,South
04-16-82
Side Manor B-3, Glenda
New Born Admissions
L. Smith, 504 Lynnwood,
Rebecca Robertson and Charles H. Valentine, Rt.
.baby girl, 219 South 13th 1, Puryear,Tenn.,
St.
Jimmy D. Pritchett,
-Diane--Tuckette - and -Rt. 1, Dexter, Betty J.
baby girl, 1618 Oak Hill Elkins, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Dr.
'Gonne S. Cameron, Rt.
Dismissals
8, Hopkinsville, Ruth E.
David M. Smith, Rt. 6, Earley, Rt. 2, Krista D.
Mary Jane Ross an baby
White, Rt. 1 Puryear,
boy, Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn., Tenn., Laura A. Jirak,
Ann C. Franklin and baby
257 Riviera,
girl, 308 W. Water,
Faye D. Forbus, 1704
Mayfield, Rovene Love
Keenland, Louise J.

Better Carpet
Fir Less

IDEA---

*64,
I'M ON A
PIET...JUST
BRING ME

Adults 123

Nursery 4
04-18-82

DIN'T

4r
414%

as their cases weren't
severe. I'd like to know if
this condition is inherited.
How common is it?

ment of the $2 membership

fl

SLUG-GO, WHY ARE YOU

handle questions patients
have about things they have
heard or read that seem to
conflict with the treatment.
If you read anything in my
column that varies with
your treatment, I would
want you to talk to your doctor about it. He is in charge
and responsible for your
treatment.
I am sending you the
Health Letter number 5-6,
Diverticulosis,
which
discusses current thinking
on its management. You can
show it to your doctor if you
wish. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Would you comment about
hypospadias in
your
column? I have three sons,
now adult, and two were
born with this abnormality.
Surgery was not necessary

Newborn admissions, dismissals listed

New Born Admissions
Beth Ann Faulkner and
baby boy, 123 Koffman
ceremony is scheduled Dr., Hopkinsville.
for 1:30 p.m. in Banquet
Dismissals
Room 2.
Edna J. Merrell, 611
Dr. Wayne Bell,
College Cts., Anna Louise
associate professor in the
Miller and baby girl, P.O.
university's Department
Box 83, New Concord,
of Mathematics, is the
Christy Lane Minton and
campus coordinatbr for
baby boy, 1608 Sunset
the event.

fee when they
register their teams.
CAUSING BURNS
WASHINGTON (AP) —
winner.
What causes most burns?
Trophies and cerThe Red Cross says the
tificates will be awarded most common causes of
the top three winners in
burns include
the other competitions. carelessness with matAn overall team trophy ches and lighted cigaretwill be presented to the tes, scalds from hot liteam
whose individual quids, defective equipscores are the greatest.
ment, and the use of open
Registration for the fires.
event, which is sponsored
The severity of a burn
by the university and the is determined by its depth
Kenlake Council of and its extent. A minor
Teachers of burn covering a large
Mathematics, will begin part of the body can be
at 9:30 a.m. in the Univer- more serious than a deep
sity Center. The awards burn of only a small area.

175 TOO CLOUDY! T1-115
COURT IS TOO FAST!

Lawronc• E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am 'he •-hoice often depends
73 years old. Six months ago upon the individual state of
I was having great difficulty the patient. It is quite true
walking and Ws of pain in that most doctors today
my lower abdomen. I had believe that including more
tests and the diagnosis was bulk in your diet improves
diverticulosis, a little bowel function. This, in turn;
arthritis in my left hip and is less likely to cause problow potassium. My blood lems with diverticula (the
Portions of several suc- pressure bolds at 140 over 70 little pockets of the colon).
cessful films have been with one hydrochlorothiaMany authorities think the
build-up of pressure inside
made here in Kentucky zide daily.
over the past few years.
I was put on a low residue the colon from poor bowel
is an important fac"Coal Miner's daughter" diet, two potassium pills dai- function
tor in causing the little
was filmed around Loret- ly and Naprosyn for "blow outs" that are the
arthritis. I don't have pain
ta Lynn's home in now and get
around better, diverticula.
But if there is an acute
Eastern Kentucky; parts but I really miss my salads
inflammation of one of the
of "Steel" were filmed in and fresh fruits.
One of my lady friends diverticula, like an acute
downtown Lexington and
appendicitis, the doctor may
"Stripes," a service just went through the exact not want you to use bulk.
same
tests
put
and
her
he
on
oriented comedy was a roughage
The same would apply to a
diet including
made at the Army base at bran. Her physician says this perforation or bleeding from
a diverticultun. Your doctor
Fort Knox.
is the newest treatment for may
have been concerned
diverticulosis. I would that
part of your abdominal
Attracting film appreciate your comments
meant inflammation.
business into Kentucky on these two methods of pain
In
any case, you should
has become serious treatment for diverticulosis. ask him about it. Unless a
READER
DEAR
Both
—
business and Gov. John
doctor is very insecure in his
Y. Brown Jr. and First treatments are still used and ability, be should be able to

Moth competition set

ships to Murray State. A
55 Once around $500 freshman -year
the track
scholarship will go to the
56 Fuss
winner, a $300 scholar57 River in
Scotland
ship to the second-place
59 Haul
winner, 8200 to the third60 Before
place winner and a $100
63 New Eng
State
award to the fourth-place

1 Actor Vigoda
2 Japanese
coin

Ask about your treatment

Once their locationscouting teams were
here, we can usually find
a good place to please
them, Wilson pointed out.
"But, since film production is so attractive, there
is a lot of competition for
their business."

More than 350 junior
high and high 'school
students are expected to
participate in the 20th anAtswer to Tuesday's Puzzle
nual Mathematics ConCUM UCCEI EEO test at Murray State
UMW WOUU EIDE University Thursday.
EICEICU CO COO
Scholarships, trophies
COM MUM and certificates will be
IMUGIQOPIOU Or
e-d—uilciuTareas-or —TO. be—eligible to pal.MCC GICID COU -a-VairdEl WILIDUCEU 021 competition — algebra I, ticipate, students must be
U10 CUL IMMO algebra ,II, geometry and sponsored by teachers
UO UNIMEICUE
who are members of the
comprehensive.
EMU MOO
Kenlake Council, he
The four top winners in
LE EC GIUCCUL
00 MOB CUM the comprehensive con- pointed out, but emCO OEM OE= test will receive scholar- phasized that those

DOWN

I CAN'T PLAY WHEN THE
SUN IS 50 BRi6HT! THE
WIND 15 AGAINST ME!
THIS COURT SLANTs!
THE I3ALL5 ARE DEAD!

robbery is similar to one
about ten years ago at the
Hotel Pierre in New
York.
Some of the 'scenes
were shot recently at the
Kentucky State Reformatory near La Grange
and other filming was
done outside the newly
renovated Seelbach in
Louisville. Several caraction scenes requiring
stunt drivers were shot
near Myra's Restaurant
in the 2400 block of Grindstead Drive there.
"We've had no trouble
finding extras for crowd
shots or hit players
either," said Wilson.
"Everyone seems to want
to be in a movie." Wilson
talks to movie scouts
about all the good things
Kentucky has to offer —
fine weather, varied
countryside from mountainous to flat and rolling,
lots of lakes and rivers,
big city and lush green
country. "We also have
an abundance of historic
homes and buildings that
movie people love for
period pieces," he said.
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COM ay end see INN

Wordier Vase's

2

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Ma Street
Mwray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mi..Set.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sen.

Large assortment of
Gold dipped leu!
peadonts and shells.
36 Mfforom styles.
3 far ;9.95

GOLD a
SILVER
Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.
OlYwalok Pins
753-7113
Ow am.to p.m..

40

OPERATING ROOM RN
Fall time position 7 to 3 Monday - Friday.
Mist be isolable for cal. Excellent
salary, pod benefits, holidays and sick
days.

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL ,
MAYFIELD, KY.
347-531r"

• Thank you from the
family of Charles
"Max" Smith. To his
many friends on Hurt
Street, the staff and
management of the
Housing Project for
their beautiful plant,
the school friends of the
senior class at Calloway
County High Schoot,
and neighbors Of grandmother Ruth Tabers.
Thank" you for your
kindness, flowers, and
food in our great time of
‘orrow.

Thank you from the
family of Charles
"Max" Smith. To his
many friends on Hurt
Street, the staff and
management of the
Housing Project for
their beautiful plant,
the school friends of the
senior class at Calloway
County High School,
and neighbors of gran
dmother Ruth Tabers.
Thank you for your
kindness, flowers, and
food in our great time of
sorrow.

5. Lost and Found
Lost: Silver gray and
tan small shaggy dog
answers to the name
Bozo. Children's pet
significant. Reward.
Call 753-4057.

6. Help Wanted
Domino's Pizza now
hiring drivers and ins
ide help. Must be 18 own
car with insurance and
valid drivers license.
Apply in person
Wed.-Sun. after
4:30p.m.
Experienced body shop
personnel. Body man,
painter, helper, and
buffer. Apply at Smyth
Body Shop 404 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
60wpm
Secr.elarry
typing and shorthand.
Full time-, 2 years
experience preferred.
Action Personnel 7536532.
Senior Programmer
Analyst
MSU needs a Senior
Programmer Analyst.
Extensive experience in
administrative system
development and
maintenance including
systems, and program
design, COBOL programming, debugging
of both batch and online
systems. IBM
OSJCL,CICF
knowledge an asset.
Personnel Services
MSU Murray, Ky. 42071
E.0.E.MWanted:F.someone to
keep an infant and do
light house work in our
/home. Send references
and resume to PO Box
1040H Murray, Ky.
42071.

9. Situation Wanted
Will work on lawn
mowers, chain saws,
riding mowers, tillers,
any small engine. 1001
Glendale East off 'of
12th Street. 753-4590.

•

WALLS-DRUG
•PRESCRIPTISIS *MIN MINT DRINKS
•NOSPCTAL WKS NI RENT AND SUE
*LEADING BRAINS Of COSMETIC
*MOUNTER OSTOMI PRODOCTS
4
Ives Belhery as Preasiipsises h Or Wt.

4

:
1111.,
41. cur

•
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9. Situation Wanted

19. Farm Equipment

Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.

1966 International 2 V2 10,hp 31in. John Deere HILLDALE Apartton truck. Metal bed riding mower. 753-7469, ments, Hardin, KY will
and sides. $3000. Call 753-6274.
accept applications on
435-4265.
1979 XR-1S5 Honda, 3 premises beginning
2 12in Plows for Ford rail motorcycle trailer April 15, 1982 from

13. For Weer Trade

24.1Aiscellaneous

32. Apts.For Rent

For sale or trade es- tractor, 1-318 Dodge with optional bed.
tablished business in motor, 150 amp. welder, Leather MX pants and
good location. Price electric fuel pump. Will boots, 600 Holley carb.,
negotiable. Any re- break and disc gardens 2 FMX trans., 1 3500
asonable offer con- and mow lawns in stall converter for FMX
sidered. Owner financ- Murray. 753-8649.
trans., 2 Ford car
ing available. Call 753- 766 I. H. tractor disc, 4 bodies 70 and 71 LTD's.
4109 after 5p.m.
row planter, chiesel Real good push mower
A short wheel base
Chevrolet truck or El
Camino body. Call 4928257 or 492-8666.
Used tapes and records
any kind any amount.
Bring to trailer 11120
Riveria Court.

plow, and breaker plow.
Call 489-2425.
Ace pumps, Hypro
pumps, replacement
parts, and all sprayer
parts at G & Y Farm
Center 641 5.7594440
International cub tractor. Mower, plow, and
cultivator. Call 489-2440.

15. Artides for Sale

22. Musical

14. Want to Buy

Complete line of CAR STEREO Pioneer,
sprayer parts now at G Kenwood, Marantz,
& Y Farm Center 6/1 Mitsubishi, Sanyo. ProSouth. 759-4.440.
fessional installation
New white eyelet prom Sunset Boulevard Music
dress size 35 $60. Never Dixieland Center
been worn. Call Chestnut St. 753-0113.
753-6080.
Summer maternity
clothes size 8-10 in
cludes maternity swim 1
REPOSSESSED
suit, boys clothing name
ORGAN
brands sizes 810 excel
One half already paid
lent condition. 489-2678.
balance due or mon•
Tillers Shp Briggs and
Straton engine chain
thly payments.
drive. $269.99 Wallen
CLAYTON'S
Hardware Paris.
753-7575
We-buy and sell used air
conditioners. Call 753
9104.

16. Home Furnishings
Dining

table

and

6

chairs pecan wood $135.,
white refrigerator.
Country Store, Almo
753-9138..
Hot Point *coppertone
refrigerator $100., white
Kenmore washer and
dryer $175., burnt
orange hi-back velour
chair, like new. Catl
174-2327 after 6p.m.

t

SPIIIFT CONSOU PIANO FOR
SAU Wonted: Roumania'

23. Exterminating

ONLY

119"
Crass
Furniture
153-3621

'Wholesale to the
public. Fast Repair
and Gems. Handmade Gold and
Silver Jewelry.

Kelley's Termite
Si Pest Control

i Phone 753-3914

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL

Three piece bedroom
suite in excellent condi
For termites,
tion. Call 753-8615.
roaches, ants,
WATER BEDS corn
plete flotation systems
any pests.
or any acces. Open 7
days till 6p.m. Wood
crafters Hwy. 60 West
Paducah, Ky. 444-9003.
Washer and dryer, 24. Miscellaneous
wringer type washer, Aloe
Vera liquid $9.
chest of drawers, dres- quart, $27.
gallon. Gene
ser, cedar robe, dinet- &
Jo's 705 S. 4th
tes, base and utility 753-4320.
Makes you feel
cabinets, trunks,
good! Also other Aloe
chairs, pictures, studio Vera
products include
couch, odd beds, desk,
shampoo, make-up,
gun cabinet, queen body
lotion, soap, and
brass bed complete, end
bath oil.
and coffee tables, bar
stools, lamp. Carraway, For sale- Used office
Furniture 105 N. 3rd desks, wood or metal
from $50. up, also office
753-1502.
chairs, extra nice
checkout counters,
19. Farm Equipment
other office equipment,
•
Lombard gas trimmer lard display racks and
with blade. Regular magazine racks,.gas
$189.95 on sale for heaters for shops, water
$169.95. Master till tiller drinking fountains,
regular $379. on sale for flourescent lights (4ft. &
$329. Stokes Tractor 8ft.), nice used pool
Industrial Rd.
table. Call day 753- 7668,
night 753-2394 or see at
405 S. 4th St., Murray
Ky.
Marine battery power
pack 27 series 105 amp.
$59.99 exchange. Lawn
mower battery 12 volt
$2/.99 exchange. SnapWheel Horse
per mower blades 25in.,
26in., 28in., 30in., or
'Ports
33in. $5.99. Wallen
*Sales
Hardware-Paris.
•Service
Stand model AM FM
8-track and turntable
$65., 17in. black and
white t.v. $25., tapes
and records $1. up,

1, 2 & 3 kerma

401 N. 12117S3-Ke
Top material for work
benches, shop tables,
cabinets, kitchen counters, garage tables,
repair benches and
many other uses.
Material is 1 Imin. thick,
laminated masinite

sizes 16"x48", 30"x48",
32"x48", 36"x48" and
42"x48". Bargain prices
at $3. per piece. First

Tn.
Travel trunks $39.95
large, $49.95 each.
Saddle bags $59.95 pair.
Motorcycle Parts and
Service 307 N. 4th
759-1919. Open 4-6 afternoons, Sat. 9-3.
Used riding lawn
mowers. See Keith at
Stokes Tractor and
Implement. 753-1319.

26. TV-Radio
t.v.

°tor 25 inch TV, Only
25.00 per month.
lew warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575

753-7794

Stokes
Tractor &
Implement

indestrial Reed
753-1319

wringer washer $35.
Can be seen at Riveria
Cts. trailer 74120.
Tobacco sticks 13 cents
Call 345-2861.

27. Mobile Home Sales

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Call 489-2611.
Trailers for rent Dill's
Trailer Court.
Two bedroom furnished
or unfurnished. New
furniture and carpet,
central air. Rent $85.$150. Shady Oaks 7535209.

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Stan,Space
For Rent
753-4758

Der 171S. al aim drurs.
753-81172

753-0984
"lay The Boot For Loos At..."

CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

PAINTING
Anything from a hammer to a heel away.
WINTER °RUMMER
RAIN.SKINS

Murrattivestock
And Trailer Sales
N

way 94E

7 -

suits treo
ludic*
$115.M per
psi lilt. Newly contracted
ceetral beat aid air,
carpeted, kitcase appliaKes. Mice Nears Use.Fri. 1:11-12:1I Mese.
krill,* Dr.
Ihrray!Ity.
512-/W4514
(pal Ilsesiog Opperteaily
\

guaranteed. Broadbent
Farms Cadiz, Ky. 42211.
Days 502-235-5182.
Weaned calves for sale.
Call 753-8539.

41. Public Sale
3 Party Garage Sale 8-5
Thurs., Fri., and Sat.
Take 94E out of Murray
to first black top road on
left. Follow signs.
Name brand clothes.
Women's sizes 5,7,10.
Lots of leans. Boys sizes
16, 18, waist 27-30. New
carpet, bicycle, hedge
trimmer; household
itemsand
miscellaneous.
Fairground Flea
Market. Murray Calloway Co.
Fairgrounds. Open every weekend, 7AM to
712M Friday and Saturday, 9AM to 6PM Sundays. Booth space can
be rented. Call days-7534669 nights 753-4570.
Moving Sale Fri. and
Sat., April 23 and 24.
Couch and chair,
washer and dryer, encyclopedias, and mis
cellaneous. 1600 B
Ridgewood Dr. off
Wiswell Rd.
Yard Sale April 22 and
23 at 420 5.9th.

room house. Must see to

Merrey, Kentucky

fully appreciate. Will
--73-34451
accept any reasonable
offer. Call 753-3903.
If YOU'RE planning on
House for rent with selling your farm let us
option to buy at Almo. 3 explain how we can
bedroom, adults only. prbvide national adverNo pets. $125. per month tising and potential
plus deposit. Call 753- buyers through the
6059.
AMERICAN FARM &
'Three bedroom, 1 1/2 INVESTMENT DIGbath, large kitchen, EST marketing system.
fireplace with wood Exclusively offered by
burning insert, carport SPANN REALTY' AS
plus large garage. Call SOCIAT E S. 753 7724.
753-0900 after 5p.m.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
den, living room, garStreak.
age, fireplace, large
Rarity
closets. 753-9898 or 7591386.
effico Coast to Court
Two bedroom house 2
Boyers from Everywhere
miles east of New
Concord just off Hwy.
11•86610 Sorvico Saco 1100
444 on bus and mail
1112 Coldototor "MI
route. Call 436-2189 at
Murray, Kentucky 42071
night.
(302)753-1186
Two bedroom house.
Anytime'
Large living room and
JOEL KENNON
dining room, carpet,
Broker
breplace, gas heat,
ktove and refrigerator,
furnished. No children
or pets. $225. per month. Less than $650acre. 105
713 Elm St. Call 753-9228 acres, 55 tendable'and
after 5p.m.
50 acres of timber.
Two small cabins on
Located on Mt. Pleas
Blood Rivers Kentucky ant Church Road and
Lake near New Con- priced at $68,000.
cord. $60. month. Call KOPPERUD REALTY
436 2427.
753-1222.

SPRING
SPECIAL 32. Apts. For Rent
Apartment for rent
8x12
753-4109.
$761.90 Duplex apartment for
kill le last•414 polnoled skids. 5/I Wirier pintail ?leen Skittered
nialmes. Maim Metier. Clinaire ear polity al pins. licalsi psi on

5 bedroom home /
blocks from campus
S250iNonth. Ideal for
students.
4 bedroom country
home. S250month. Deposit required.
Call Spann Realty As
soc iates, 753-7724.
Want to lease up to 4
acres of dark tobacco
Call 753-9357.

Two be
townhouse apartment.
Carpeted, range, refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer dryer
hook up. Central heat
and air.' 753-7550, 7537559.
Two bedroom duplex-,
central heat and air,
hookup for washer and
dryer, Couples
preferred. $195. Call
753-9741.
Two bedroom unfurnished apartment S.
8th near hospital. 2
bedroom 'partially furnished apartment and 1
bedroom furnished
apartment near downtown. -Adults only, lease
and deposit required.
call/5,3-9208 after 4p.m.
Two nice apartments.
1-2 bedroom and 1-I
bedroom furnished. Air
conditioned, near the
lake 10 miles south on 43. Real Estate
121. Couples or singles Have the feeling of
only. No pets. Lease and country living 3 miles
deposit required. 436- outside the city limits.
5401.
Nice brick home on
large lot with lots of
34. Houses for Rent
fruit trees. Priced at
Farm house for rent. $37,500. KOPPERUD
Garden plot and garage REALTY 753 1222
available. Quiet setting,
Perdom & Thurman
spring in yard, near city
limits. $200. month. Call
Insurance 8,
753-8096.
Real Estate
Home for sale by owner.
Seethside
Court Sq.
New extra nice 4 bed

there will be
no more. The time is 9 to
12p.m. Saturday, April
24, 1982 Campbell Ray
Mfg. Inc. parking lot
1600 Porter Ct. Paris,

12x65 Trailer for sale or
rent with option to buy.
759-1987.
12x65 all electric partly
furnished 2 bedroom, 1
I/2 bath, big kitchen, all
carpeted. Porch, steps,
underpinning, tie-downs
and air conditioner
included. $4800.
436-5671.
Here is your opportunity tc move into a very
nice well-kept completely furnished 14x70
mobile home on a
100x253 lot with outside
storage and many fruit
trees----Owner will assist you with financing.
753-1492 at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtort.

For rent or lease furnished 3 bedrooM brick.
1 V2 block off campus.
364-4425.
One bedroom unfurnished apartment on
Main Street near
Hospital. $145month.
Deposit required.

tested 31,
/
1
2, 34, 7/• Simmental and
Maine Anjou. Service
age bulls, only top
performance bulls from
our 800 cows. All bulls
health tesied and

Murray Head Start is accepting
applications for the 1 982-83
school year for a TEACHER. Applications may be picked up at the
Murray Board of Education Office
at 9th and Poplar. Applications will
be accepted until 4:00 p.m. on
April 30, 1982.
Murray Head Start is an Equal
0 ortunit Em lo er.

rent in Westwood. 2 BR,
nice bath, central heat
and air, stove and
garbage disposal fur
nished. Call 753-5400.
Duplex near college. 1
bedroom, large deck
patio, central heat and
air. Call after 5p.m.
753-6699.
Four room furnished
apartment near down
town. Utilities included
Call after 2:00p.m. 753
4645.
Four room partially
furnished apartment
near hospital. 492 8727,
Furnitheit apartments.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Men's Shoes Shined 75' Pr.
Beets $1.00 Pr.
22$ L.P. Miller

Ladies

Speciaziwi In Senior Citizens

Efficiency, 1 or 2 be
drowns. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman •
Apts. S. lath 753 6609.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments for rent
Call 753 3 5 30 TheEmbassy Apts
•

1

Heir Carts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Recut $2.75

Open Hours Mee., Tees., Wed., niers., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30453-360
-

•

0.•-•-•••-•-•

SO. Used Trucks

1981 Yamaha 125CC
Enduro. Street and trail
bike. Metallic blue.

36. For Rent or Lease

Performance

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

Motorcycles

43. Real Estate

37. Livestock-Supplies

Leo's Immeadiate
Jewelry Repair

19in. MGA color
$120. Call 753-8837

9A.M. until 3P.M. daily
Monday thru Friday,
for 1,2,3 bedroom apartments, Section 8, rentsubsidized, Equal
Housing Opportunity.
Includes apartments }or
-handicapped.
Now available 1 bedroom garden apartment
with wall to wall carpet,
color coordinated appliances, central heat
and air, and many other
ideal features. Call
395-7325 or apply at
Calvert City Apts.
located on 5th and
Cedar in Calvert City
Ky. Mon.-Fri. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
Now leasieg

party to take over piano.
Cam In sotto Wally. Writs
Mi. Poorars, lox 327,. come first served. This
is the last Of this
Ca**,Mash 62231.
material

Serta Bedding
Closeout
Caplets Set

RIP Briggs, 2 8-track
tape players, 1 with FM.
Call 436-2568 after
5:30p.m.
Air conditioner Vs ton,
Wisconsin motor 7hp,
snow blade 54in. John
Deere tractor, spark
plug cleaner, boat and
motor, lathe, jig saw,
band saw, saw Smith
radial, attic fan 4ft
436-2261.

33. Roomsfor Rent
One block from un
iversity. Call 753-6933 or
753-1812.

Mb
1965

Chevrolet
with camper 6

,fr

53. Services Offered
pickup

Fence

sales

at

Sears

cylinder now. Call Sears 753
straight shift $500 Call for free estimate 1310
for
753-6842, after 5p.m. call your needs.
Never used off road. 753-0768
Only 600 miles. 436-2672.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years exKiwasaki
400
LTD
Campers
51.
ommi
rtiat
m
-ai Classic. Excellent conperience. Carpentry,
1977
Rockwood
pop-up concrete, plumbing,
dition, low mileage.
camper sleeps 8 in roofing, sliding. NO
Have that mini- 435-4499,
excellent condition. Call JOB TO SMALL. Free
farm you have
751-9823 after 5p.m.
Services'"
estimates. Days 474always wanted.'
0
41
rSO rebuilt auto- Fold down camper 2351, nights 474-2276.
Beautiful brick
Guttering by Sears.
matic transmissions in trailer. $450. 436-2506.
home on 17 acres
Sears continuous gutstock.
20 day un- 52. Boats-Motors
with an assumable
ters installed for your
conditional warranty.
loan. KOPPERUD
Reynolds Trans- 15ft. Chrysler fiberglas specifications. Call
REALTY 753-1222.
missions Hwy 69 North boat with walk through Sears 753-2310 for kw
_ • Paris,
Tn.901-642-2572.
windshield. 70hp. full estimate.
OWNER FINANCING
K STUMP REMOelectric Chrysler motor K
Used
Volkswagon
parts,
on lake property. Over 1
and Chrysler trailer. VAL. Do you need
tune
up,
break
jobs,
acre on canal with
stumps removed from
$1650. 436-2506.
direct lake access. This rebuilt motors at
Dock space available your yard or land
home is built with top Duane's Place. 435-4272.
for pontoon boats. cleared of stumps? We
quality material. 49. Used
Cars
Cypress Springs Resort can remove stumps up
Featuring Anderson
to 24 inches below the
picture- windows, re- 1971 Renault rear colli- 436-5496.
ground, leaving only
dwood deck surrounds sion $250. Knuckle boom Vagabond Sailboats: sawdust and chips. Call
house on 3 sides, log loader. Will finance Vagabond 14, Holder 20, for free
estimates. Bob
fireplace with heatala- or trade lumber. 3 axle dealer 1554 Oxford Dr. Kemp 435-4343
or Bob
Murray, Ky. 753-1326._
tor in living room and trailer. $1250. 759-1739.
Kemp Jr 435-4319.

wood stove in family
room. Make your utility
bills minimal. This
barely lived in home
MUST BE SEEN. Fantastically arranged
owner financing. Call
Spann Realty Associates for your appointment. 753-7724.

Have you been
wanting a home
near the lake that
you can afford?
Here it is! House
and 1 acre near
Wildcat just off
Pottertown Road.
Lots of trees, well
and outbuilding.
Call 753-4000 or
489-2266.

1972 Chevy Caprice.
$450. Runs good, good
body, good tires. 7538572.
1974 Monte Carlo. Good
condition, white with
red interior, AM -FM
radio. $1000. Call 4354201 after 6p.m.
1976 Cutlass Salon
sharp. 753-3146 or 4928987.
1977 Chevy Impala good
condition. $3300. Call
753 1594

1981 Pontiac Bonneville Coupe. Loaded. One Owner Local
Cur. 11,000 miles.

PURDOMS
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406 W. Main
753-5315

INC
Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.
Spring fever special •
Bright, newly decorated
Tudor in spotless condition, located in prestigeous area. Bedrooms
are designed to meet
the family's personal
need for privacy, con
venience and comfort.
Add Italian marble
foyer, large •--formal
dining room, country
spacious kitchen with
glass doors that look
onto covered patio,
beamed and paneled
family room with bar
and wood burning
fireplace. Owner
financing makes this
especially easy, to buy.
Dial 753-1492-Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

44. Lots for Sale
One large wooded lake
lot 300ft. of water on
Blood River Bay. Call
436-2127.

46. Homesfor Sale
For Sale or Trade: 2
bedroom furnished
cabin, masonary. ,Will
trade for boat, camper,
etc. $13,000. 753 3672.
Home for sale by owner.
New extra nice 4 bedroom house. Must see to
fully appreciate. Will
accept any reasonable
offer. Call 753-3903.
House and 11 acres
down payment with low
interest rates to
qualified persons. 7591789.
House for sale at 503
Chestnut. Call for appointment 753 3691 or
753.2737. .
Nice 2 bedroom house.
Ideal for retired couple.
Some trees, garage,
built in stove, garbage
disposal, large closets.
Call 753 3903 for
appointment.
Older house in Hazel 1
bedroom. Just been
remodeled inside. Stove
and refrigerator, also
gas heating stove. $15,
000. Call 753 0861.
This newly listed home
offers size, quality and
location at a reasonable
price. 4 extra large
bedrooms with huge
closets, 2 full baths, den
with fireplace. Located
in Bagwell Manor near
shopping. Priced in the
560's. KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
Three bedroom house in
Hazel. Extra nice with
large lot. $20,000. Call
7530861.

47. Motorcycles
1975 Honda 400CC. 4
cylinder, 5000 miles
$950. Call 753 4614 or
753 1326 after 5p.m.
1979 Honda 400...Excel-

lent condition, 3100
miles $975. Call 753 19)3
•-•

-

FOR SALE
1 978 Yamaha 400
Repossessed. Cell:

753-5573

APPLIANCE
SERVICE- Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's App Ii
ance Service 202 S. 5th
St.
5 3 - 4 8 7 2,
753-8886(home)
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates call 753-2310.
CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates.
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam or Quick- MITCHELL PAVING
Dry Cleaning. Company. Commercial,
(Upholstery Cleaning). residential. Seal coating
Lee's Carpet Cleaning and striping. Small jobs
a specialty. Call 753753-5827.

Will do roof
repair em
hovses and
tobacco hems,

6:00 p.m.

FREE ESTIMATES
On ell year electrical
pleadakap weI pumps
and painting mods.
Cal 753-9673 NOM

1537.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, Shaping complete
removal and more. Call
&OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional -tree care.

CC

1979 Lincoln town car. Can you account for
Ahearn $onia Ca.
Excellent condition. your household goods in
Call 436-5459 after case of fire, theft, or
Maim 111 rill slim
6p.m., 753-0212 from natural disaster7 it tun,
testes Iris vett?
7a.m.-4p.m.
call Insurance Photog- Worms. Call WM El
CARS AND TRUCKS, raphy between Bailey, 753-11M.
most makes and models 6p.m.-9p.m. Mon.-Fri.
under $200. Sold through at 753-4988.
local government sales. Carpenter with 30 years
Call 1-(714) 569-0241 ext. experience. Building of Refrigeration and air1281 for directory on all types, repairs and conditioning repairs
and service. "Spring
how to purchase.
trailer additions. Call Special
" air Convertible Baia. Re- 436-2253.
conditioners cleaned
built motor. 51200. 436and serviced.436-2104.
5869 after 5p.m.
FREE
We have in stock most
Pretty little car. AMC,
any type of electrical
ESTIMATES
good gas mileage, air
motors from vacuum
on ell Nemo Repairs. cleaners
condition. 7 5 3-5 29 2
to 100hp. Also
evenings.
Special prices en pain- we are the local air
SURPLUS JEEPS $65,
ting and reef repairs.
compressor repair serCARS $89, TRUCK $100.
vice. We service anySTAWSKI'S
Similar bargains
electric. We
thing
HOME REPAIR
available Call for your
specialize in cleaning
435-4323
directory on how to
air conditioners. Dill
purchase. 602-998-0575
Electric 753-9104.
Ext. 5067 Call
Carpet
window
and
Refundable.

cleaning. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Steve

1976 Ford Pinto 2IIIt
speed mongol
trensmission, 67,0118
miles. ANen Rose,
753-3690.

50. Used Trucks
1976 Chevrolet truck
1-wheel drive. 498-8716.
1977 Chevrolet truck 34
ton Silverado. New
tires, wheel and lift kit,
4-wheel drive. $4000.
Call 492-8785.
1978 Dodge pickup.
Loaded with low mileage. 753-6555 or 753-6084.
1978 Ford Van. 50,000
miles, power, air, tilt,
cruise, price reduced.
753 8040 or 753-3050 after
5p.m.

•••

etc. CA 7530716 after

753-8536.

Billy Morgan Broker

-Ater sO

53. Services Offered

Hobbs 753 3317.
Concrete, block,

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

brick.
21 years experience. No
Mod a sued apt
job to large or small.
mien? Lees
Free estimates. Call
referaaess. Cal
753-5476.
Ovilsod. T59-17111
Electrical Repairs.
753-070.
Free estimates. Licensed electrician, heating
and air conditioning. Wet basement? We
435 4397
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write: Morgan Conslims
Aleininem
struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
trim far
houses.
409 A Paducah, Ky.
stops
42001 or call 442-7026.
Jock Glover
55. Feed and Seed
753-1873
ALFALFA FOR SALE
Licensed electrician for Missouri Delta grown.
residential and com- Delivery or FOB
mercial. Heating and Merrell Farm PO Box
421 Hayti, Missouri
air condition, gas in
stallation and repair. 63851( 314)-359-0323 or
359-0623.
Phone 753 7203.

PUBLIC
AUCTION
Saturday, April 24, 10:00 A.M.
LOCATION: West Ky. Outlet, Cediz, Ky. Next to Gateway Shopping Center, Hwy. 68 East.
SEVERAL BUSLOADS-NEW MERCHANDISE
NAME BRANDS
I HOMEOWNERS, CONTRACTORS, DEALERS WELCOME
Kero- Sun Heaters, Fireplace Screens, Firescreens with Gloss Doks(Different
sizes), Interior Shutters, Automotive Supplies, Motorcycle Supplies,
Bathroom Faucets and accessories, Hot Water Hooters, Camping Tents,
Porch Swings, Lawn Cushions, Roll-up Shades, Folding Doors, Dinette & Bar
Stool, Replacement Seats, Exercising Equipment, Hospital Supplies, 16 ft.
Glossmate boat with 115 HP Mercury outboard motor, 16 ft. V-huN
fiberglass boat, 10 HP cub riding mower, 14 HP Ford riding mower with
dyno-stratic drive, light fixtures, guttering, point, storm doors, couch
cushions and many, many more items too numerous to mention.
TERMS: Cash-ell items sold es is, where is, ee exchanges,as mime.
OWNE15/Kelsie Doris Whew.
AUCTIONEER: Rogers Meredith
„AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: With taday'sliph puma and *gift lowowl.
this is en "reties yea can't afford to miss. Se linte.. • • •
5100 00 PRIZE TO BE GIVEN AWAY TO THE TOP PUROMSER
De
DAY
- Refreshments ovoiloble day of oda ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE DAT Of SASE TAU PUCUMMICI
80THIMMTh1809T18.

•
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1 Year's 'Best Picture'has niggling problems
movies

By KENT FORRESTER
Like you, I've been
waiting with anticipation
for Chariots of Fire, this
year's Academy Award
winner for Best Picture.
Sadly, now that it's here,
I can't endorse it
wholeheartedly. It's a
fine picture, but it has
some niggling problems.
For one thing, it is not a
"True Story," as its subtitle proclaims. The
outline of the plot is
historically accurate.
Harold Abrahams, a
Jewish student from
Cambridge, did win the
100-meter dash in the 1924
Olympics, and Eric Liddell, the God-fearing son
of Scottish missionaries,
did the 400-meter. But according to my running
magazines, the director
of Chariots took liberties
with a number of details
to deepen individual conflicts and clarify
dramatic action. I don't
mind writers and directors twisting history for
the sake of drama; I just
mind them trumpeting_
the "truth" of their story
when dramatic invention

formances. As a result,
is at least as important as the movie is bloodless
and emotionless,. I was
historical accuracy. looking for hard and clear
At least one of their portraits of runners. I
"inventions" gives their wanted to see gutmovie the momentary ap- wrenching training sespearance of one of those sions. I wanted to go deep
old historically - inside these runners,
enhanced, claptrapish down to the bone, where
sports movies out of the hearts pound blood and
'40s and '50s, something lungs hunger for oxygen.
like The Babe Ruth Story, But the movie just
where accuracy gave doesn't work that way. It
way to "art" at every - only glances at the agony
turn.
and exhilaration of runIn the middle of a 400- ners.
meter race (about one
What the film lacks in
time around a quarter
guts
and sinew, however,
mile track), Liddell is
bumped off the track, and it makes up for in the
he falls to the infield in a richness of its portrailt of
heap. After sitting there the years following the
groggily for a few First World War. Camseconds, he finally shakes bridge undergraduates,
his head, gets up with a looking like adults, wear
determined look on his coats and ties and speak
face, sets off after the like Cambridge dons.
other runners, and wins Even the socialist Fabian
the rate. I'm sorry, direc- Society members, sitting
tor, but you don't get up behind their table drumfrom a spill in a 400-meter ming up business at the
race and win. If you've beginning of the Camlucky you can take a spill bridge term, look and
in a long race — as Lasse speak like aristocrats
Viren did in the 10,000- ( which many of them
meter run at the 1972 were). Professors in
Games — but not in a robes stroll the
race as short as 400 manicured 'lawns in front
of medieval college
meter's.
buildings. Oh golden age
There is a more serious for education! Oh golden
problem. Chariots of Fire age for England's
is a very civilized, almost privileged classes!
detached film, and the acOf course, all is not
tors give very natural,
unde'rstated.per- sound, all is not well, in.

that age of genteel manners and measured
speech la a flashback set
in 1919, just after the war,
a couple of scarred
veterans are standing on
a train station watching
upper-class Young men
board a train for Cambridge. One of the
veterans, whose bulletshattered face is held

together with wire and
wood, turns to his buddy
and spits out, —That's
what we fought the
bloody war for — to give
chaps like these a decent
education."
But that kind of bitter
political message is rare
in Chariots. Much more
typically the movie

celebrates personal victories and civilized
values. Liddell, whose
Presbyterian pod is the
ultimate authority, runs
for God. For the Jew,
Abrahams, running is a
way of fighting back at
the kind of civilized antiSemitism that he meets
at Cambridge. (John
Giel ud ives a wonder-

ful, though brief, performance as a ultra
civilized, anti-Semitic
Cambridge administrator.)
Go see the film. It has
problems. But how many
films are there nowadays
that literate dialogue,
deal with important
themes, and paint rich

portraits of a vanished
age?
Chariot;is rated PG for
reasons I can't fathom.
The movie has no
violence, no nudity, no
sex. Perhaps there's a
"hell" or "damn"
somewhere, but I can't
remember it. Maybe you
can figure out why the
film isn't a G.
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YOUR GRADUATION
GIFT HEADQUARTERS

The Honest Way!
We are not "Fly-ByNighters" only in town
overnight to take your
money. We've been trusted
in Pod ucoh for 69 years.
Well
Pay You

CASH
NOW!

DIAMONDS
WANTED

Belt Buckles,$11 • Belt Strips, $2-$4
Earrings, $5-$7 • Bracelets, $12
- Watch Bands, $4-$6 • Pony Tail Bows, $3
Canvas Wallets (with motif), $13
Picture Frames, $20• Scatter Pins, $4-$10

WIN Pike 5.N Ii .N

per point for 1 /5 to 1 ct
lime*
NI parts gals 1 ant

Nuckinglptin Eau CO
1302 Chestnut Street
Murray, Kentucky

The Classic Look in colorful accessories.

MONEY SAVING COUPONS
redeem these coupons at any store selling these products
THE SUNFLOWER GROUP OVERT AND PARK KS 6620419131341-7536

Try the Master Blend
difference.

Try NEW

Maxwell House* Master Blend'found a way to unlock more of the great flavor other coffees leave behind
...to save you money.
A special and expensive blend of beans is quick-roasted
to puff up and have more surface area. So, as the coffee brews,
it's easier for the hot water to get out the rich flavor.
Make Master Blend the same way as ordinary coffee.
Use the same number of scoops; get the same number of cups.
Since more flavor is unlocked, we need only 13 ounces of beans
to give you a pound's worth of flavor. Fewer beans cost less...
and We pass those savings on to you.
Now save even more with this 40( coupon.

raisin
apeHalltS
CEREAL

and
Save 250
We take a heaping
helping of naturally
sweet, chewy raisins
and blend them with
wholesome wheat
and barley nuggets.
It's a unique taste
that's something
special.

It's crunchychewynuttysweet!
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Private Property Week

Congratulations
Murray Realtors

I,

REALTOR

Murray Branch 12th & Main

When Buying A Home
See A Realtor s
For A First Mortgage
Home Loan See
Home Federal!
Remember! For A Fair
And Honest Deal Contact
Your Local Realtor
"The place where thousands ore saving millions"

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH,KY.
MI WWI
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Private property
week launched
by Reagan letter
President Reagan has
issued a letter encouraging all Americans to join
with Realtors across the
country in the observance
of Private Property
Week', April 18 tp 24, Julio
S. Laguarta, president of
The National Association
of Realtors, announced
today.
In the White House
document, the President
said that our Founding
Fathers clearly
understood that freedom
is indivisible and that the
right to private property
is essential to the
establishment and
maintenance of all our
other precious liberties.
Quoting Chief Justice
William Howard Taft,
Reagan wrote that "the
right to property is the
most valuable right in
building up our society,
next to the right of perscinal liberty."
The week-long nationwide celebration
recognizing private property rights is an annual
project of the National
Association of Realtors

and its nearly 700,000
members.
The 1982 theme,
"Private Property
Rights.. Yours to Protect," refers to the
guarantees contained in
the 5th and 14th Amendments to the United
States Constitution, protecting the rights of.
Americans to own, use
and dispose of private
property without undue
government interference.
As part of the national
celebration, leaders of
the National Association
will visit 20 cities in five
days. - Participating in the flyaround are Laguarta of
Houston, Texas who will
visit Los Angeles,
Philadelphia, Houston,
and Atlanta; Harley W.
Snyder of Valparaiso,
Ind., Realtor presidentelect, who will be in
Boston, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis, and Indianapolis; Donald H.
Treadwell of Grosse He,
Mich., Realtor first vice
president, who will visit
(Continued on Page 8)

OPEN HOUSES
IN CONJUNCTION WITH
PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
THE • FOLLOWING LISTED
HOUSES WILL BE OPEN TO
THE PUBLIC FROM 1 P.M.
TO 3 P.M. SATURDAY,
APRIL 24, 1982.

1505 Oak Drive
1014 Payne Street
1101 Storey Ave.
1501 London Drive
1542 Canterbury
811 Broad Street
1546 Oxford Drive
1306 Poplar Street
1502 Kirkwood Street
1604 Dodson Ave.
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Murray-Calloway County
Board Of.Realtors
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OFFICERS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Bill Rayburn
Cliff Coleman
Glenda Smith
Prentise Dunn
Brenda Jones
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Anna Requarth — President
Loretta Jobs — Sec.
Warren Shropshire -TrimmerBill Rayburn — V. Pres.

Helen Spann
Warren Shropshire
Geneva Giles
Anna Requarth
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Billy B. Morgan
Glenn Wilcox
Loal Cole
C.O. Bondurant
Loretta C. Jobs
Sindin R. Jobs
Judy F. Johnston
Brenda H. Jones
Charles T. Woods
Marie B. Hicks
James C. Williams
Frankie McNutt
Allen B. Rose
B.J. Berri!!
Wilma J. Schmitt
Pamela J. Rodgers
Clifton Coleman
Prentice Darnell
Lula Darnell
Harding Galloway
William R. Kopperud

•

Geraldine S. Andersen
George S. Gallagher
William J. Rayburn
Gleanda Smith
Lindy Suiter
Reuben E. Moody
Audra B. Moody
Barbara H. Erwin
B.B. Hook, Jr.
Homer Miller
Warren Shropshire
Claude L. Miller
Cary A. Miller
Del Douglas
Ray A. Reeves
Louise Y. Baker
Prentice M. Dunn
James Green
Jack G. Persall
Guy Spann
IN MEMORIAM

Paul Claypool
Anna Requarth
Hoyt Roberts
Margie Armbruster
Amos M. McCarty, Jr.
Bob Nanney
Clara Humphrey
Lloyd Hasty
Helen Spann
Russell W. Spurlock
Roy Folsom
Vicki Swain
Wendy Rose
Kenneth Turner
Ronald Talent
Sandra R. McKinney
Bobby L. Haley
John N. Purdom
Billy T. Thurman
Geneva P. Giles
Sarah A. Wells
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Private Property Week

Realtors back pre-emption of rent laws
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Whether you buy, build or improve, you can depend on us
to make every effort to find a
constructive and helpful solu-,
hon. Our skill, •xporience and
financial resources or* at your
disposal. Visit us anytime'

PEOPLES
BANK
M IRRAY
KY

Member FDIC

Members of the National Association of
Realtors are supporting
legislation creating a
federal pre-emption of
rent control laws, according to Anna Requarth, president—Of the
Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors.
"The recommendation
by the President's Commission on Housing to
withhold federal subsidies to comm,unities
that impose rent controls
is wise and should be supported," Requarth explained.
Rent control leads to
housing shortages and
run-down conditions,
.which in turn produce an
unfair drain on federal
taxpayers who must subsidize these losses, she
said.
Under the proposed
legislation, a federal preemption of rent control
laws would cover any
housing financed by a
federally-regulated or insured financial institution. The proposal also
would require states to inform the federal government within three years
whether communities

with rent control laws are
repealing them. According to the Commission, there are now approximately 200 communities across the country with rent control.
Critics of the legislation
claim that such a law
would violate the concept
of states' rights. Supporters believe, however,
states' rights do not entitle them to do irreparable
harm to federal investments within their
boundaries as has been
the case in many rent
control areas.
Requarth said increasing rent control legislation threatens not only
the traditional property
rights of owners, but
significantly affects the
overall housing inventory
by hastening the
deterioration and/or loss
of existing housing stock
even as it discourages the
construction of new housing.
"FurthermorZ, by
lowering the value of rental property, rent control
affects a community's
tax base by causing a
disproportionate shift of
tax burden to other real

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 18-24

estate, particularly
of funds should be curtailsingle-family homes and
ed," she added.
commercial properties,"
Elected officials at all
Requarth explained.
levels of government
The expense of complywere urged to oppose rent
ing with rent control laws
control as being counter'
and regulations inproductive to the best inevitably increases the
terests of society and the
cost of housing to the conecondmic well-being of
sumer, and the expense
the nation.
of enforcing rent controls
Requarth made his
adds to the cost of local
comments in conjunction
government.
with the celebration of
"We support the conPrivate Property .Week,
cept of affordable housApril 18 to 24.
ing for all residents of the
United States as a responPrivate Property Week
sibility of the total socieis an annual nationwide
ty," Requarth said, "and
we defend the right of
Americans to own property free of
unreasonable controls."
Wherever local rent
control programs have
been initiated, she said,
the history of each community has been to
The need for property
change growth to no
taxes to meet a communigrowth, development to
ty's needs is not denied,
economic stagnation and
but how. high these taxes
housing additions to a
are allowed to go is a
near total stoppage of
serious problem. Anna
apartment and home
Requarth, president of
development in the
the Murray-Calloway
private sector. "Ac- • County Board of
cordingly, in these comREALTORS said.
munities, the already
"We are concerned
massive federal infusion
year around with the

Realtors concerned
with property taxes

We solute all our Reoltors dur*ng

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK

We salute all of our Realtors!

APRIL 18-24

OZARK
LOG HOMES

FITTS BLOCK AND
READY MIX,INC.

Hwy. 121 Bypass

753.4774

test Main S.

753-3540

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 18-24

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 18-24

We solute all of our Realtors!

We solute oil of our Realtors!

RAY T. BROACH
INSURANCE

ENIX INTERIORS,
INC.

310 S. 4th St.

753-4703

We salute all of our Realtors during

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 18-24
HARRELL'S FARM &
HOME SUPPLY
Ilighwey 14It

753-71142

observance of
Americans' right to own
property. Almost 700,000
Realtors across the nation are inviting their
local communities to join
them in activities
celebrating and preserving those rights. This
year's theme is "Ptivate
Property Rights...Yours
to Protect."
The National Association of Realtors, the nation's largest trade
association, represents
persons engaged in all
phases of real estate.

thestaat St.

753-1474

=11111111.7:1rute To
Private Property
Week (April 18-24)
and Our Realtors

STARKS
CONCRETE WORK
Alum, Ky. — 753-2243

issue of property taxes."
Requarth said, "but during the period of April 18
to 24, when the nation
recognizes Private Property Week, it is particularly fitting that we
look closely at the issue of
escalating property
taxes."
She noted that over the
years property taxes
have borne more and
more the brunt of supporting community programs while at the same
time placing additional
strain on household
budgets and in some
cases even denying
homeownership because
the high taxes created affordability problems.
"No one can deny that
homeowners must pay
their fair share of the
many services provided
in-a community but that
is the question — what is
their fair share?"
Reqaarth said that as a
part of the National
Association of
REALTORS® - sponsored Private Property
Week program, people
eVerwhere are being asked to look closely at property tax policies in their
community and take advantage of this election
year to vote for concerned leadership and sound
policies.
"We urge everyone to
look closely at those who
spend the tax dollars, at
the policies which govern
this spending and to
register and vote to
preserve good government and the constitutional right of private
property."

,
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World's Fair
Reservations

Land regulation inconsistent
with free society ideals
Restrictions on the use
of private property are as
much a violation of an individual's constitutional
rights as restrictions on
the freedom of speech or
control of the press, according to Anna Requarth, president of the
Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors.
Commenting in conjunction with the board's
observance of Private
Property Week, April 18
to 24, Requarth said that
excessive government
regulation is inconsistent
with the ideals of a free
society.
As regulatiOns multiply
and become increasingly
stringent, private property rights will diminish
significantly in America,
she said. "It is a tyranny
of government and has no
place in a free society,
she added.
Requarth said that continued government overregulation if left unchecked, will have devastating
effects on property rights
in this country.
"The right to own property is an empty promise if the land is
regulated to the point
where it, is useless," she
said.
"Our governments, our
nation's towns and
villages are killing the
American dream through

overregulation and nogrowth legislation. How
can we exercise our property rights if they are
tied up in layers of red
tape?"
Laws and judicial decisions regarding land use
are becoming increasingly protective of the public
'r.terest at-toprivate property rights.
Growth restrictions are
the most harmful of the
laws being adopted today, Requarth explained.
"Some of these laws
are so stringent that people who purchased land
as an investment are finding that their property is
now almost worthless,"
she noted.
Requarth said that
Realtors nationwide are
working to curtail excessive government interference with private
property rights by supporting legislation
favorable to property
owners.
She urged citizens to remind their elected officials that they value
their right to own property. Encouraging all
Americans to get more
involved in the decisions
of local government, she
said, "if we do nothing to
protect and preserve our
property rights, we'll lose
them."
Private Property Week
is an annual nationwide

Kozy Log Homes
Presents

observance of
Americans' right to own
property. Almost 700,000
Realtors across the country are inviting their local
communities to join them
in activities to celebrate
and preserve those
rights. This year's theme
is "Private Property
Righte..Yours to Protect."
The National Association of Realtors, the nation's largest trade
association, represents
persons engaged in all
phases of real estate.

Afoot—

The Modern Log Home
4 Good Poisons:
Energy Efficient
Simple To Build

Low Cost
Booirtifol Style.

J&J KOZY
LOG HOMES

"

,

502-753-5561

I'VTIN=C•73171NT'fi:

I

J&J Eery Lee Noses

I P.0.1141 361

I *envy, Ky. 42071

I N6686:
I

Address:
you owns lot? Yes

12.

Motel-Campsites-Recreational Vehicles
Food Service S, Concessions
Free Parking & Shuttle To Fairgrounds
— Group Accommodations —
Toll Free

In Tenn. Call Collect 901-644-1492

Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-7724
•ACRES of tap farmland near Murray. 36 acres are tradable and 6 acres in
woods 1.2:2 bores of Dark Fired Tobacco Pee and tobacco barn. Several
outstanding building Mess are available. Priced at05,0000.

ASSOCIATES
753-7724

24 ACRES SURVEYED. 16 acres wooded and I acres tillable New I I Acre
peed. Home site cleared. Would be Meal for quite, rustic country Living
Availaine for only t22,008 00.
•ROLLING ACRES with 48 acres =Ude for crops of pasture Mostly fenced Spring fed creeks for year around stack water. Good building sites Asking
$81,11111.00.

P.O. BOX 545
MURRAY, KY.

it •

1-800-238-3614

TANN
REALTY
REALTOR'

MLS

WESTERN CIMAR 3 BEDROOSI 2 bath home with specious living area and
extremely functional kitchen. Central hest, plus economical wood dove,extra
room for work and day; triple garage with outside storage PLUS 14 beautiful
acres, located on paved rood Hisibeley 444, ONLY 06.114.came make an offer
LAWN 03111YORTABLE HOKE for dentsfamily . This trick ranch 2 man
from town...pelts convenience sad modert Comment to town, but retains
year privacy. Comfortably large MOB with enormous living and family
areas, each with economical veld burning doves. Eat-4n kitchen with
separate dining room, too, 3 Wrens,2 both on 14 acres with fenced yard —
whatelse could you pal Priced at 147.$8.
2 STORY COUSGAL on 5 Wanes acres in very desirable location. 4
bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths — everything yes need for formal and informal

woo

DON'T WANT A BIG PARMIJest mega to keep you occupied — located only
5 Wadesfrom town on a major hifiwp — many 3 bedroom house winch requires very little mauiterainee — THIS IS FOR YOU. Enjoy the dosed mineniape and the open air of thecoy.13 acres. Asking 1115,03.
1 =ROOK.I RATH LAIM DOKE, 101
MUST SELL! Asking miss .

sN
&

New Development Only 15 Miles North Of
Knoxville On I-75

300 lot OWNER U OVING —

COIMMERCIAL HEATING AND AIR CONDrnotam CONTRACITNG
DURUM& Multi-date operaUon in both public sad private installations. Service contracts for public agencies it piece. 1,111 sq ft shop and office
Melding. high volume sheet metal fahriesties tacilities service entities,
Wale, inventory, integrated phone said rolls dispatch system all Wended.
Gross income nearly % million. Low intend rate unmade ken to qualified
beyer OWNER MUST SELL Priced at $221,111.
FAMILY OPERATED 011:114TOP GROCERY STORE,self serve gm station.
bait and tackle shop serving fishermen. Merida and beat residents on high
traffic highway to Kentucky Lake. All new modern store fixtures, refrigeration and pump monitoring equipment. New low maintenance building on large
lot Deathit ainily forces sale at sacrifice price Adios $11,001 plus inventory
it cost at time of sale Excellent income opportunity for someone wanting to
be their own boss.
IS ROLLING ACRES - U tended' and M in Umber. Approximately % fenced
for dock. Spring fed yearsround tact water. Good stock barn Older well nodded 3 BR home in iscellent cendition. Located just minutes from beautiful
Ky. Lake. Daly issesto.

II% ACRES. A counb7 boy can afford this 6½ acre mini-farm with stable,
sheds and a 3 BR house with extras plus. Put finishing touch to the 2 BR apartmeatforests income. Priced reasonably at 131,375.01.
COUR RIDGE Owner will finance 65300 01 this fully furnished 3 BR, 2
bath haw ea 1.5 INC of lake front property Gas heat, fireplace, sauna, trash
compactor and much more for only Plata
OWNER FINANCED Custom built home with only high quality materials m
Lakeway Share' on canal with direct access to lake 3 BR 2 nth Fireplace
and weed-birdng stove, Anderson picture windows and many high quality
fermis ONLY 0- LIN.
TIM CCM*or EVERYTHING this home in Murray is only alwo with
owner FINANaNG. It has 3 BR,garage and lots of storage area,fenced yard.
Great investment!!!
OAKS ESTATES double lot iii exclusive country club atmosphere. Lets may
be bought separately with owner Names and NO INTEREST.
ENORMOUS country boon with mew woods and creek in beck. 4 BR 2 both
37 11 family roam is all OWNER FINANCED plus many extra only 02,100.
Or bey with adjoining be with excellent coodiserciai potential sod authentic
kig cabin to rat. USAIR
Oall10012 TERRACE SUBDIVISION. Prime 31 tract, platted and partially
Bed location for building beintifid homes with great investment
rinanctig available. $110,010.

ow iron a home oa acre lot near late. 3 BR and lots of polaris'room to fix
opPoanythmg you want What a bargain in today's market.
IN CANTRBURY ". A choice building kit in Canterbury Estates. Owner
wants brit quick sod has priced the lot to sell.
NEAR KT.LEE in Baywood Vista you'll find this mobile home boated on a
wooded Id with detached garage or shop. Two extra lots give plenty of garden
space. Ideal for starter home or retirement home.Only short distance to water
and horde& Adis114,01
NICE WELL built yeararoend home in Pine Bluff Shores on KY Lake
Suitable fur vacation home and would qualify for EinHA financing Big
fireplace Immed pmeemion and alum only au«

11111 AMES mostly weeded with reed teener on two sides and located near
Ky. Lake. Monti be ideal for natural Mint retreat and apponimately 10
massfrom Murray.oussis.

emesdig— Yea. a small dews payment and owner hemming will make
you the rimer of thr newly decorated 14 story 4 BR tome with basement.
aluminum carefree exterior, spacious interior, TVA mulatto and ventral
gas heat with woad stove for unbelievable econorny double lot near school
Make your spearmint today

ACRES for hogs. Loaded Pt1% milsfeed Murray . Has a III a 111conerete
deck hog parlor that ersIsm& op I.ISO hew IAN whet pine tress 2 years
oto Asking 125,011.11.

BR BRICK ;RICER 06.366,1014 Payne near pert and shopping very well
mentenical gas boat First time on market,se call today for
hed beine
vieries.

IN ACRE FARM NMI 211 WS Nada& 411 acres et Dart Fired Totems
tree. Tebecte Beni ad *Wig shed. Other buildings include Pale Barn.
01b,Deg KomisedIsekelleine. Large drier horns Ilivable and could be
rogared. Offered atINRASKSS.
1,311 ACRE farm with approximately LEI tillable acres_ RAMO Be. Grain
lag and storage facility. Three NAN be. bin IS percent fenced. 42,10 sq. ft
buikting for equipment iterege, wereisadzig. distributice center with Mediae
docks An II year old,1*55.Ft.Interim oeser's home plus a 3 BR,1 both
belch term mower's bum !bare we mop other outstanding features to
nanieroesto mentioe. Offered at1018.818.811.

•

LAU FRONT WATS Lathery and charm combined in this unique dream
hew on I% bort on Cypress Springs. 3 large BR, both, well-emptied kitchen, adosid sun-room. Intercom to three-bay BOAT HOUSE. A mint see
recruits')lay-oet. $12201.

•

JUST WRITER from town is this small 3 BR home Has recently been
rewired with WI amp service plus new plumbing One BR just recently added
Aoki.OM
Owner hes hod aesther Poe and is minas to sacrifice tins 1501 sq. R.. 4 BR.
Bath hems mar Ky. Like for onty 115,000 Call now because seDer as in a
harry
LAIR FRONT DI CENTER RIDGE. This in one of the cheered lots or,
mintadieed Ky. Like. 1.1 acres with over isi ft of water frontage and an
oulateeding scenic view Has S.Ti water and septic systai Offered for onfi
$44.1111.11.
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Private Property Week

At Century 21,Loreth
making thi
Open til 8 p.m.
tonight
and Thursday

"We'llLend You

Every owner listed under this caption hos mode thi

Loretta
Broker/0wIter
Gil CRS

We Say,
"Thanks To Our Lenders,
Sellers, and Purchases"
We've Sold and Closed
Nine Properties This
Month.

A cheerful center for everday family living. Practical step saver
kitchen for the home slaver Built to FHA specifications. Owner will
finance PLOW at 12%, amortized 25 years at a payment of $400.23
per month. If this meets your needs. we recommend quick action

Executive Area - three bedrooms,
finance down payment for you. Call for I
Won Wilma will make it happen for you

Let us help you.
Shaded by graceful, spreading trees
Seclusion near the lake - Financing ava
51per month bra balance of $15,000

Two bedroom starter home - Only $2,001 down, balance $111,000,
financed 10 years for $143 40 per month Last time we offered one
like this, it sold the first day

ci

Spacious three bedroom home for your 4
apartment to assist with your monthly pa
an assumable loan at 10% 10 sears. balanci
ment of 0509 011

Quality built lake front home - 2400 square feet - Owner will
finance $50.000. 12% interest. amortized 15 years, monthly payments
of $526.62

Century 21 Lon

1200 Sycam

Top Seller
Top Seller of Month January & Februa

Judy
Million Dollar Club 1981
437-4446

Pat
Administrative
Assistant

Chuck
Million Dollar Club 1981
753-0187

Frankie
753-1580
Soles Associate

BJ.
753-3961
Saks Associate

America's Number 1 Top S
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Private Property Week

tto3 Jobs Realtors,we're
things happen

Open Houses
Saturday 1:00-3:00

1306 Poplar
(Assumable Loan)

You money To Buy Ourilouse

Jk.11.1

*.
..
,
.
4. 4
, --aual4.Y.e•ifkkeXaaf.y.,

has made this statement. And oil of these listings listed with Century 21 offer seller financing*

1502 Kirkwood

- three bedrooms, plus stuldY - Owner will
yment for you Call for completet details on this uri1
nate it happen for you
Got an idea for a business' Drug store, hardware, barber or beauty shop, restaurant, retail sales or consumer service Get the adyantaga of owner financing Rare opportunity Dial 7111492 for
Frankie, ngM now

Picture yourself lounging by the pool, grilling on the patio or playing pool in the rec room Add four bedrooms, dining room and call
us about the assumable loan low equity

Sweeping corner site that sets off well kept shrubbery
setting for this four bedroom home with owner financing provides
Dial 7531492 for your showing

sIs
Owner financing makes this especially easy to buy. Vaal want to
sleep longer in the restful bedrooms Kitchen with durable beauty
and practical convenience Immaculate condition Workshop area
Owner will hold second mortgage at 12% for 10 years Will hold up
to 111,000 for $15702 per month

reful spreading trees that smibirds call borne
e lake Financing available at,0% fee Years at
for a balance of 815,000

Assumable
Loans

Picturesque acreage, thoughtfully planted orchard, owner financing 110,000 second mortgage at 11%,1137 76 for It years. Call as now

Assumable loan -- I.ynn Grove area - acres - 5 bedrooms - 30
X50 shop - Loan balance of $31,500. assumable at 11% Amortized 23
years - monthly payments of approx $35000 Make your offer today
•
Bedrootris are designed to meet the family's personal need for
privacy convenience and comfort Spacious country kitchen
overlooks covered patio Owner will hold 2nd mortgage of 125,000 at
12% for 20 years amortization at a monthly payment of $275 21 let
as help you

edroom home for your family pl s a two bedroom
it with your monthly payments Best M all it has
at 10% II years. balance 150.100 it a monthly pay

try 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors

Airy, sunlit, picturesque countryside harmonises with this ar.
chitecture Owner will hold second mortgage Talk to us about
terms.

1% Assumable - Enjoy this two bedroom situated on I 2 acres
Out's shaded by large oak trees Small equity and assume 1144 110
per month payment Call 753-162 now

•ycamore 753-1492
Top Seller
uary & February

iv

Top Lister
Jan., Feb., Mar.

Prestige; secluded district Take a pleasant stroll on the quiet circle Broad veranda area catches every evening breeze Ribbon windows for easy furniture amagment, perfect privacy Best owner
financing we've seen on a fine home like this

High on a hilltop with a beautiful view Assumable VA We
available for you 121,134 balance alt1 4% interest with aerelliy
payment of MI 66 for 16 years

12% Or Less
MIN.!tibnave annual part...rasp Ma

*These owners have agreed to finance
between 10-12% depending on terms of
sale.

Frankie
753-1580
les Associate

Marie
759-1056
Sales Associate

Top Seller

We are looking for someone special to replace present owners its
true, no complications in buying this one Balance 139.116 22,s
years, 174.% Principal, interest, tales, insurance all included in
monthly payment of $50000 assumable for you

Wilma
436-2166
Saks Associate

Century 21

Ili% sound interesting' Give on a call for details an tais three
bedroom nestled on 14 acres located rst S noinstes from cry finite.
Thr a an assumable loan for you

Tm
Locally&
Owned Operatedl
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Private Property Week

Land acquisition policies infringe on property rights
The land acquisition
policies of the fedival
government are continuing to infringe on the
rights of private property
ownership. according to
the Murray-Calloway
County Board of
Realtors.
-These policies are, in
many instances, clouding
the ownership titles of
millions of private acres
nationwide," Anna Requarth, board president
explained.

more than 3-million acres
for acquisition, valued at
roughly ;3 billion, with
very little hope of actual
purchase within a
reasonable period of
time.
"To make matters even
worse, such acquisition
prices have been
notoriously
underestimated," Requarth noted, "to say
nothing of the 10 to 15 percent annual increase in
land value that is lost."
Requarth sees the problems with the cqrent
federal land acquisition
_ Do_ 1197 asf
*-it
r trges
constitutionally guaranteed
right of private property
ownership. By clouding
the titles to such land,
present and future uses
and values frequently are

Making her remarks in
conjunction with the
celebration of Private
Property Week, April 18
to 24, Requarth said that
the current problem is
the result of overlyambitious land acquisition bills enacted by Congress over the past few
years.
At present, the National Park Service, National Forest Service and
Federal Fish and Wildlife
Service have identified

Private Propirty Rights
Yours to Protect

-

Private Property INeek
April 18-24

Call Bob Haley
Sales

753-4000
489-2266

Appraisals

INC

Auctioneering

MIS
MORGAN, TREVATHAN & GUNN, REALTORS
THE VILLAGE HIGHWAY 641 NORTH, MURRAY

got plans to home improve?

condemnation is concerndiminished, with no comed.
pensation forthcoming.
*A moratorium on new
*Practical hardships
acquisitions or a land exoften are placed on prochange program also
perty owners whose land
should be considered.
in placed in the "limbo"
The Reagan Adof being identified by not
ministration has inactually purchased.
dicated that further acRealtors recommend the
quisition of private lands
following as possible solushould be postponed intions to remedy the situadefinitely until lands
tion:
presently held by the
*Establish a procedure
federal government are
in which authorization of
more effectively managlands for purchase, aced and upgraded.
tual appropriations and
Realtors applaud this
compensation must occur
decision and plan to conwithin a certain specific
tinue working to bring
and limited time period.
*Reduce the current about the necessary
c k I ill
*reftrriiib in this important
e airy
area.
authorized but unacquired lands by directing
Congress to promptly
determine which purchases are necessary and
prudent in light of present
budgetary limitations.
Detroit, Miami,
*After a specified
Milwaukee, and Tampaperiod of time, those
St. Petersburg; Budd
private lands not as yet
Krones of Tucson, Ariz.,
purchased should be
Association treasurer
made subject to a
who will be in Phoenix,
"sunset" provision inSan Diego, Albuquerque,
sofar as governemtnal
and Salt Lake City; and
power to acquire them by

Reagan letter...

We solute all our Realtors during

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 18-24

Harmon & Malone
Remodeling Company
S. 4th

733-4124

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 18-24
We sdlute all of our Realtors f

ROSS INSURANCE
AGENCY
210 K. Maki

75344111

Private Property Week
April 18-24
We Salute All
Of Our Realtors
WHATEVER YOUR NEEDS....WE'LL HELP WITH THE MONEY!

Bank of Murray.
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
hlembiw FDIC

• t`i•-i

• ,

Private Property Week
is an annual project of the
National Association of
Realtors and its nearly
700,000 members. During
the week-long celebration, Realtors invite
members of their local
communities to join with
them in activities
celebrating and preserving those rights. This
year's theme is "Private
Property Rights...Yours
to Protect."
The members of the
National Association of
Realtors, the nation's
largest trade association,
are engaged in all phases
of the real estate industry.

Rickman
& Norsworthy
Building Supply
of Murray
5005. 4th — 753-64 0

(Continued from Page 2)
Vance C. Miller of Dallas,
Texas, vice president,
committees, who will
visit Dallas-Fort Worth,
Kansas City, Mo.,
Oklahoma City, and San
Antonio.
The Association's 13
regional vice presidents
each will visit four additional cities during the
same week. Presidents of
the Realtors' state
associations also have
been invited to participate by visiting cities
within their own states.
Activities calling attention to Private Property
Week and our
constitutionally guaranteed
rights have been planned
by local Realtor boards
across the country. A
number of state governors and city mayors
have proclaimed the
week of April 18 to 24 as
Private Property Week.
The National Association of Realtors, the nation's largest trade
association represents
nearly 700,000 members
engaged in all phases of
the real estate industry.

Nice three
bedroom house on
a quite street. 1914
Vine, house could
be used as a one
bedroom with a
one bedroom
apartment.

Murray
Calloway Covey
batty
304 N. 12ti St.
753-8146

cz--'•
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Prkate Property Seel

•

Private Property
Week
April 18-24

1_

Home Ownership
Is A
Sound Investment
If you have any questions on buying a home stop by
at

•
•

•

•

Security Federal
evisw
Savings
Sk
Loan
Assoc.
1300 Johan.Blvd.
Murray, Ky.

'
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Private Property Week

New factors make home buying more attractive
The best time to buy a
home, the saying goes,
was yesterday. But if you
don't want to find
yourself echoing those
words soon, you'll have to
hit the home-hunting path
in a hurry.
"For the first tune in
many years, a combination of factors is making
home purchases extremely attractive," says
Julio S. Laguarta, president of the National
Association of Realtors.
These factors are home
prices, which are rising
at a slower rate than inflation; mortgage in-

terest rates through
people-to-people financing that are averaging
three to five percentage
points below market
rates; and the large inventory of homes for sale.
Combined with the
traditional home buying
incentives of equity accumulation, tax benefits,
and pride of ownership,
these factors, which may
disappear later, will contribute to the investment
value of homes for years
to come.
Home prices
The median sales price
of an existing home in-

creased only 3.6 percent
in 1981. According to the
National Association of
Realtors, the median
price at the start of this
year was 06,800. Reflecting discounts from seller
financing, the net selling
prices are now lower than
a year ago. Reduced
home prices mean lower
down payments.
As the economy begins
to show improvement
later in the year with
more jobs, incomes, and
a greater ability to buy
homes, demand could be
exceptionally strong. Until there is an increase in

See Us for Your Home Loan
Home Mortgage Money Is Available
Murray
Murray
Downtown
South
Branch
Branch
Hopkinsville
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
7th and Main
753-7921

the construction of apartments (vacancies are at a
historic low of less than 5
percent and in some
areas, like Manhattan, it
is under 2 percent) and
other forms of new housing, there could be some
upward pressure on
prices.
Home financing
Financing a home purchase today is more flexible that ever before. Contrary to popular belief,
prospective home buyers
don't have to pay 16 or 17
percent interest for a
home mortgage. In fact,
the number of new mortgages from conventional
lenders is a negligible
part of the mortgage
market in many areas.
Nationally, more than 60
percent of home financing is done through
people-to-people loans
averaging 12.5 percent,
according to a Realtor
survey. This translates
into significant monthly
payment savings for
buyers. Smart home

buyers have been taking
advantage of seller financing.
At least 1.6.45 million, or
70 percent, of the homes
sold last year utilized the
trillions of dollars
av.ailable in home
eq ities. These are
neg tiated transactions
between private parties,
so they don't involve closing points or loan origination fees. In the savings of
closing costs alone,
buyers are ahead by hundreds of dollars before
they even make their first
mortgage payment.
With lower mortgage
interest rates available
now through people-topeople financing, it
doesn't pay for buyers to
postpone their homy purchase. Even if interest
rates decline later in the
year, buyers are getting
those rates now. Also,
since the housing recession is tied to the high
conventional interest
rates, if rates drop, many
more buyers will re-enter

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK

715 So. 12th St
753-1214

APRIL 18-24
We salute all of our Realtors I

Jane Rogers, Agent
State Farm Insurance

IT'S
PRIVATE
PROPERTY
WEEK!

201 S. Olt St.

Phew* 75341127

Private Property Rights
Yours to Protect

Oh, the Minutemen didn't know it
But they did fight for a country and a
constitution that gave every citizen
the right to own land.
And because they won that fight, and
because that country and constitution are still alive and well today,
we're celebrating Private Property
Week

We Salute The Murray

"Heat Pump
Specialists"
Modern Sheet Metal
St Service

Calloway County Board
Of Realtors!

Murray Electric
System

401 Olive

Quality Service
Company

Departments.

4,

753-9290

753-5312

the home buying market,
driving prices up. Timing
a home purchase this spring is critical to taking
advantage of the peopleto-people financing and
lower prices available
now.
Home inventory
The best time to buy
anything is when selection is at its highest. Since
many families want to
move during the summer, their homes are going on the market right
now. Also, homes that
have gone unsold during
the winter, still are on the
market in many areas, so
the supply of homes for
sale now is at its peak for
,,the year. Bul--.1go are
not competing against
each other as intensely as
they were during the
peak selling year of 1978,
so careful home buying
decisions can be made.
While the supply of
homes is high, the condition of those homes also is
impressive. Sellers are
fixing up as never before.
The cream puffs are
sweeter and the handyman specials are
homier. Remodeling that
normally would have
been considered the
buyers' expenses, like
new carpeting, painting,
even such major construction as finishing a
basement or installing a
fireplace, are now
becoming sellers'
necessities to increase a
home's appeal.
Tax breaks
Tax dedections for
home buyers and
homeowners reduce the
real cost of home ownership. While interest rates
and home prices may
fluctuate, the tax benefits
remain relatively unchanged.
When the after-tax savings are weighed, a $600a-month mortgage payment really costs a buyer
in the 30 percent tax
bracket $420 a month.
This is because mortgage
interest is a deductible
expense on federal income tax returns. Real
estate taxes and certain
efficiency home improvements also help
lower the tax bite for
homeowners.
At sale time, fix-up
costs and brokers' commissions are deductible
from the price when computing capital gains
taxes. Taxes may be
deferred on the profit
from the sale of a home
(Continued on Page 11)
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Prhate Proprrt%

U. erk

Right to own property in U.S. eroding, Requarth
The right to own property in America is
eroding at an ever accelerating pace, Anna
Requarth, president of
the Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors
said today.
"Rent control, nogrowth legislation, environmental and historic
preservation, inclusionary and downzoning
laws, curbs on condominium development,
excessive property taxes,
and resale price controls
are contributing to the
reduction of private property rights in this country," Requarth explained.
Commenting in conjunk

cion with the celebration
of Private Property
Week, April 18 to 24, Requarth said (she) fears
that if the pattern continues, little will be left of
these rights by the end of
the century.
Examples of infringements on property
rights include:
*In Santa Monica, Cal.,
forces organized by activist Tom Hayden supported passage of a law
stating that a landlord's
return on his investment
must be based on his
original cash down payment and not the current
value of the building.
Although a California
court has struck down

Factors...
(Continued from Page 10)

_

when another home of
equal or greater value is
purchased within two
years.
Homeowners, age 55 or
older, also may take advantage of the once-in-alifetime exclusion of up to
$125,000 in home sale profit without buying
another home. Other investments don't offer
these attractive tax
benefits. By postponing a
home purchase, these tax
savings will be lost.
Lifestyle
Homes will continue to
be bought for the traditional reason of providing
necessary shelter and
because they provide for
a lifestyle of privacy,
security, pride of ownership, independence, and
family environment.
Throughout the 1960s, the
price of homes increased
about 4 percent a year
and people, continued to
buy because they looked
at a home as a symbol of
a sound way of life.
During the 1970s, with
phenomenal inflation and
home appreciation, people suddenly looked at
housing as a way to get
rich quick. Now, as housing price appreciation
has slowed, people will
continue to buy for the
basic reason of sound
shelter.
Home as investment
While home prices are
not expected to skyrocket
each month as they did
during the late 970s, the
laws of supply and demand will protect the investment value of homes.
A minimum of 2 million
new housing units must

be built each year to meet
the new household demand and to replace
worn-out structures. New
construction already is
behind in meeting these
needs. The number of
people in the prime homebuying age group of 20 to
39 years will increase to
31 percent of the population during the 1980s. All
of these factos point to an
increased demand for
housing and a supply that
may not fill this need.
This assuredly means
home prices will never be
lower and the time to buy
is now.

that portion of the law, it
demonstrates a continuing effort to impose control on rents.
*Property taxes are so
high in some instances
that they are confiscatory. Almost 5 percent of the total value of
the house in now collected
annually in some Long
Island, N.Y., towns.
*In California and
Boulder, Colo., builders
must agree to include a
certain percentage of
units in a project for sale
or rent to low income people, or they are denied a
permit. As a result,
builders either lose
money on these units or
pass the costs along to
purchasers of market
rate units.
*In Alexandria, Va., an
elderly woman's home
was declared a landmark
without her consent. The
property, although in
reality not built in colonial times, can now only
be sold to someone who
agrees to preserve the
building in its present
state. The woman's life
savings are tied up in the
building, which has been
effectively devalued
without compensation to
her.
*A measure has been
introduced in the San
Francisco City Council
requiring homeowners to
show evidence oft an
energy audit at the time
of resale. The proposed
ordinance makes new

Some Owner financing is availabie on
the following listings at ROBERTS
REALTY:
170 acre farm
Industrial Lots
Small country business
Mobile home & lot
Residential lot
The qualified staff at Roberts
Realty is waiting to assist you in
your every property need. Call one
of them today!
Anna Requarth 753-2477
Amos McCarty 753-2249
Marge Armbrester 753-5128
Clara Humphrey 753-2403
Lloyd Hasty 753-2370
Bob Nedity 753-1951
Hoyt Roberts 753-3924

owners correct deficiencies within six months of
the sale date.
"The United States was
established to protect the
rights of private property
ownership against excessive government interference," Requarth
said. "But that is exactly
what is happening today.
"I invite all Americans
to work with and support
Realtors in their efforts
to preserve those rights
during Private Property
Week and throughout the
year," Requarth said.
"Active participation by
individuals and groups is
essential if we are to

maintain our
rights."

basic

Private Property Week
is an annual nationwide
observance of
Americans' right to own
property. Almost 700,000
Realtors across the country are inviting their local
communities to join them
in activities to celebrate

and preserve those
rights. This year's theme
is "Private Property
Rights...Yours to Protect."
The National Association of Realtors, the nation's largest trade
association, represents
persons engaged in all
phases of the real estate
industry.

Private Property Week
April 18-24

Sale Begins
Monday, April 19 Thru
Saturday, April 24
CUSTOM COLORS HIGHER IN PRICE

j41113rilin NI( port

MOORGLO.
LATEX HOUSE &
TRIM PAINT

MOORGARD®
LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

MOORE'S'
OIL BASE
HOUSE PAINT

Long Lasting Colors
In A Soft Gloss Finish.

Low Lustre Finish,
Lasting Durability.

Nigh Gloss,
Protective Finish.

We Ma* $1 4
2
!
SW•

$1 299

sai•Prim $1

So
5.

Carrico Paint &
Floor Covering

Roberts Realty

1210W. Main Murray, Ky. 42071

S. 12th At Sycamore
7 1
• • • • 4, • • •
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REMODELED OLDER sola
1$0411 AND GARAGE APT.

EXCLUSIVE CANTERBURY
RESIDENCE

NEW UST1I16
1513 mow

OWNER TRANSFERRED
MAKE OfFER

AFfORDADLE NOME
QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD 330'i

LOVELY 3 U. HOME
ON 2½ ACES

•

LARGE LAKEVIEW NOME
5441,0

3 BR COLONIAL RANCH
551,000

ATTRACTIVE ASSUMABLE
LOAN 340's

BEAUTIFUL CANTERBURY
RESIDENCE-MAKE OFFER

STATELY OLDER NOME
ON POPLAR $52,500

NEW usnes
1007 OLIVE

3 BEDROOM CHARMER
1611 PARKLANE $31,200

DUALITY NOME
ON 133 ACRES

CONTEMPORARY CHARM
1511 DUDLEY

4 U. TII•LEVEL
UPPER 350's

4 U,31/2 BATH HOME
. JOHNNY ROSENTSINI ROAD e-

NEW LISTING
NEAR HOSPITAL
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